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THE NEW MEXICAN REVIEW,
NO 30SANTA EE, N. M.. THURSDAY OCTOBER 20 1910.pORTY -- SEVEN YEAR
Ithe state of Oregon, however, has
ONE INDICTMENT
Arizona convention was read causing
much laughter.
A. B. Fall oalled attention to the
difference between .the Progressive
Democrats of Arizona and those of
New Mexico, the latter having nomi-
nated a corporation at-
torney for the presidency of the con-
vention and had placed him as their
choice upon the most important com
mittees.
H. B. Fergusson again drew the iWhy They Are in Contraven-tion of the United StatesConstitution
FOR LEGISLATURE
House Is to Have Forty-Nin- e
and Senate Twenty-Fou- r
Members
y
Ha Formulated
Complete Report for
Submission.
What has been probably the most
difficult portion of the constitution to
draft has been completed by the sub-
committee on legislative department
and may be submitted by the commit
HE PRESE
' Convention Accepts Pictures
of J- - Franco Chaves and
Antonio Joseph
RULES ARE AGAIN AMENDED
No More Files to Be Introduced
by Delegate After
October 22.
The convention wa called to order
this afternoon at 2:45 o'clock by
President CharleB A. Spless.
Prayer by Chaplain Julius A, Hart- -
man. i
Mlnutei by Chief Clerk George W.
Armijo.
Solomon Luna, for the committee on
rules, reported two additional rules,
printed In full In another column.
One of them sets October 22 as the
last day on which delegates may ln
traduce files, but provides that the
committees shall have the privilege of
introducing flies at any time. The
BIG LOSSES
IN
Democratic Counties of Quay,
Roosevelt and Curry Show
Decline
VALENCIA HAS A GOOD INCREASE
....
Half a Million Dollar Oil Com-
pany at Alamogordo Incor- -
poratet.
Territorial Treasure M. A. Otero
today received 1335.70 from J. E. Ed-
wards, treasurer of Curry county.
Text Book Adoption.
The territorial board of education
has decided to wrestle with the ques-
tion of the adoption of terft books for
the public schools on February 2, 3
and 4, 1911, although the four years'
contract does not expire, until June.
Early action however, Is desirable for
the preparation of the common school
course of study, the institute manual
and to enable the publishers to pre
pare the text books in good time for
the opening ot the schools.
Arrested for Forgery,
Mounted Policeman Rafael Gomes
reported having arretted near
Rio Arriba county, Juan de
Jesus pilbas and Manuel Borrego y
Casaus, for forgery. The two men
were bound over to the grand Jury un-
der $500 bond,
Incorporation,
Incorporation papers were filed to-
day by La Lux Oil Company of
Otero county( J. M. Parker,
statutory agent The capitalization
Is 2500,000, divided into 500,000 shares.
The Incorporators and directors are:
E. F. Hoegerman, Charles Johnson,
tee to the convention on Thursday
afternoon and taken up for discussion
on next Monday afternoon. The sub-
committee however failed to take any
action on any ot the initiative and
referendum propositions and the
whole matter may be passed up to the
amendments were adopted as propos-
ed without a dissenting vote.
The following flies were then Intro-
duced:
File No. 19, by 0. A. Richardson,
creating the department of labor and
commissioner of labor. Referred to
the commlitee on agriculture.
File No. 20, by G. A. Richardson,
relating to the board of agriculture.
Referred to the committee on agricul-
ture. T '
File No. 21, by G. A. Richardson, re-
lating to primary elections. Referred
". to the committee on elective fran-'.- "
chlse. '
President SplesB said that the con-
vention has no "graveyard" commit;
tees. E. L. Stover said that the prop- -
er name for such a committee would
.
be "committee on Democracy."
convention without recommendation.
The draft made by the it
tee provides for a legislative term ot
four years. The two houses shall be
called a Senate to consist of 24 mem-
bers over which the Lieutenant Gov
ernor will preside, making a twenty-fift- h
member, and a House to consist
of 49 members, an odd number to pre-
vent a tie.
A person must be 25 years of age
to be qualified for election to the Sen-
ate and 21 for election to the House.
No person holding any office ot trust
or profit under the state, county or
national government, except officers
of the militia who receive no salary.
and notaries public, shall be qualified
for election to the legislature.
Vacancies shall be filled at a spe
cial election called uj the Governor.
The first session of the state legis
lature shall be called by the Governor
who fixes the date but subsequent ses
sions shall convene on the second
Tuesday of January after the general
quadrennial election and every second
year thereafter. The first session
shall not exceed ninety day 8 and the
second shall not exceed sixty days.
Special sessions not to exceed thirty
days may be called by the Governor
J H. Hogan, William Oorbach and T.holdlng tnelr offlce8 througa plea8Ure
File No. 22, by E. 8. Stover, relative
to trusts. Referred to the committee
on corporations.
File No. 23, by E. S. Stover, relative
. to lobbying. Referred to tne
: tpa on leelslatlve department. but shall transact no other business .
except that specified in the call for
the session.
The number of employes of the leg-
islature is limited to the following for
the Senate:
Chief clerk $6 a day; assistant chief
clerk (5; one chief and one assistant
enrolling and engrossing clerk $5 ; one
sergeant at arms $6; assistant sei"-gean- t
at arms $5; two reading clerks
$5; one messenger $5; four pages $2
passed directly on the question, and
held that the Initiative and referen-
dum did not make the form of govern-
ment unrepubllcan. I want to be
perfectly fair by saying that the mat-
ter was squarely before that court,
and that the Supreme Court of Ore-
gon has held contrary to the views
which I entertain; namely, that the
constitution with the initiative and
referendum 1b not the republican form
of government contemplated by the
Constitution ot the United States.
This question also came before the
Supreme Court of California In the
case of in re Pfahler, the question be-
ing whether or not a provision ot the
charter of the city of Los Angeles,
whlah contains the initiative, was re-
publican in form. The Supreme Court
refused "to pass directly upon the
question, claiming that that question
was not before the court, the Consti-
tution of the state was not Involved,
but merely the constitutionality ot
charter of Los Angeles, and that
court held by a large majority of the
judges that the clause in the Consti-
tution of the United States had no
reference to the said charter, but re-
ferred only to state constitutions and
In so deciding, held that whether or
not a state constitution was contrary
to this provision of the federal consti-
tution was a political question for
Congress and not for the courts to
decide. One of the judges of the Cali
fornia courts however. Judge McFar- -
land, in the last named case filed a
dissenting opinion which will be
found at page 279, Volume 88, Pacific
Reporter, (the majority opinion be
ing at page 270 of the said volume).
In his dissenting opinion Judge
says:
"I will not stop to discuss a forcible
contention by counsel for the peti
tioner that the provision of the char
ter under consideration is violative of
certain parts ot our state constitu-
tion, because, in my opinion, the pro-
vision is violative of that part of the
Constitution of the United States,
which declares that Congress shall
guarantee to each state a republican
form of government. It is In my
judgment an error and incorrect view
of that provision of the United States
Constitution to hold that it concerns
Congress alone and that a state may
violate it at its law so long as Con-
gress does not choose to interfere.
The provision declares a great con
stitutional principle, and must be ob-
served by all coming within Its pur
view. The correct construction is
that given by the United States Su-
preme Court in Minor vs. Happersett,
21 Wallace, 162, where it said:
"The guarantee necessarily impos-
es a duty on the part of the states
themselves to provide such a govern-
ment. Therefore, every act done by a
state which is Inconsistent with and
violative of the theory ot a republican
fuim nt government is invalid." -
Now. what is a republican form of
government? These words are not
defined in the Constitution itself.
Like other words used in that instru-
ment, we must look for their mean-
ing to the general and usual source
and authorities which determine the
signification of English .words and
phrases. An examination of this
source leaves no doubt as to the
meaning of the phrases in question.
It is defined in the Federalist In leg
islative debates, and Judicial opinions.
In text books of the law and in the
Standard dictionaries ot the language.
I shall not quote from these authori
ties. The meaning of the phrases as
derived from these words is correctly
and concisely stated in Webster's
Dictionary as follows:
"A state In which the, sovereign
power resides in a whole body of the
people is exercised by representatives
selected by them." A republican
form of government is one in which
the people select those' who are to
make their laws, and 1b radically dif
ferent from a pure democracy in
which the people collectively and as
their own original act make the laws
and whenever under our American
system ot. republican government, a
state undertakes to destroy the rep
resentative system, and Install in Its
place, as the law making power the
neoole either acting in a mass meet
ing or enacting laws by ballot In their
original capacity, it undertakes to do
an unconstitutional thing, which is
void."
The learned judge goes on at some
length In the same strain and con-
cludes by saying: "It admits the very
evil which the representative form of
government was intended to guard
against. I cannot refrain from ex-
pressing regret .at the apparent readi-
ness ot many of the people of this
state to abandon permanent features
of our American system of govern-
ment, the wisest and best system ever
yet devised and put Into successful
operation."
Under the authorities above cited I
think I am justified in saying that it
is a question whether .or not the Initi-
ative and referendum if adopted by
the state of New Mexico would be re-
publican in form and not repugnant
to the Constitution of the United
States as the Enabling Act declares
It shall be. If as the California court
holds It a political question for Con-
gress to decide, who can say that Con-
gress will hold such a provision con-
stitutional? and If It be a Judicial
question who can say that the Su-
preme Court of the United States will
hold that It is in violation of Section
4 Article 4 of the Constitution of the
United States?
That either of those bodies have the
power and authority to do bo is un-
questionable should the matter come
before them In the proper proceeding.
By the Enabling Act Congress ex-
pressly reserved the right to pass up-
on whether the Constitution adopted
by New Mexico meets with the re-
quirements of that bill, and It seems
to me that as a purelj legal question
it is worthy of considerable thought.
IS QUASHED
Defendants Are Sustained in
Law Points Raised by
Demurrer
DECISION WILL BE; APPEALED
New Mexico Central Railroad
Receivership Case Still Hold-
ing the Boards.
Former) Sheriff H. C. Klnsell, of
Stanley, yesterday testified in the dis
trict court in the case of E. Andrews
vs. The Rio Grande Livestock Com
pany.
The attention of Judge John K. Mc- -
Fie In chambers, was still occupied
today in listening to arguments of dis-
tinguished counsel in the demurrer
against the petition in the case ot cer-
tain eastern creditors ot the New Mex
ico Central Railroad Company asking
for the removal as receiver of Receiv
er Xlurray of Pittsburg, Pa. It is be
lieved that the hearing will be con-
cluded today and that the decision of
the court will be announced shortly.
A number ot Important law points
were raised In the demurrer and the
arguments were of Intense Interest.
Before Associate Justice M. C.
Mcchem yesterday, the demurrer
against the Indictment of Richard H.
Hanna and Thomas W. Hanna, charg-
ing them with inducing persons not
qualified to vote at the last election,
was heard. Although the Judgment ot
Judge Mechem has not been signed as
yet in order to give the defendants'
time to reform their demurrer to in-
clude points suggested by Judge
Mechem, he announced his decision
dismissing the indictments. F. C. Wil-
son and N. B. Laughlin and J. H.
Knaebel appeared for the Hannas and
Assistant District Attorney Charles C.
Catron for the territory. The ques
tion coining up on demurrer, the hear
ing, of course, did not go into the
merits of the caBe, the demurrer rais
ing questions only as to the legal form
of the Indictment, setting up that the
Indictment gave a conclusion of law,
that it failed to apprise the defend
ants of what they were charged with,
failed to name the place where the
alleged crime was committed and fail-
ed to allege that the defendants
"know'ngly" committed the crime
with which they were charged, all
these law points being' sustained by
Judge Mechem. The case will be ap
pealed by the territory to 'the supreme
court, Attorney General Frank W
Clancy, appearing for the territory.
The case will be set for the January
term and will arouse mueh Interest as
the legal polntB raised are important.
The demurrer went only to the Indict-
ment for Inducing persons who were
not qualified to vote and not to the
other Indictment against one of the
defendants, Thomas W. Hanna, that
he circulated ballots that were illegal.
The IndictmentB grew out of alleged
election Irregularities at Lamy, in this
county, at the election for delegates
to the constitutional convention, sev-
eral other persons being Indicted at
the same time. The trial of the cases
Is looked forward to with much in-
terest.
Complaint Filed.
A complaint was filed In the district
clerk's office today by the Farmers
Mutual Ditch Company versuB Walter
W. Wagner, treasurer and tax collec-
tor of San Juan county
and the board of county commission-
ers of Bald county, and Washington
Graves, assessor of said county. The
complaint Ib over tax assessment.
atlve to the bill of rights. Referred
to the Committee on Bill of Rights. (
File No. 63, by Nestor montoya, re
ferring to education. Referred to
the Committee on Education.
File No. 64, by 0. A. Richardson, re
lating to (rrlgntton. Referred to the
Committee on Irrigation.
File No. 65, by W. B. Walton, and
A. H. Harrlee, relative to primary
elections. Reforred to the Committee
on Elective Franchise.
File No. 66, by J. B. Gilchrist, re
lating to election of U. 8. Senator.
Referred to the Committee on Legis-
lative Department.
File No. 67, by F. E. Wood relating
to Initiative. Referred to the Com.
mlttee on Legislative Department,
File No. 68, by F. E. Wood, relating
to referendum. Referred to the Com-
mittee on Legislative Department.
Resolution No. 13, by Q. W. Baker,
in memorlam of the late Hon. Jona-
than P. Dolllver, was introduced and
adopted.
H. B. Fergusson, In spenkiug to the
Dolllver resolution, paid an eloquent
tribute to that statesman whom he
had known personally In the national
House ot Representatives.
Resolution No. 14, by J. H. Crist,
that the president designate a suff-
icient number of stenographers to take
the proceedings of the convention to
be printed dally. Referred to the com
mittee on ways and means to report
at the next session.
Resolution No. 15, by Venceslao
Jnramlllo, provided for adjournment
to Thursday afternoon at 2; 30 o'clock.
Was adopted.
C. C. Davidson was excused from at-
tendance for several days.
E. D. Patton was excused In-
definitely owing to 111 health.
The convention then adjourned to
Thursday afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.
each; two doorkeepers 14; six sten-
ographers (6; one postmaster (3;
chaplain $3.
For the House: Chief clerk 6; as
sistant chief clerk $5; one chief and
one assistant enrolling and engross-
ing clerk $5; one sergeant at arms
16; one assistant sergeant at arms 5;
two reading clerks $5; one messenger
File No, 24, 07 E. S. Stover, with
reference to suffrage. Referred Jo the
nnmmittea on elective francnise.
File No. 25, by H. M. Dougherty and
C. R. Brlce, with reference to the mi
tiotiva and referendum.
fii No. 26 by C. C. Davidson with
--oforono to mine Inspector. Referr
ed tothe committee on Mines,
min No. 27. by C. C. Davidson, rela-
fivn to fellow servants. Referred to
tha Committee on Bill of Rights.
File No. 28 by C. C. Davidson, in
rBfarnnca to corporations. Referrea
tn Mia Committee on Corporations.
File No. 29, by M. P. Skeen, with
reference to taxation of railroads. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Taxation.
File No. 30. by E. D. Tittman, cre
ating a civil service commission. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Legisla-
tive Department.
File No. 31, by E. D. Tinman cre-
ating a commissioner of mines. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Mines.
File No. 32, by J. T. Mabry, apper-
taining to establishing separate
schools for white and negro children.
Referred to the Committee on Educa-
tion.
File No. 33, by J. T. Mabry, relating
to the liability of fellow servants.
distinction between corporation at
torneys in court and in legislative
bodies. He spoke of ."malefactors oi
great wealth," and the "predatory
rich," and those who lend themselves
as willing agents to violation of law
as being far removed from attorneys
legally employed In court litigation.
H M. Dougherty protested against
the Introduction into the convention
of an element of partisanship, of ma-
jority and minority. He said the
convention should by this time be do-
ing real work. "I believe all, the ma-
jority and the minority, have come
here with lofty purpose and honest in-
tention to formulate an honest funda-
mental law" and he hoped that the
convention has heard the last of the
talk of partisanship.
G. A. Richardson expressed the fear
that the convention bad not heard
the lBBt ot the partisan talk. I do
not think that it is a crime to rep
resent corporations, providing that
those corporations are left at home
by their representatives. "I feel much
like offering a resolution to appoint a
committee to investigate' whether
there are special interests represent
ed here." desiring to Influence the
convention.
At this Juncture J. H. Crist present
ed to the convention the portrait of
the late Antonio F. Joseph, who rep
resented New Mexico for many years
In Congress. He pronounced a mag
nificent eulogy upon Mr. Joseph and
moved that the portrait be hung on
the walls of the convention.
H. O. Bursum in words vibrant and
eloquent said that the motion was
eminently proper and eulogized Mr.
Joseph, and then amended the motion
by asking that the portrait of the
late J. Franco Chaves be also placed
on the walls of the convention. He
spoke feelingly of the old veteran;
who worked so assiduously for state
hood and who fell by assassin's hands.
Nestor Montoya seconded the motion
and amendment, In remarks that were
alive with feeling and eloquence. Mo-
tion and amendment carried unani-
mously.
'
Adjourns Until Monday.
' After announcement of public
meetings of several committees, the
convention adjourned to Monday af-
ternoon at 2 o'clock.
Monday's Session.
It was 2:55 p. m. when President
Spless called the convention to or-
der.'
Prayer by Rev. Julius Hartman.
MinutcB by Chief Clerk George W
Armijo.
T. B. Catron announced that a num-
ber of ladles representing the W. C.
T. U., desire the privilege of the
floor and moved that the president be
directed to issue tickets to five mem-
bers of the W. C. T. U. This was
unanimously ordered.
The following file were introduced;
File No. 42 by W. E. Garrison, re-
lating to the location of the seat of
government. Referred to the com
mittee on Miscellaneous Provisions.
File No. 43 by A. B. Fall, in refer
ehce to the Initiative and referendum.
Referred to the Committee on Legis-
lative Department
File No. 44, by R. W. Heflln, relat
ing to equal rights. Referred to the
Committee on Elective Franchise.
File No. 45, by R. W. Heflln, relating
to banks. Referred to Committee on
Corporations.
File No. 46, by J. W. Childers, re
lating to ballots for the initiative and
referendum. Referred to Committee
on Counties and County Lines.
File No. 47, by J. W Childers and
G. B. Patterson, relating to Initiative
and referendum. Referred to the Com
mittee on Legislative Department.
File No. 48, by J. N. Upton, provid
ing for direct primaries and direct
election of senators.. Referred to the
committee on legislative department.
File No. 49, by J. L. Lawson, irelat
ing to irrigation. Referred to commit-
tee on water rights.
File No. 60, by T. J. Mabry, relating
to the Investment of school funds. Re
ferred to the commiuee on education.
File No. 61, J. I. JHnkle, relating to
banks and banking. Referred to com-
mittee on corporations.
File No. 52, by M. P. Skeen, rela-
tive to practice of medicine. Referred
to Coinniltttee on Miscellaneous Pro-
visions.
File No. 53, by M. P. Skeen, provid-
ing for direct primaries. Referred to
the Committee on Legislative Depart-
ment. y
File No. 54, by.C. C Davidson, relat-
ing to the executive. .Referred to
Committee-o- Executive.
File No. 55, by C; C. DavldBon, re-
lating to municipalities' Referred to
Committee on Municipal Corporations.
File No. 66, .by E. FV Saxon, relating
to district Judges and their election.
Referred to Committee on Legislative
Department.
File No. 67, by James E. Hall, re-
lating to elections. Referred to the
Committee on Elective Franchise.
File No. 68, by W. E. LIndsey, per-
taining to elections. Referred to the
Committee on Elective Franchise.
File No. 59, by Patterson, relative
to a commissioner of corrections. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Miscel-
laneous Provisions.
File No. 60, by Patterson, relative
to Initiative and referendum. Referred
to Committee on Municipalities.
File No. 01, by Patterson, relative
to the Initiative and referendum. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Legisla
tive Department
File No. 62, by Nestor Montoya, rel- -
ADDRESS BY JUDGE
Every State Is Guaranteed a
Republican Form of
' Government.
Section 4 of article 4 of the Consti-
tution of the United States provides
that the United Statea shall guaran-
tee to every state in this Union a
Republican form of government. On
page 2 of the Statehood Bill Is the
provision that the Constitution of the
new state of New Mexico shall be Re-
publican in form and make no dis-
tinction in civil or political rights on
account of race or color, and shall
not be repugnant to the Constitution
of the United States and the princi
ples of the Declaration of Independ
ence.
The Encyclopedia of Law and Pro
cedure, Volume 34, page 1622 defineB
a Republican form ot government as
follows:
'A government administered by
representatives chosen or appointed
by the people or by their authority;
a government by the people, through
representatives appointed by them to
the various departments executive,
legislative, Judicial, as provided
either by direct vote or through some
Intervening officer or body by them
selected and appointed by direct vote
for the purpose; a government which
derives all its power directly or Indi-
rectly from the great body ot the peo-
ple, and is administered by persons
for a limited period, or during good
behavior; a state In which the sov-
ereign power resides in the whole
body of the people, and is exercised
by representatives selected by them;
on in which the people select them-
selves who are to make their laws;
one constructed on the principle that
the supreme power resides In the pow-
er of the people."
For these definitions numerous cas-
es are cited from the Supreme Court
of the United States and the Supreme
and Appellate Courts of many of the
states.
Under the provision of Section 4 of
Article 4 of the Constitution which
provides that the Constitution of the
United States shall guarantee to every
state a Republican form of govern
ment. I find that the Supreme Court
of the United States has twice con
Btrued the term 'Republican form of
government' as meant in that section
of the Constitution; first, in the case
of Minor vs. Happersett, 21 Wallace
175. This opinion was written by Mr.
Justice Miller, a very able Judge, who
says:
"The guaranty is of a Republican
form of government. No particular
government Is designated as Republi-
can, neither is the exact form to be
guaranteed in any manner especially
designated. Here as in other parts of
the instrument, we are compelled to
resort elsewhere to ascertain what
was Intended. The guaranty neces-- '
sarlly Implies the duty on the part
of the states themselves to provide
such a government. All of the Btates
had 'governments when the constitu-
tion waa adopted. In all, the people
prescribed to some extent, through
their representatives elected in a
manner especially provided. These
governments the constitution did not
change. They were accepted precise-
ly as they were, and It is therefore, to
be presumed that they were such as it
was the duty of the states to provide.
Thus we have unmistakable evidence
of what was Republican In form with
in the meaning of the term as em-
ployed in the Constitution."
This same term "Republican form
ot government" was again construed
by the Supreme Court of the United
States in the case of Duncan vs. Mc--
Call, the opinion being written by
Mr. Chief Justice Fuller, tne very
eminent Judge who was so recently
stricken by death. This case is found
in 139 U. S. Supreme Court Reports
at page 449, 35 Law Ed. at page 219.
I quote from page 224 of the Lawyers'
Ed.:
By the Constitution, a Republican
form of government is guaranteed to
every state in the Union, and the dis-
tinguishing feature of that form is the
right of the people to choose their
own officers for governmental admin
istration, and nnes their own laws in
virtue of the legislative power reposed
In representative bodies whose legiti-
mate nets may be said to be those of
the neonlo themselves; but while the
people are themselves the source of
nolltlcal nower. their governments,
national and state, have been limited
bv written constitutions, and tney
have themselves thereby set bound to
their own power as against the sud-
den impulses of a more majority."
Of course. I do not intend to Bay
nor be understood as leaving the im-
pression that the Supremo Court of
the United States in either of tne
nliove named cases was referring In
any manner to the Initiative and ref-
erendum. What I do say is they were
construing the term Republican form
of government bb It appears in Sec-
tion 4 of Article 4 of the Constitu-
tion of the United Statea. The ques-
tion of whether or not the initiative
and referendum are contrary to this
olause in the Constitution of the Unl- -
r.A atntna has novnr hfon
by thnt court. The Supreme Court ot.
V,
i
I Referred to the vommittee oi run
So; four pages $2 each; three door-
keepers 4; eight stenographers $6;
postmaster S3; chaplain S3.
Each member shall receive $5 for
each day's attendance and 10 cents a
mile for going to and returning to the
capital. The members are granted the
customary immunities from arrest
etc. Bills may originate in either
house, the yeas and nays must be re-
corded upon demand of h of the
members, appropriation bills shall
contain no riders not appertaining to
appropriations; the yeas and nays
must be taken on the final passage ot .
any bill.
Changing or altering materially, or
getting away with a bill pending or
passed shall be deemed a felony pun-
ishable with Imprisonment In the pen--
itentlary from one to five years.
.
The Governor Is given the veto
power and any bill not signed by him
within three days after passage shall
become a law. The Governor may veto
any portion of any bill appropriating
money. All laws are to go Into effect
ninety days after the adjournment of
the legislature, except appropriation
of Rights.
File No. 34. by A. A. Sedlllo, to pro
Li. iiatneia, eacn ouu snares, auu an
of Alamogordo. f
Schol Census. .
One of the remarkable features of
the school census tor 1910, Is the great
loss In population it Indicates since
last year in the counties of Quay,
Roosevelt and Curry, Democratic
countleB like Valencia, Republican.
Losses have been sustained In the fol-
lowing counties: Bernalillo from
to T.321; Curry trom 3,873 to
Otero from 2,485 to 8,304; Quay
from 4.719 to 3,074; Rooeevelt from
1,483 to 3,947: Sandoval from 2,036 to
2,021; Socorro 4.460 to 4,367. The
gains are: Chaves trom 5,300 to 5.530;
Colfax from 8,755 ti ..CI, Lincoln
from 2,275 to 2,311, Taos from 3,782
to 3.902, Valencia from 3,231 to 3,449.
Insurance Matters.
Superintendent of Insurance Jacobo
Chaves reports. The Home Fire &
Marine Insurance Company ot Call
fornla, which was owned by the Fire-
man's Fund and retired from business
following the San Francisco conflagra-
tion, may resume business. Its cor-
porate identity has been maintained,
and President Dutton has written 800
former agents for the company in Cal
ifornia asking if they would resume
their agency in case the company re
entered the field. The company still
has $10,000 In cash deposited with the
territory.
The Insurance department Is In re-
ceipt of a number of copies of the
uniform fraternal bill to be introduc-
ed in the various legislatures and
same may be had by applying to the
department. This bill has the support
of the fraternal societies and the in-
surance departments.
Joerns Takes Charge November 1.
John Joerns has filed at the court
house at Las Vegas his commission
by Judge J. C. Roberts as clerk ot the
court for the Fourth Judicial district.
Mr. JoernB also filed his oatn of of-
fice. His appointment is dated to
take effect November 1. Mr,J; Joerns
went to his home In Raton. .
BOARD OF ARMY
ENGINEERS AT CARLSBAD.
Inspected Big Irrigation Project and
Incidentally Had a Good Time
In Pecos Valley.
Carlsbad, N. M Oqt. 15. The army
board, of engineers and ' Brig. Gen.
William L. Marshall, consulting engi-
neer; W. M. Reed, district engineer,
and party arrived in Carlsbad last
evening. Saturday was devoted to tne
Inspection of the Carlsbad project.
The general plans for the day are a
visit to the farms In the forenoon
with a picnic dinner given by the
farmers at the farm of P. J. McShane.
The Bfternori was devoted to the in-
spection of canals, dams, and reser-
voirs. A committee under direction
of Dr. F. F. Doepp had the party in
charge the entire day. In the evening
there will be an Informal smoker in
the rooms of the Commercial Club.
Short addresses will be made by
Major C, H. McLenathen, Chief Jus-
tice William H. Pope, District Attor-
ney L. C. Pullen and T. J. Sanford,
president' ot the Water Users' Asso-
ciation. Sunday ' morning the party
will leave for the north and after in-
specting the Hondo' and Garden City
projeot will return to Washington.
MILITIAMAN 8ENT TO
JAIL IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 19. Peter l,
a private of Company K, Fourth
Relgment, N. G. P., of Columbia, has
been sentenced to the county Jail for
five days for failing to attend the an-
nual encampment of the guards at
Gettysburg.
hibit creation of bureau of lmmlgra-- i
tion. Referred to the Committee on
Miscellaneous Provisions.
File No. 35, by W. E. LIndsey, on
Initiative and Referendum. Referred
., to the Committee on Legislative De-
partment
File No. 36, by E. F. Saxon, regula-'tin-
the liquor traffic by countleB. Re-
ferred to the Committee on Counties
and Municipalities.
File No. 37, by E. F. Saxon In ref-
erence to qualifications of voters.
Referred to Committee on Bill of
Rights. '
File No. 38, in reference' to coun
and emergency measures.
The legislature shall not pass lo
cal or special laws In the following
cases: Divorces, roads, changing coun
ty seats or changing county lines ex
cept to create new counties, regulat-
ing county affairs, change
of venue, court procedure, incoruo- -
rnting or changing charters of muni
cipalities, punlBhment of crimes, de-
claring any person of age, assessment
and taxation, summoning or Impanel-
ling Jurors management of the pub
lic schools, regulating rate of inter-
est, elections, chartering ferries or
toll bridges and roads, and in every
other case where a general law can
be made applicable, legalizing except
as against the state, the unauthorized
or invalid act of any offleer,
No exclusive rights, privileges or
Immunities shall be granted to any
corporation or person.
No compensation of public officer
shall be increased or diminished dur-lu-
his term.
No legislature shall be' aimolnted
during his term to any. state office;
nor can he be appointed during his
term and for one year thereafter to
any office which has been created or
whose emoluments have been Increas-
ed during his term, nor shnll he be in-
terested directly or Indirectly in any
contract with the state or any muni-
cipality thereof authorized by any law
passed during his term.
No bill shall be passed authorizing
any Indebtedness which does not al-b- o
provide for levying a tax sufficient
Continued on Page Eight.
ties and county seats. Referred to
the Committee on Counties.
File No, 39 by E. F. Saxon In refer-
ence to primaries. Referred to the
Committee on Elective Franchise.
File No. 40 by B. F. Pankoy, in ref-
erence to depositing ballots.
File No. 41, by Juan Navarro, with
reference to rights of citizens. Re-
ferred to the Committee on BUI of
Rights.
Resolution No. 11, was Introduced
by W. B. Walton, Instructing the chief
clerk to send e'ac- - newspaper In New
Mexico copies of flies, etc., ordered
printed by the convention. The reso-
lution was adopted.
Resolution No. 12, by A. A. Sedlllo,
provides for the auditing of salary ac-
counts by the committee on ways and
means. The resolution was adopted.
President Spiess anounced that he
had transmitted a telegram of greet-
ing to the Arizona convention, as in-
structed by the convention.
A. B. Fall suggested that a copy of
the rules be also sent to Phoenix.
H. B. FergusBon asked for the terms
of protest against the "gag" rule ut-
tered by the Republican minority at
Phoenix.
J. D. Sena announced that ho would
give the blackboard In tlio supreme
court room for announcement of place
and time of committee meetings,
Upon motion' of J. H. Crist, a
tele-
gram from Phoenix, to the Albuquer-
que Morning Journal, In reference to
the committee Bppointments in the
J.a-.-
.
.A..
the Democratic narty has been the
C-
-,
PAGE TWO. from such violation of the fundament-- man has been expecting something
al law. The constitution has wisely bad and gets something very good in-- corporation lawyer. There is no dis-
grace In that, but a whole lot of In-
consistency In the sneers of the Demdeposited
the legislative power In the stead, he Is not merely satisfied ne is
hands of a limited number of chosen exultant, and blesses the world, and
men. This Is done, partly, because of his neighbor, and everything that Is
roe lew fieiican Eeview ocratic press and the Democratic dem-
agogues ranting against conventions
and parties being controlled by corthe Impracticability of having laws
n sight
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING porntlons and lawyers.passed in a mass assemblage of the
"Thus It was that I, being an over
people( and, partly, because it Is sup-- 'and traveler of twenty-fiv- e years
poBed that the chosen representatives standing and therefore well acquaint- -
From whom may the people expect
a constitution that will give them a
square deal? From the lawyers orwill be better qualified for the dntyied with small railroad junctions, stale
whole proceedings on narrow partlsns.
lines, which leaves the Republican
minority In the role of spectators In
the convention."
"The Phoenix Republican also
throws a sidelight on the Phoenix
convention when It says:
The desks have been apportioned,
each with a nlckle plated number on
it. The numbers were drawn out of a
hat by a young lady who shut her eyes
when she did It. It is hardly possible
that this young woman did it Inten-
tionally, but it was discovered that
she treated the Jones family rather
shabbily, There are two Jones in the
convention, as there are two Sims and
two Moores, though one is spelledMoeur. Of the Joneses, F. A. Is from
Maricopa and Albert M. from Yavapai.F. A. drew the "hoodoo" and Albert
than a connlderiihlB nnrtlnn nf thp beds, old towels, fried meat, curious
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
FRANK P. 8TURQES,
doctrines of the country, as advised
by President Taft.
"That New Mexico Is safely Repub-
lican will prove something of a sur-
prise even to the Republicans them-
selves. During the various debates
on the floor of Congress It was gen-
erally understood that considerable
doubt exlBted as to the political com-
plexion of the new state. But for
New Mexico to come Into the Union
at this time not only as a Repub-
lican state, but as a state committed
to rational conservatism is a matter
for congratulation and Indicates that
from the very start the new state
Is to Hake a high place In the sister-
hood. If New Mexico throws open its
doors to capital for the development
of Its splendid resources and refuses
to barken to the voices of politlclal
demagogues It will enjoy unlimited
prosperity."
coffee and no bathroom, arrived at
from the men who represent the In-
dustrial and business life of the new
state?Lamy prepared to endure such things
with philosophy, if without enthusi
asm. Instead, I found a little gem ofJOHN K. 8TAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure- r. architecture, a little clean haven of
taste and comfort, where the tempta
tion was to give up all plans and stay
week for the pleasure of living andEntered as Second Class Matter atSanta Fe Postoffice.
electors. It Is hardly necessary to say,
that many voters are not In all re-
spects qualified to become governors
or legislators. They may have discre-
tion enough to select suitable men for
those offices; but it they were put di-
rectly to the business of framing laws
themselves, they would be quite out of
their element Can we not then fore-
see dangers to arise from a delegation
or the legislative franchise, even to
the people themselves? In the lan-
guage adopted by the supreme court
of Pennsylvania, 'If the two houses
can divest themselves of their office of
and devolve it upon the
resting In such a place.
"It was like the private house of
someone who had lavished thought M. tne "skldoo;"that la to say Nos.
13 and 23 went to the Joneses.and care upon every nook. The Span
ish fireplace In the living room was Sixteen of the desks are new, while
the others yere used by former legls- -decorated with old, quaint pictures.
Navajo ruga lay on the floor. Furni latures. In front in ouch desk is a
ture in keeping and comfortable big arm chair of the sw.'vel sort you
SUBVERSIVE OF GOVERNMENT,
It takes more technical skill and le-
gal experience to draft a law than It
does to pass upon It Judicially. For
that reason all legislatures have a
committee composed of Its ablest
lawyers who pass upon the form and
substance of the more Important acts
Introduced, in order to avoid con-
flicts with existing statutes or the
constitution, In order to make sure
that the act if passed Is an effective
one, a law that will serve the purpose
for which It Is proposed, a statute that
will not work Indirect hnrm or do
Injustice. In fact, states like Minne-
sota have a commission In connec-
tion with their state University, which
passes upon the form of all acts sub-
mitted to the legislature. This being
the case, it is no more absurd to ad-
vocate the abolition of the courts as
It Is to do away with the legislative
department by means of the Initia-
tive and referendum, no more stlbver
slve of representative government to
have the people initiate laws and pass
upon them directly as It would be for
the people to decide law suits at the
polls and dispose of litigation by
means of the referendum. In fact,
eminent loaders like Roosevelt In
their attacks upon the United States
supreme court are preparing the way
for the day when demagogues will ad-
vocate as nonchalanty the doing away
with the Judicial department of the
government as they are now in favor
of nullifying the legislative through
the initiative and referendum.
THEY ARE LEARNING.
An astounding revelation has come
to some of the radical advocates of
the Initiative and referendum in the
constitutional convention. They came
to Santa Fe with the idea that consti-
tution and law making Is a simple
process. They believed Implicitly that
the way to have good laws Is for
John Smith to Initiate that the Rio
Grande should henceforth flow up
bill, that after a referendum of the
people had decided in favor of John
Smith's proposition, without chance
bodv ni the nonnie hat uMMiritv hiva added attraction to the place. In the
CITY GOVERNMENT.
While the detulls for municipal gov-
ernment are purely legislative matters
and have no place In a constitution,
yet, In providing for municipal gov-
ernment In general frms, the consti-
tution should be broad enough to per
mlt of the commission form for those
places thut desire to adopt It. The
most recent review of the results ob-
tained by that form Is made by the
Chicago Record Herald and It Bays:
"In the last several weeks two or
three cities have joined the growing
group of commission governed muni-
cipalities. Perhaps the Tush' Is over
for the presMit, and people generally
are disposed to await the results of
the experiments already undertaken.
But there is no evidence or intima-
tion from any quarter that commis-
sion government has been disappoint-
ing. On the contrary, all the reports
so fur are highly encouraging.
"Keokuk, la., has Just published a
statement covering the first six
months of its new form of administra-
tion. - There has been improvement
can tip way back In them. One of
we against the passage of laws, o of this hacienda pigeons weer the delegates went back toe far and
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier f .25
'Dally, per month, by carrier 75
Dally, per month, by mall 66
Dally, three months, by mall . . . 2.00
Daily, six months, by mall 3.50
Dally, one year, by mall., 7.00
Weekly, per month 25
Weekly, per quarter 50
Weekfv, six month, by mall .... 1.00
Weekl.', per year 2.00
The Weekly New Mexican Review
Is the oldest newspaper In New Mex-
ico. It la sent to every postoffice in
the Territory and has a large and
growing circulation among the Intel-
ligent and progressive people of the
Southwest.
baps well meant but liable to be ilar-- Picking grass by the little center roun- hprawled ol the floor. Some thought
the dome was caving in. Elmer Cokerlngly wrong, because inconsiderately ' tain. On the walls of the s
adopted? And .what check is left upon hung Just the pleasant appropriate plo- - is the biggest man in the convention
hasty and seal, open to "" " "ke" l0k at The beds ne coyiy admits to weighing 350
pounds. Were he to stand side bybe influenced and misguided by inter were tne kln(1 where one sleeps sound-
NEW MEXICO'S COMMON SENSE.
The Denver Republican, always a
friends of New Mexico, defends the
commonwealth from the Blurs and
Blandera of J. Z. White, who was In
Santa Fe, Albuquerque and other
towns preaching the doctrine of the
initiative and referendum and who
when put of the Territory, declared
to newspaper reporters, according to
the Republican, that the people of
New Mexico are too Ignorant for his
"progressive" ideas. Says the Repub-
lican:
"Mr. J. Z. White, of Chicago, has
come to town for the purpose of cam-
paigning in behalf of the Initiative and
referendum. How it happens to be
side wlfh Mr. Taft our president would
look rather slender and under fed In
comparison.
ested cunning or blind fnnaticism? If ''y. c'ear hot and cold water was
the practice be sanctioned, there may i' U bedrooms as well as In the
a train of experiments which, J maculate bathroom,
unarrested at some point of their prog-- "The tiny dining-roo- and good
ress, must end in the final overthrow meals and polite service carried out
of the constitution. ' Every case of h harmonious charm of the whole,
doubtful propriety will be referred to 'h"e 0Ter " wa Bne1 tempered
A distinguished honor was accord
ed two peripatetic newspaper carttoon-ists- .
A motion was introduced and carTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1910.
rled excluding all but members and
attaches from the convention floor.all along the line. Bonded indebtedthe result of a ballot; and acts of the Bnd agreeable electric light from
subject to the popular vote, . ern ' oIl model. ness has been reduced; a cash bal The newspaper men were put in the
gallery and were to stay put. Theyance has taken the place of a shortwill be yielded to unthinking clamor! "'But whether by lantern light or
age and floating debt; the city hasWHY THIS HASTE? any of his business what the people of
Colorado do with that fad is difficult
or partisan Importunity, by faithless b" tne southern sunshine of New
anxious to escape the re-- , lro. nI "tt' oasl among the desert been drawing Interest instead of payBefore New Mexico commits Itself
could not loaf arotml from one mem-
ber's desk to another's and thereby
gpther floating whlsps of Inside dope. to discern. But probably he thinksing It; rents and
fines have been col-
lected; more and better work
has been obtained In the street re-
pairing department, and at lessened
It wasn't very hard on the newspaper be Is a missionary. Anyhow, he hasbeen down In New Mexico telling the
people of that territory that they
sponsibility of their position.' " a"18 18 a wonder of taste to be looked
'"But It may be asked, are not ma-- .' back upon by the traveler who has
joritles to govern? We answer, they stopped there, and forward to by the
are to govern only in the prescribed , traveler who Is going to stop there."
form. If the majority wish the pass--! The same number speaks of the coBt; and so on.
to any form of the Initiative or refer-
endum, the part of wisdom would dic-
tate that it wait until the supreme
court of the United States has pass-
ed upon this peculiar form of
ment which nullifies the legislative de-
partment As to the constitutionality
of this departure from representative
government. It can make little differ-
ence whether the basis upon which
should put the Initiative and refer-
endum Into their constitution.The application of ordinary busiage of a certain law, they must elect Santa Fe railway system and Its pol- -
men but It was on the cartoonists. It
was explained to President Hunt that
the cartoonists are not equipped with
telescopic optics and that they could
not attach a telephoto lense such as
is used for long distance work on
cameras, on the ends of their pencils.
Mr. Hunt saw the point and asked the
quoting the Kansassuch representatives as will make the lcv as follows, It is evident that Mr. White is notness efficiency and method has
brought about these results. A fewlaw, in the mode pointed out by the City Star: fully satisfied with the New Mexicans.
He doubts their adoption of his visresponsible men have accomplishedconstitution. 'I he minority have con-- j ""The railroads of this country are of amendment, that thereafter the Rio
operated under a comparatively unl Grande would flow up hill. But nowsented to be governed by such stat-
utes as are passed In the constitution
ionary theories. According to the way
he is quoted In the News, he says thatfcrm Bystem of charges, and that sys convention to accord the privilege of they have discovered that drafting
the most elementary clause for thethere is so large an Ignorant vote Intem has necessarily become a subject the floor to the cartoonists. It was car- -
the territory, and It is absolutely domof state and federal regulation. But constitution Is a matter that requires
legal and technical knowledge. They
find that the propositions that they .
inated by a few polltlcans, that lots ofit should not be forgotten that outside
riea unanimously. There are now,
therefore, three classes of individuals
admitted to the floor delegates, at-
taches and cartoonists.
what many politicians under a sys-
tem of misdirected checks and bal-
ances could not or would not accom-
plish.
"Not all American cities will adopt,
or need to adopt, government by com-
mission. Many will retain councils,
mayors, ward representation and oth-
er features long established. But all
must come to the application of
methods, the simplification
of machinery and the election of fit
people have dreaded to have the handsof the common policy of rate making
and rate adjustment, the individual
al manner, but they have never con-
sented to Bubmit to such laws as the
majority should enact at the polls;
and the constitution is designed for
the protection of minorities against
the caprices, recklessness, or pre-
judices of majorities."
Associate Justice McClair of the su-
preme court of Iowa, in speaking of
the initiative and referendum says:
"The agitation in favor of this form
corporation has much latitude In deal
ing with the public. And this latitude FAITH IN NEW MEXICO.
The fact that New Mexico demongives a wide field for legitimate,
though not full, competition.
strated at the last election that it is
submit, must be amended, remoulded,
rephrased and carefully examined as
to their intent, their relation to the
constitution of the United States,
must be compared with similar propo-
sitions passed upon by a multitude of
courts of last resort, before they ore
framed in such manner as "to hold
water." That this takep careful
study, takes time, takes research,
takes legal and technical knowledge
Is now apparent to them, and they
"It Is pertinent to call attention to administrators regardlesB of party
of Congress removed from the reins.
Of course thiB cannot be taken as a
representation of anything like the
prevalent sentiment in the territory.
Instead of there being any reason to
fear the results of statehood In New
Mexico, everything that has thus far
been done is the beat kind of evi-
dence of common sense and adherence
to sound principles.
"If it Is true, bb Mr. White is rep-
resented as having said, that there Is
so large an Ignorant vote in the ter
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail
of legislation is based on the assump
it is established is an eight per cent
or a thirty per cent petition. If one
la unconstitutional, then the other
Is also, for It is a governmental prin-
ciple that is at stake, not a percent-
age. If the idea Is a good one at all.
it is absurd to contend that it should
be made as difficult as possible for
the people to exercise. There are quite
a number of decisions which hold the
principle unconstitutional.
The New Mexican quoted from a de-
cision of the supreme court of Michi-
gan recently which held the initiative
and referendum unconstitutional. But
here is a Texas opinion In the same
line: '
In State vs. Swisher, 17 Texas, 44
the court said:
, "But besides the fact that the con-
stitution does not provide for such
reference to the voters to give validity
to the acts of the legislature, we re-
gard It as repugnant to the principles
of the representative government
formed by our constitution. Under
tion that the ultimate cower resides
way as a particularly deserving and
successful competitor in this field. For
many years Its policy has been at
NEW MEXICO SETTING THE PACE.
staunchly and overwhelmingly Repub-
lican and the recently published fig-
ures, showing a growth of 68 per cent
in the past decade, have Inspired con-
fidence in the new commonwealth all
over the United States and the follow
in the people, and that they should There Is some humor in the simul
once enterprising and conservative. It
has almost completely unified its
taneous and parallel sitting of the
constitutional conventions of New
Mexico and Arizona. One Ib over ing comments from the New York Sunlines. It has struck to the main prop
and the Kansas City Journal are typi
have the opportunity of acting directly
through the qualified body of electors
If they Bee fit to do so, Instead of
through the legislative department of
the government. It is apparent, how-
ever, that such an exercise of legisla-
tive power on the part of the people Is
inconsistent with the general theory
should begin to see the folly of hav-
ing John Smith initiate a law and hav-
ing that law passed upon at the poll-
ing places, without an opportunity be-
ing given for deliberation, for amend-
ment, for stibstltuilon, for tiring to
osition, avoiding temptations to enter
the speculative field. So tar as Its
whelmingly Republican and the other
overwhelmingly Democratic. Yet, the cal of the editorial remarks of most
ritory that many people dread the con-
sequences of statehood, how can he
advocate the Initiative and refer-
endum for New Mexico? The most In
Republican majority in one commonbonds have gone to its stockholders,
wealth acts very much as does the
Democratic majority in the other and
the Democratic minority at Santa Fe
these bonds have brought very nearly
the highest market price Instead of be-
ing divided atj rates far below the
market quotations. Its earnings have
of our government, which InvolveB ac
of the larger papers in the United
States: Says the Sun:
"The constitutional convention
which will frame the organic statutes
for the state of New Mexico as-
sembled at the selected capital, Santa
Fe, on Monday. It can be announced
in advance that there will be no freak
sings about the same plaintive dittytion of the people through representa
tives and the division of the functions that Is sung by the Republican mingone heavily Into the improvements
of the system from roadbed to the ority at Phoenix. Actions ascribed to
byuare it with existing laws and de-
cisions of the court. As the New
Mexican has heretofore maintained,
the making of a law that "will stick",
is a more technical proposition than
passing upon a law Judicially or decid-
ing a law suit, and It would be less
disastrous to have law suits decided
at the polls than It Is to have the laws
formulated there.
Republican cussedness or Democratic
our constitution, the principle of law-
making Is, that laws are made
by the people , not directly but
by and through their chosen rep--'
smallest details of equipment and
telligent and best educated commun-
ity In the United States is not quali-
fied to vote intelligently upon every
legislative measure which may be pre-
sented under the initiative and refer-
endum; and yet on his recent mis-
sionary tour Mr. White went through
New Mexico, where, he says, a large
percentage of the vote Ib Ignorant, and
tried to Induce the people to adopt the
initiative and referendum down there.
"That he haB either slandered or
contrariness are merely actions thatservice. In dealing with shippers it
of goVernmene among distinct depart-
ments. Indeed, It is still open to dis-
cussion, notwithstanding the attempts
to introduce the Initiative and refer-
endum, whether the exercise of the
powers of government by the people
are characteristic of majorities andhas made Itself one of the most ex
minorities everywhere under similarpeditious and dependable systems in
the country. In dealing with the trav
constitution for New Mexico. The con-
vention consiBts of 71 Republicans
and 29 Democrats, and the organiza-
tion of the body on Monday indicates
that conservative ideas will predomi-
nate in adopting the first constitution.
resentatlves. By the act under con-
sideration, this principle is subverted,
and the law Is proposed to be made
at last by the popular vote of the through the electoral body Is
not In
eling public it has offered regularity
circumstances. If the Democratic
minority In Santa Fe complains of al-
leged gag rule or of partisan un-
fairness, the Republican majority
merely points to the Democratic ma
violation of the provision of the fed
The overcrowding of the profes-
sions has set In motion a law of ppeople, leading Inevitably to what was
misjudged the people of New Mexicoeral constitution (Art. IV., Sec. 4), that
and comfort of service and as large a
degree of safety as can be offered by
any other railway. It has done much
Such experiments as the initiative and
referendum, the recall, state-wid- pro Is clearly suggested by what the San-
ta Fe New Mexican says about thejority at Phoenix and say: "See hibition and other governmental theowhat your Democratic brethren in
attitude of the members of the constiArizona are doing!" Similarly," the
each state shall bavo a republican
form of government, for it may well
be contended that a republican form
of government necessarily Involves
the exercise of the powers of govern-
ment by representative officers and
ries that are yet in the raw will be
left for special legislation, if popular tutional convention toward genuinely
Intended to be avoided, confusion and
great popular excitement In the enact-
ment of laws."
Mr, Justice Bell, In Parker vs. Com-
monwealth, 6 Pa. St., pp. 519. to 521,
v
said:
"But neither o. these departments
can absolve itself of the task appro
Democratic majority at Phoenix Jus
sentiment in New Mexico should ul
to encourage development in Its terri-
tory. And this road stands first In the
application of tu.s policy over its en-
tire system of approximately ten thou-
sand miles of track.
"The enormous earnings of the San-
ta Fe railway show that this kind of
tifies ItB actions by the Republican
micai economy that is as inexorable
as were the laws of the Medes. The
law of supply and demand cannot be
permanently abrogated by any legis-
lation, socialistic, or otherwise. The
remuneration In those trades In
which the numbers engaged is falling
below the demand, is constantly on
the Incerase, 8o It happens that today
a gopd linotype operator can earn
1J1G0O a year working eight hours a
progressive policies. Speaking of the
progressive spirt of the convention, ittimately demand them,
"It has been assumed by the organ
majority In New Mexico and only the
other day the New Mexican received
a telegram from Phoenix asking:
bodies and the distribution of the pow-
ers of government among distinct and.
independent departments. How many employes has your constienterprise pays. From one point of
view it might be assumed that, rates!
priate to It, by substituting others
not called to its discharge by the con-
stitution. None of them can legally
Invite the people to exercise a func-
tion which the constitution makes the
tutional convention?" the main ques-
tion at Phoenix evidently not being:
"The practical objections to this
form of legislation are that a small
body of choBen representatives can
says:
"The Republican majority of the
constitutional convention will not
oppose propositions because they are
new or because they are progressive.
The Republican majority is In a re-
ceptive mood. It is not only willing
but it Is eager to approve good sug-
gestions that will square themselves
with the Bplrit of the republic, a rep-
resentative form of government, the
enabling act and the constitution of the
United States. There is nothing too
peculiar business of selected bodies
day on week days, while a preacher
working twelve hours a day, week day
and Sunday, is often satisfied with one-ha-
as much, or $750 a year. A loco-
motive engineer may earn up to $200
a month while many a lawyer and
many a physician Is glad to make one-ha-
as much. The time Is approach
of persons, and therefore, in effect
ization leaders of the Democratic
party in advance of the constitutional
convention elections that both New
Mexico and Arizona would organize
under Democratic Influences and that
these two new states would send four
Democrats to the United States Sen-
ate and each be represented by a Dem-
ocratic member In the House. The
preponderant majority of Republicans
chosen to the constitutional conven-
tion In New Mexico would seem, how-
ever, to make it a foregone conclusion
that the legislature to be elected after
denies to every other person. Nor
can tbey call to their aid the mass
being uniform, cheap construction,
cheap equipment and cheap service
generally would be conducive to great-
er net earnings. But the Santa Fe
management has demonstrated that
this reasoning is not sound. It pays
to treat the public right And the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe rail-
way, the greatest system In the west,
has proved this truth."
how many employes are needed?"
but "How many does the New Mexico
convention have?" Fortunately, the
New Mexico convention met a week
earlier than the Arizona assembly
and Is therefore setting the pace
which the Democratic majority In
Arizona Is following:
The Tucson Citizen says for In-
stance:
"With rather more than the cus-
tomary amount of praying, the consti-
tutional convention convened at
perfect the details of legislation much
more effectively than the large body
of electors, and that legislative power
should be exercised under the restric-
tion of constitutional limitations,
which cannot be effectively applied If
legislation rests directly upon the pop-
ular will. The fundamental constitu-
tional rights of liberty and property
should be as fully protected against
the will of the majority of the people
ing when great equality of remunera
tion will exist for all kinds of workprogressive for the people of New M ex-- Intelligently and skillfully done.
'bote statesmen who are constantlyIco and nothing
too new h h is prac-
tical and wise. The stand-patte- r ele-
ment will be entirely lacking in the looking about them for new quack
the adjournment of the convention
will be Republican and that both senA PARTY OF LAWYERS.The record of the Democratic party nostrums to cure the evils of the bodvconvention, except it be to stand patas thev are against the action of the ators and the members of Congress
of the community, except in the
modes prescribed by the fundamental
law. To permit either of these
courses, would be o loosen the bold
of society from Its greatest safety,
by removing all accountability, and
thus subjecting the minority to the
unrestrained decisions of irresponsi-
ble and fluctuating majorities. In the
present Instance, the good proposed by
the act of assembly may blind the un-
reflecting to the ultimate conse-
quences of the false principle upon
which it proceeds; but the most ln--j
different and unobservant cannot but
Phoenix yesterday and frittered away politic are In no way hurrying or reorganization in New Mexico as to cordepartments of the government" from New Mexico will be Republican. tarding the natural laws and evoluon the demand for a representative,
reDubllcan form of government andporation Influence Is not only clear, "New Mexico is likely to offset AriIn other words, It is not the form but Is a matter of record and common
tne opening session attempting to
get down to business. The election
of George W. P. Hunt as president of
the convention is to be commended
keeping the constitution from becom-
-
tion which are as exact as mathemati-
cal science, and as sure as death in
their, results.Inir a statute book. The constitutionknowledge. The
chairman of Its terri-
torial central committee Is a corpora
but the principle of the initiative and
referendum that Is unconstitutional
and If the Issues were up to the su-
preme court of New Mexico, the New
will be considered as a frameworkin that apparently the choice was Intion lawyer. Its secretary is a law
opposition to that wing of the Demo for the government of the new state,
broad and liberal, with sufficient elasyer. On the Republican side,
the
chairman Is not a lawyer and the
secretary is not engaged in the active
Mexican Is quite certain that the crats who, under the leadership ofthe Copper Queen representative, are ticity to permit the people and legisbe startled by the reflection, that It Is learned Judges would follow the pre-
cedents set by the courts of Michigan,
The leader of the minority, H, B.
I'ergusson, has given the constitution-
al convention a clean bill of health.
He said and his words are on record:
"I have discovered absolutely noth-
ing," when asked to point out the al-
leged corruption. "I charge none," he
zona In the matter of party affiliation
in national politics. The two new
states, according to present indica-
tions, will not affect the balance of
power, as between the Republican and
Democratic party, in the slightest de-
gree."
The Kansas City Journal remarks:
'"Delegates from, all parts of New
Mexico are now assembled at Santa
Fe to enter into the long and arduous
work of formulating a state consti-
tution. The campaign which resulted
In the choosing of these delegates
practice of law. In fact, as far nacK
as the New Mexican remembers, thePennsylvania, Texas and New York in
declaring this departure from repre-
sentative government contrary to Sec-
tion 4 of Article 4 of the constitution
of the United States.
scheming for means of evading their
instructions In order that the consti-
tution submitted shall be satisfactory
to the corporation crowd.
"It remains to be seen whether Mr.
Elllnwood Is successful in arriving at
an understanding with Mr. Hunt. The
latter is pledged In favor of the Ore-
gon plan of government as are the
large majority of the Democratic
latures of the future to enact laws to
meet every condition and emergency
that may arise.'
"Frankly, does the foregoing not in-
dicate more clear thinking and sound
common sense than anything which
has been said by any of the academic
statesmen who advocate legislative
fads and set themselves the task of
traveling far beyond the limits of their
chairmen of the Democratic party of
New Mexico have been corporation
lawyers, while the chairmen of the Re-
publican party for some years have
not been. More than fifty per cent of
the Democratic delegates In the con-
stitutional convention are lawyers, or
to be more exact, fifteen out of twenty-n-
ine. On the Republican side three-fourth-s
of the delegates are mer
answered to the challenge when asked
to be more specific In his charges of
railroad and corporation domination.
And when he admitted, that he, the
leader of the minority, Is a corpora-
tion lawyer, that he not only re
was clean and dignified. The same
delegates. But Mr. Elinwood through
issues claim attention in New Mexico
that were so strongly in evidence own states to ten iub uuius,ii.cu
heathen of other commonwealths what
they ought to do?
his1 newspapers is now suggesting
that In many ways the South Dakota
plan Is preferable. In other words
when statehood was granted Okla-
homa, but in New Mexico there is lit-
tle Indication of that fanatical rad
THE SANTA FE.
The October number of the Santa
Fe Employes' Magazine Is the best
yet The opening article is by Colo-
nel R. E. Twltchell and deals with
the history and romance of the ruins
of the Indian pueblo of Pecos, twenty
miles south of Santa Fe. The ar-
ticle Is Illustrated with pictures from
chantB, stockmen or follow other vo-
cations than the law. When it came
to the Democratic turn to nominate a
The people of New Mexico are go
ceived but would like to receive moro
fees from railroads, he was not erect-
ly making medicine for the campaign
but he wbb honest in his declarations.
The monthly reports o' the land of-
fice do not Indicate Mint there Is any
Mr. Elllnwood takes the attitude char
acterlstic of a corporation attorney ing to stand by the principle
of repreicalism which Impressed itself so
deleteriously upon Oklahoma's funiresldent for the constitutional conven sentative government, and In this
they will set an excellent example,
for Colorado and other states where
legislative fads of one kind or an-
other are under consideration. The
that while the people voted for the
Oregon plan, they really do not know
what Is good for them and that there-
fore the delegates must do what 'they'
think Is best for the people even at
abatement In the rush for lands In
damental law,
"The majority of the delegates of
New Mexico are conservative Repub-
licans whose loyalty and wisdom will
Colonel Twltchell's "The Military Oc New Mexico. But after the new state
tion, they nominated a
corporation lawyer. When It came
to nominating a chief clerk they nom-
inated the manager and principal
stockholder of a well known corpora-
tion, while the Republicans chose a
candidate who is not a corporation
a principle capable of universal oper-
ation in the business of legislation,
and may be In the end employed to
procure the establishment of laws
which a responsible legislature would
not dare to enact."
In the case of Clarke vs. Rochester,
2S N. Y., 633, dealing with the right
of the legislature to delegate the law-
making power to the people at large,
Judge Denlo said:
"The government organized by the
constitution was considered to be, as
It undoubtedly is, that of a representa-
tive republic, and no power existed In
the legislature to convert It, on any
occasion, or for any purpose, Into a
pure democracy. The organization of
the power Is one of the
principal purposes of a constitutional
charter of government, and, in all
communities of considerable extent
this must be effected by means of a
syBtem of representation, by which
the people, at stated perlodB, delegate
to citizens chosen by them, the power
of enacting general laws, by which
all the members of the state are to be
governed."
In the case of Thome vs. Cramer,
15 Barb. pp. 117, 118 and 119 Justice
Barculo said:
"The doctrine that no harm can re-
sult from allowing the people to exer-
cise, directly, the power,
is more plausible than sound. If It
were a legitimate subject for investi-
gation at this time, we think it might
ho ooallv shown, that some of the
cupation of New Mexico." Locally in-
teresting is also "Impressions of El
Ortiz," the hotel at Lamy, eighteen
dominate the convention. This tactthe risk of disobeying their instruc constitution of New Mexico will be a
declaration of sound and fundamental
American principles. It will contain
tions.
has selected the millions of acres
given it, and a year or two more of
filings at the present rate, and the
rush for homesteads on the public,
lands will come to a sudden stop for
"If the Democrats will cease their
will be gratifying to the enthusiastic
friends of the aspiring state who
stood sponsor for Its sanity in the
miles south of Santa Fe, by Owen
Wister, author of the Virginian. Two
pictures of the hotel, one Its exterior,
squabbling over such
as patronage and details of procedure days when it needed friends to in there will bo no more public land for
distribution.fluence legislation at Washington in
no fads and no nonsense of any other
kind, if one may Judge by the temper
of the constitutional convention. If
this shall be the product of New Mex-
ico's 'Ignorance,' the new state will
have reason to congratulate Itself up
employe. When It came to choosing
a floor leader, the Democrats select-
ed a corporation lawyer and the
chairman of their caucus Is a law-
yer, while the Republicans, on the
other hand, have entrusted; these Im-
portant parliamentary posts to busi-
nessmen who are not lawyers. The!
they can frame an organic law In
less than thirty days and get it to
Washington for submission at the
behalf of the statehood bill. The
and the other of the Patio, are espec-
ially striking. There are other arti-
cles and Items of local and of general
interest, not only to Santa Fe men but New Mexico which has Bpeclal sensame time as that of Now Mexico.
There 1b a chance of action by Conto the general public. The Illustra
timental reasons to observe Columbus
Day fulled to do so, while New York
best and practically the only friends
that New Mexico and Arizona ever
had at the national capital were
leaders of the Republican party.
Now the new state Is to adopt a con
gress before the next session ar- -tions are very good and down to theln H national committeeman
on its refusal to accept the kind of
enlightenment which Mr. White and
his sympathizers supply."poems and Jokes contributed by rall-l- g a corporatlon lawyer, the Republi-readers-
the Magazine Is as readable can national committeeman is a stock-
and fourteen other states of the Union
have set the date of the discovery of
America apart as a public holiday.
But then of holidays, New Mexico has
too many already and of working
days too few.
"Well, we have the initiative and
the referendum, and we have the di
as any to be found at the bookstalls. grower.
But here Is what Owen Wister says of During the past few elections for
El Ortiz: delegate to Congress, the Democrats
Journs. The Democrats must take the
full responsibility for delay If they
prolong the convention until It Is too
late for the product of their delibera-
tions to reach Washington by the
first of next February.
"The Democrats by resorting to cau-
cus methods have declared against
stitution that i will be conservative.
ReportB from Santa Fe Indicate that
there will be a safe conservative ma-
jority and that the new, constitution
will be free from initiative and refer
rect primary, but the poor are stillWhen a man is expecting Borne- - nominated lawyers, the Republicans poor and the office holders are still
thing good, and gets it, he is a satis- - for the last three campaigns at least, rogues according to those on the out- -endum and other Popullstlo vagaries. The Roosevelt praise of the Bonn- -fled man. When he is expecting Borne-- ' have not nominated a lawyer for that It will be a plain matter-of-fac- t In-- sme, recently remameu. a ciuzon or tor from ImMuri rtnen not strike amaking the convention a deliberativething bad, and gets it, he keeps cool, honor. It seems to have been always body and propose to conduct the strument based on the fundamental Oregon, respoiiBlve chord In New Mexico.
very worst evils must necessarily flow because he was ready. But when a thus, the main trust and support of
Sheep. j weakness and frailty are InseparableC. C, Hutchison, Republican,
man.-
Cochise,
from human nature. To minimize our
E. E, Elllnwood, Democrat, Lawyer.
Republicans voted for tbe reduction
while the Democrats were divided.
Maricopa voting for thd five dollar
jratn with the exception of Cassidy.
The amendment was lost by a vote ot
30 to 21 and tbe three pages, who
were Bitting about the president's
platform nervously twirling their
'thumbs, sighed with satisfaction at
J LATE NEW MEXICO 10 FOLLYJohn Bolan, Democrat, Miner.H. B, 81ms, Democrat, Plumber.
C. M. Roberts, Democrat, Miner.
F. H. Bardner, Democrat, Switch
evils is bad, but to magnify them is
even worse. To minimize or disregard
them Is to delay their correction or
perpetuate them indefinitely, but to
exaggerate and magnify them will
lead to remedies that are hasty and
to costly and foolish exper-
iments, and to their aggravation In-
stead ot their correction, with a loss
ot much ground that has been gained
and of much good that already has
been accomplished In the upward and
forward movement of mankind to
Railroads Pay More Than President Hunt of Arizona It Now Realizes That ,'It Isman, Constitutional Convention ofthe result,
Of course the big thing ofthe day's
Thomas Penney, Democrat, Ma
chinist.One Fourth of All Taxes
in New Mexico
Convention Is Peevish
When Ordered to Do So
Drifting to the Shores of
Confusionsession was the report of the com
Neighboring Territory is
Making Good Time.mittee on attaches and the naming
of those who are to have steady Jobs
with the convention. The report wasLOW VALUATIONS OF LANDS PRINTING A DAILY JOURNAL WHACKAT DIRECT LEGISLATION BOUNDARIES ALREADY DEFINEDsigned by J. J. Keegan, the chairman,
and P. A. Jones, the secretary. In ward higher ideals, larger liberty and
A. P. Parsons, Democrat, Attorney.
E. A. Tovera, Democrat, Cattleman-Butcher- ,
D. L. Cunningham Democrat, Attqr-ney- .
;
C. F. Conelly, Democrat, Railroad
Engineer,
Gila.
George W. P. Hunt, Democrat, Mer- -
greater Justice, it the people of this
country are successfully to solve theTerritory Is Very Poor in Jewelry In Some Respects Neighboring; copa gets the assistant chief clerk- - Warning to Kansas Not to Heed
problems that confront them, theyGold and Silver Plate ship, the position of chaplain, messenConstitution Makers Are
Proposition as to Religious Free-
dom and Against Polygamy
Adopted.
must needs learn, if they do not alChronic and Radical
Agitators.ger, two pages and two clerks, a totaland Money, Up to Snuff, ready know, that careful investigaof seven. And Cnnhlno irota thn ump chanL
number but carries oft the chief clerk- - J J. Keegan, Democrat, Saloonkeep. tion, correct Information, sober Judg-
ment and impartial Justice will be efPhoenix, Ariz., Oct. 15. The com- - ship. In addition to the thirty named er, (From an Address by J. B. Adams, of fective and helpful, but that frenziedmission form of government was the Mlas Alice Tierry of Apache county, Alfred Kinney, Democrat, Capitalist Eldorado, Kan.)
agitation produced by appeals to pas
Governor Mills today appointed Cen-
sus Eumnerator Alonzo C, Loveless,
of Clayton, Union county, a notary
public.
Territorial Fundi.
lirst constitutional matter brought to who was called from the gallery the
the attention of the convention. It first day to act as a stenographer,
So In Kansas, In bloody, bleeding,J. Weinberger, Democrat, Lawyer.John Langdon, Republican, Median- - sion and prejudice will serve but toprogressive Kansas, we are to have awas referred to the committee on was given a permanent place. Her cloud the Issues, to unsettle, unballc. wild orgy of Democracy, by directname had been overlooked In making ance, distract and prevent the publicTerritorial Treasurer M. A. Otero municipalities. Graham.
Lamar Cobb. Democrat. Mining En-
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 17. Telegraphic
greetings were exchanged between
President Hunt and Charles A. Spiess,
president of the constitutional conven-
tion of New Mexico. The telegram
from Spiess and President Hunt's re-
ply are as follows:
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 14, 1910.
Hon. George W. P. Hunt7PreBldent
Constitutional Convention, Phoenix,
Arizona:
On behalf of and under Its direction
the up the list. mind and thereby diminish or destroyannounced participation
ot the people both in leg
lslatlon and in nominations and electoday received from Dr. T. W. Wat-
- President Hunt
that capacity for public affairs andson, of Lincoln county, $611.79 and standing committees, jiuinwooa re-- jnage naner ro rnoenix introduced gineer. tions, although the constitution of thefrom Oame Warden Thomas P. Gable celved no cnairmansmp. ine jmpuii- - a resolution instructing the president a. K. Lynch, Democrat, Lawyer, that genius for government that has
been the pride and glory of our vigor
United States only guarantees to eachant appointments are r . a. juneo, to wire congratulations to the constl- Mitt Sims, Democrat, farmer.$224.25. state a nepuDiican form of govern ous, aggressive race.Traveling Auditor Moves. ...-- " ""'"'" Dr. A. M. minni, Lviiocrat, rny-
-
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf. '.,,".--
,
.
u.u.uK i una uucu- - Blclan
ment and by inference limits all state
government to that form and charac-
ter. Both the Republican and Demo1. fnHov movW hi. offlno fmm """.' v raeni was 10 ue imi ra rresiueni by resolution unanimously adopted byTINSLEY RETURN3 FROM"
.
- ..." ..... I",,.,", mission to whlcn proniDiuon win ue Hunt. ludlrmenf ftnd discretion Hunt DRY FARMING CONGRE38. the constitutional convention of New
Mexico, I send tbe greetings of the
W. T. Webb, Democrat, Ranchman.
Maricopa.
A, C. Barber, Democrat, Lawyer.
Lysander Cassidy, Democrat, Law
tne nrst noor oi me cap. ounumg f d w, of Y ot leglBla.
- - -
kindly to the
.... .
Qidn i seem to laKO veryto an office on the first floor of the
cratic platforms declare for the recall
and the Initiative and referendum, tolive; ana i.oou, ui u.umiui, uu . - . wh . ... conEratu. be copied after the Oregon law, al New Mexico Was Recognized at SpoPrefers to Be a Page. ate tnem for? he Mked. "they have
new annex.
Who Pays the Taxes? yer. tnough neither had been an issue InYesterday's session was enlivened Deen in session two weeks and haven't John P. Orme, Democrat, Ranch- -The total assessment for New Mex
delegates thereof to your convention
for the best wishes of this convention
for the highest degree ot success In
the great work you have undertaken
In forming a government of, by and
for the people.
the primary campaign and upon net.by an effort on the part of delegate congratulated us yet." However, the man.
kaneDrouth Extended Over the
Entire West This Year,
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 13. "The
ther had the people been enlightenedOrrin Standage, Democrat, Ranch
ico in 1910 is $62,860,862.93, ot which
tbe railroad assessment 1 more than
or $15,750,598.11. The per
Muirord winsor, oi xuraa, to nave uio tdea met with the approval of the
pay of the chaplain cut to $2 a day and deieaateg and the motion was nassed.
or Informed.
man.
CHAS. A. SPIESS,President Hunt then asked Winsor, The two or three men who wrotethe platforms did so without any real
that of the pages irom st a aay to i.
He failed. In the debate, Delegatecentage of the taxes paid by the rail J. E. Crutchfleld, Democrat,
M!n-J-.
E. Crutchfleld, Democrat, Min President Constitutional Conventionchairman of the rules committee forGoldwater of Yavapai county, caused or accurate knowledge of Oregon's ex.roads is still higher, for the railroads
receive no exemption and are not on
session of the Dry Farming Congress
Just closed at Spokane was the most
harmonious and the most helpful ever
held, in spite df the' fact that the
a stenographer to report the proceed ister. of New Mexico.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 17, 1910.a lauKh by moving for his own
dls- - perience with the initiative and referF. A. Jones, Democrat, Traffic Exings. Winsor replied that his com
endum, and the great majority ot thethe delinquent tax rolls. The loss In mlBaai aB a member of the conventionassessment over last year is 11,561,- - nd hlB aDn0lntment as a page. Under Hon. Charles A. Spiess, Presidentmittee was In communication with pert.
several expert reporters, but that Dr. B. B. Moeur, Democrat, Phy- -
men who voted to adopt them did so
wiibout knowledge on the subject to55.70, the exemptions amount to $4,-
- the present rate of pay, the pages
547,726.75, the taxable assessment to wiu reCeive $1 more a day than the as far as the matter has gone. The slclan.
dry fanners throughout the west have
had a poor season," said Professor J.
D. Tinsley, of Mesilla Park, yesterday
on bit return from Spokane where he
be able to distinguish the Initiative andlack of reporters Is quite likely to Alfred Franklin, Democrat, Lawyer.$58,313,126.18, a loss of $1,151,185.24 delegates, as the latter under the en--
Constitutional Convention of New
Mexico, Santa Fe, N. M.
The constitutional convention of
Arizona, now organized and In session
begs to express by unanimous vote Its
appreciation of the kind greetings re-
ceived today from the constitutional
referendum from an icthyosaurus,, IfClerk.Sidney P. Osborn, Democrat,drop sand on the bearings of the masince last year. The following Is the abling act, cannot draw more than $4
gross assessment by classifications, as a day. j Mohave
diiuuiu uieei uuiu in me roau inchine and clog the wheels If the attended the dry farm meeting and
Democrat, Mining uruaa wo peopledearth of efficient men continues. Henry Lovin,compiled by Traveling Auditor Charles League Files Request. took a leading part in the work and
the discussions. Professor TinsleyMan.V. Safford: The league gave Its nrst The following are the employes
was a member of the exethus far selected:Agricultural lands 1,736,776 acres at
$6,269,909.43: improvements thereon
Navajo.
James Scott, Republican, Cattleman.
William Morgan, Democrat, Cattle'
cutive committee and was also put onChief Clerk, A. W. Cole, of Cochise.
indication of activity by filing with
President Hunt, a request that he ap-
point two members of Its choice upon
the committee on matters for future
the board of governors this year. New$2,180,936.60. Per diem, $6.
Grazing lands, 11,218,856 acres at man. Mexico was recognized and honoredAssistant Chief Clerk. Frank De--
also elsewhere in the organization.$6,828,705.69 with Improvements there- - submission. The league deBlres to
ui uregua are to consider tne vote
upon forty laws, either Initiated or re-
ferred. Two years ago they voted on
nineteen laws. A petition of 8 per
cent of the voters, voting at a preced-
ing election, initiates a law and 5 per
cent refers a law already passed by
the legislature. If there are more votes
for a bill than against, It becomes a
law, no matter how small a per cent
of the total vote cast on the subject,
so that in nearly all Instances a mi--
' Pima.
S. L, Kingman, Republican, LawSousa, Maricopa. Per diem, $6.on at $1,394,869.80. have the statewide promotion propo- - A. H. Harris, of Las Vegas, was ap
convention of New Mexico, and to ex
tend felicitations upon the common op-
portunity of New Mexico and Arizona
to secure the high privilege of state-
hood. Many ot the Interests of the
two states will be similar, whatever
the divergences may be, and the con-
stitutional convention of Arizona as-
sures the constitutional convention of
New Mexico of its confidence that
New Mexico will do Its share, as Ari-
zona will do hers, to cooperate In the
noble task of building up the great
Sergeant-at-Arm- W. C. Truman, of
City and town lota number 153,956 sitlon submitted to tne people m iue pointed on the resolutions commityer.Pinal. Per diem, $6.
valued at $4,658,629.50 and the im- - election to ratify tne constitution. tee, E. Griggs, of Las Vegas, on theW. F. Cooper, Republican, Lawyer.
George Pusch, Republican, CattleSecretary
to President, A. Cohen, of
credentials committee and N. Gprovements thereon $6,977,961. Committees. Gila. Per diem, $5.
Looney, of Melrose, was given a placeTimber lands 180,018 acres valued The list of committtees is as iui- - man.Chaplain. Seaborn Crutchfleld, ot Carl Jacome, Republican, Merchant. on the nominating committee.at $316,362.47 and the improvements lows: Maricopa. Per diem $5. Railroad Dority of the votes cast enacts a statJ. C. White, Republican, "The meeting adhered strictly tothereon $2,980. Standing committees for the con- - Doorkeeper. W. H. Gibbons, of southwest. GEORGE W. P. HUNT.business throughout," said ProfessorCoal lands 16,720 acres valued at ducting of the convention: 1. Kuies Man.m ,Apache. Per diem, $5. Tinsley. "Everything was threshed$370,025, with improvements thereon and procedure, 6 members; c, nnance, Doorkeeper. J. C. Evans, of Gila.
President Constitutional Convention
of Arizona.
Another communication was read
accounts ana expenses, tnree mem out In the committee meetings andJ!2fiB.G25. Per diem, $5.bers; 3, printing and clerks of threeMineral lands 34,951 acres at $913,- - the general gathering devoted itself
mamimra watenman, mcnara iiumpnnes, oi
entirely to the matter In hand the
ute, so large is the per cent of those
not voting either way. Four years ago
nearly every appropriation bill passed
by the legislature was referred to the
people by petition. Pending the ref-
erendum, the appropriations were held
up, the state was compelled to stamp
Its warrants "not paid for want of
funds" and pay Interest thereon, al-
though the money was In the treasury.
on the floor that is interesting be-
cause It elicited the first faint protest
from the Republicans. W. H. Murray
Committees for constitution mak--, Cochise. Per diem, $5. discussion ot dry farming. The ex
Pinal. "
Thomas Wills, Democrat, Cattleman.
Elmer Coker, Democrat, Lawyer.
Santa Crux.
Bracey Curtlss, Republican, Banker.
Yavapai.
E. W. Wells, Republican, Lawyer.
M. G. Cunnlft, Democrat, Merchant.
A. A. Moore, Democrat, Ranchman.
Homer Wood, Democrat, Mining
ing: 1, preamble and declaration ot Watchman, Daniel Holloway, of Mo-- ecutive committee kept a firm hold on
rights, three members; 2, legislative Jave. Per diem, $5. who was speaker of the conventionthat is responsible for Oklahoma's
256.
Electric light plants $173,300.
Water plants $247,212.
Toll bridges and roads $4,103.
Telegraph and telephone
5,487 miles at $242,048.33.
Ditches for irrigation $5,550.
the throttle and eliminated every sinlines distribution of powers and apportion-- , Journal Clerk, Harriet Jean OHIver, gle extraneuos matter from the ses constitution, offered to send the comment, thirteen members; 3, executive, of Yavapai. Per diem, $5. sions. All the papers were vaiuaoie,impeachment and removal from office, Journal Clerk, Ed. Lillon, of Yava-- the state university was hampered and
embarrassed and the machinery of thenlne members; 4, Judiciary, thirteen paj, per diemj (5.
plete reports of the deliberations of
that body and supply each member
with a copy, provided Arizona would
pay the freight By the aye and nay
strictly to the point and the institute
sessions held in a separate room dur-
ing the congress were largely attend
Man.Water reservoirs $19,000.
Mines, Burface Improvements $224, Committee Clerk, Cella Barth, of Morris Goldwater, Democrat, Bank government practically paralyzed.Oregon at thia very hour is awakenApache. Per diem, $5.
members; 5, suffrage and elections,
eleven members; 6, counties and mu-
nicipalities, five members; 7, educa-
tion and public institutions, five mem
er.686.
Mines, value of product $42,400. Committee Clerk. Michael Hanon,
vote the offer was accepted and then
came the protest , Judge Doe of Co-
conino rose slowly In his seat and said
ed and so popular that on one nay
when no institute program had been
arranged the hall filled with delegates
ing to her folly and '"hedging" on the
referendum, trying to devise means toRailroads, standard gauge, 2,296 of Cochise. Per diem, $5.
Albert Jones, Democrat, Sheepman.
Yuma.
Mulford Winsor, Democrat, News
bers: 8. state and school lands, fivegaugemiles, $15,052,027.11. Narrow Committee Clerk, J. C. Callahan, of prevent the reference of so many that he did not wish to go on recordwho made up a program of their own.members; 9, public service corpora laws. Oregon is finding out, as KanCochise. Per uiem, $5. paper Man.tions, other than railroads, nine mem as supporting this action; that in his
opinion the constitution was notComlttee Clerk, Frank Townsend, sas will find out If she tries it, that the
There was little demand for literature.
The people at Spokane this year were
not homeseekers, but men who have
bers; 10, private corporations and
banks, nine members; 11, railroads, Jr.,
of Yuma. Per diem, $0. worth paying freight on. His remarks
E. L. Short, Democrat, Mercnanu
F. L. Ingram, Democrat, Lawyer.
Total 41 Democrats; 11 Repub; Committee Clerk, D. Norfleet, of Co were followed by laughter and thetheir homesteads and want to Knowseven members; 12, agriculture, Irri
Initiative and referendum puts It In
the power of a factious and turbulent
minority to embarrass and harass the
majority, to Impede and obstruct the
machinery ot government and often
chise. Per diem, $5. how to maks them pay. The dry seagation and water rights, five mem licans. point made appreciated by the Repub-licans at least
228 miles at $698,562.
Flouring mills $30,590.
Saw mills $55,920.
Horses 79,711 at $1,474,679.
Mules 9,239 at $305,967.
Cattle 390,155 at $3,719,554.
Sheep 1,368,460, at $2,402,953.
Goats 161,639 at $191,629.
Swine 8,423 at $27,346.50.
Burros 4,722 at $10,037.50.
Carriages and wagons 26,504
Messenger. Dudly Louis, of Marico son prevalent through the west hasbers; 13, mines and mining, five mem The morning session began oromnt- -pa. Per diem, $5. Chamberlain's Cough Remedy hasbers; 14 federal relations, three mem- - placed the dry farmers face to race ly at 10 o'clock with the distributionh-
-,. is militia an1 nnhlln defense. ' rage, unaries rarsona, 01 wino. become famous for Its cures of coughs, thwart the will of the people. No
matter how necessary, how importantthree members: 16. Dublio debt, reve--. Per diem, $5. '
with methods. Although It nas oeen
hard on many of the farmers, never-thoio- u
thu unfavorable season has
colds, croup and Influenza, 'iry u
when In need. It contains no harmfulnue and taxation, thirteen members; Page, Lloyd Jones, of Maricopa.at
of pay checks for the week's work.
Delegates and employes are to be paid
by the week. Each delegate got his
check while the pages got nay for
and how Immediately Imperative a law
may be that Is passed by a legislature
fresh from the people, 5 per centl
17. labor, five members; 18, schedule Per diem, $5. had the good result of taking all thesubstance and always gives prompt re-
lief. Sold by all drugglstB.mode of amendlne and miscellaneous, Page. Ethel Ming, of Maricopa. Per only four days, or since assumingwind' out of the dry farming
move-mo-
And brineing it down to a hardthe voters, or a small, dissatisfied andfive members; 19, ordinance, three their duties.Stenographers andmembers; 20, separate submission
diem, $5.
Typewriters,
Clerks:
miscnievous minority, can noio. up u i j (a8t practical basis,AOMY ENGINEERS , At the session on Saturday after(matter of), five members; 21, style, A HURRYARE IN
revision and compilation, five mem Samuel Briscoe, of Cochise. Per
noon Webb arose and submitted a
proposition defining the boundary of
the state. It is needless to say that
SEVERAL MURDER CASES
AT LAS CRUCES.bers. Will Not Visit Northern New Mexicodiem, $5.
J. M. Foster, of Graham,A swift spasm of economy swept Per diem,
law, suspena ana aeiay us operauuu,
and actually for a time thwart the
will of the majority by a farcical ref-
erence to the people for their approval
or rejection.
Does any reasonable, intelligent
man, knowing the extent of his own
to Give Hearings on Engle
Project.over the constitutional convention yes
terday when a modest list of thirty AlbuQuernue, N. M., Oct. id. me
In district court at Las Cruces C.
Harris, was found guilty in 30 min-
utes, of flourishing as deadly weapon
as the returns of the Johnson-Jet- -
clerks, pages, doorkeeperB, etc., was board ot United States army engin
$5.
C. M. Murphy, of Graham. Per diem,
$5.
Gail, Pace, of Graham. Per diem
$5.
Margaret O'Sulllvan, of Yavapai.
presented by the committee on at eers now inspecting the various re InveBtlgat.ons and his own partlclpa- -
the present boundaries are unchang-
ed. This proposition was not ordered
printed as it is simply a necessary
formality. Webb's second proposition
guaranteeing religious freedom and
containing the clause against polyga-
my as prescribed by the enabling act
will be printed and after Its second
reading sent to the proper committee.
$455,549.60.
Sewing machines 10,674 at $84,705.
Saddles and harness $143,739.60;
merchandise $2,914,571.
Capital In manufactures $4,725.
Farming Implements $214,301.
Fixtures, Baloon and office $231,555
Money $124,113.65.
Bonds, warrants and coupons $10,
752.
Watches and clocks $34,965.
Books, law and medical $49,343.
Jewelry $17,591.
Gold and sliver plate $1,236.
Musical instruments $125,363.
Household goods $816,710.
Shares of stock In banks $1,378,737.
Hay and alfalfa $13,499.
Wool $200.
Lumber $81,682.
Tools $53,087.
' Bees $8,773,
Other property $985,029.25.
Teachers Wanted.
clamation service projects in the west tlnn no o .ItlKon In nuhlln nffnira be- - Mm were coming in at Lastaches. The objection was not to
the number but the price. A per diem and which was expected to arrive lleve that the people of Oregon can Cruces. The trial of Francisco e
intelligently at the coming elec-- 1 liquet, on a charge of murder, cameUL ilVO UUlialB BWO .Til... VUbU T Jinn. C here today will not be able to Include
Albuquerque in the itinerary.except thOBe of chief clerk, assistant '"' tion on forty laws? You know by your up before the court ana win ue bBertha Schultz. ot Pinal. Per diem,
chief clerk and Bergeant-at-arm- s who InThis news came yesterday in tne own experience, that not one voter! en to the Jury some time today.will get six. ' Goldwater of Yavapai Per form of a telegram from Industrial out of ten will be even cursorily In the case of the Territory vs. Jose
Lo-ne-t
and Gabriel Lopez, on the charge
$5.
Ambra Osborn, of Maricopa,
diem, $5.
Beatrice Scales, of Maricopa.
could not see why three pages should
get five dollars a day each while
the legislators only get four. There
Agent R. F. Wilson oi me oauia ro
to Secretary H. B. Henlng ot the
Bureau of Immigration. The message
Per
Hoarsness In a child subject to
croup Is a sure Indication of the ap-
proach of the disease. If Chamber-
lain's Cough Reme 'y Is given at once
or even after the croupy cough has ap-
peared, It will prevent the attack.
Contains no poison. Sold by all
formed as to the nature and contents
of half the bills presented for the con-
sideration of the people.
It was held by a niajorlty of the
men who wrote one of the platforms
In this state, that the people of Kan
was a discrepancy there, he thought, diem, $5.
that seemed to mar the eternal fitness Joseph Daze, of Navajo. Per diem,
of murder, the case was continued un-
til next term on application of defend-
ants. In the case of the Territory vs.
Martin Gonzales, on a charge of em-
bezzlement, the defendant withdrew
his plea of not guilty and entered a
$5.of things.
said that in view of the fact that the
engineers are assured that there Is
no considerable opposition here to
tho Elephant Butte project on the
Rio Grande, the party will not make
There are still several positions asAnd Goldwater wasn't the onlyInstruc- -Superintendent of Public
reporters vacant as no one has been
found yet to report the proceedings.
sas coulld not vote intelligently, if the o( gulUy The court Bentencedballot were too long; that they could h(m ((J mpriBonme,it for a term not
tion J. E. Clark has received requests one. Tne man irom 1 unm meauuiB,
for two or three well qualified female o! course, Winsor had the nerve to the extra trip necessary to visit this,
pit v. From Las Cruces and theThe commltee tm employes was un-touchers at 150 to $60 a month and question tne per aiera oi tne ciergy. not or wouia not iniorm uieinueivco , exceed one year in the penltenti-
fnr two nrlnclnals of schools to fill A chaplain goes with all conventions abie to make such selection from lack as to the character and ability ot the Bry but BUBpended sentence pending
candidates; that a short ballot was in 'g00'd behavior, the defendant to pay
the interest of good government, and th8 COurt costs. The case of the
vacancies paying $60 to $75 a month, and five dollars a day for bis serv- - 0( available material and therefore
Elephant Butte dam where they spent
the day yesterday, the engineers, D-
irector F. H. Newell of the reclama-
tion service, Supervising Engineer L.
C. Hill, Industrial Commissioner Wes- -
Territorial Board of Education, ices was wnat me committee uu em- - roCommended "that the committee on
The territorial board of eaucation pioyes mougnt wouia ue auoui rigm. ru)eB j,e authorized to contract or pro- - that the election of the railroad com-- . Territory vs. George Gamboa and 81
mlssioners and other state officers mon Onopa, charged with larceny,mot thia forenoon with the commit- - You couldn't offer him less without vlrto ronort6ia to reDort the conven- -
CARRIGAN CONTROVERSY
IS NOW SETTLED.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 13. The
prolonged controversy between Bishop
Nicholas C. Mats of the diocese of
Colorado and the Rev. J. P. Carrlgan,
pastor of St Patrick's church in Den-
ver, has been adjusted by Monslgnor
Falconlo, the papal delegate to this
country.
While all those directly Interested
refuse to discuss the matter last night.
should be taken from the people and was continued. In the case of thelo Merritt of the Santa Fe, Mr. Wli- -tee on education of the constitutional appearing cneap uut wuisur ugureu Uon
convention. The discussion covered out tne service rendered on tne W. D. O'Neil offered to take the en bop and other members of the party tlielr Beection vested In the governor. Territory vs. Alcarlo Moya, on a
will go to the Pecos valley and after( If t)e peope'0( Kansas are not Intel-- charge of burglary and larceny, thea wide range of subjects and If every uasis ot time expenaea. tire Job off the convention's hand and
suggestion were embodied in the fun- - He thought that two dollars was gubm,tted a bld tor the work, agreeing inspecting the Carlsbad project will Ugcnt enough t0 vote a iong ballot, do defendant pleaded guilty and was
damental law It would cover a greater about the right figure. There was continue east, vnn aiinnnao hv could or would look sentenced to one year in the torn
vnrintv nf aublects than Is now plan- - loud opposition ana tne man irom The news was recotved with dlsnp-- lutQ and investigate the merits of torlal reform school, the sentence
polntment here. The Commercial,, . . 0rm,0 are being suspended pending good beha- -ned, as even the pedagogues do not Yuma explained his position by say
to supply the necessary Bhorthand
men and his bid is now under consid-
eration. It was further recommended
in the report that "the employes be
subject to the authority of the com-
mittee on printing and clerks, also
that compensation date from the time
your correspondent Is enabled to say
on the very highest authority that
Father Carrigan has won a substan-
tial victory.
Ing: "If we were to pay the chaplain
what his Bervices are worth we would
go bankrupt. But the chaplain has
to be here only at Btated times while
the other attaches are required to He has been promised either restor
Club had already started preparations ' dQ gt the comlng elec.jVior. The bonds of Avellno Ouaderr-
-
for a reception and banquet to the ' them successfully am 011(1 LHerato Garcia, who are untion, Pa68
expected visitors but everything was lmlctment for larceny were re.
ci lled off on receipt of Mr. Wilson's , M 'n'n "f ' dured to $500. The case ot the Tcr-wlr- e
yesterday. Do? '
not
"LnTtat Ii fll' n. David Guarderrnma andof
TueBday night the engineers were Republicans Avcllno Guaderrama, on a charge of
tendered an informal' dinner at the patriotic citizens, to stop and consider immler hna gct for ,rlftl for
Bt Regis hotel In El Paso. Wednes- - whether we are drifting and what todayi rjavld Gimderrnnia entered a
day morning they were tendered a are aboutMo do? Does It
not behoove p)pa of not KHly Hlg bond WttB
....hnn ...winn fit iho rhjimhr ni us In the Interest of good government ,.,.,, t q noil.
seem to have a clear Idea of the divid-
ing lines between a constitution and
a statute book.
Supreme Court,
An order was handed down in the
supreme court of the Territory this
forenoon, permitting the appellees In
tho case of the Las Vegas Railway
and Power Company and William
Buddecke, appellants, vs. The St.
Louis County Trust Company appel-
lees, to withdraw the deposit of $100,-00-
pending a decision of a motion
ation to his former charge or some-
thing as good or better in Denver.
Monslgnor Falconlo was very much
affected by the petition from hundreds
of Father Carrlgan's former parish
be present during the whole of each the employes assume their dutleB and
session. I therefore move to strike during such period only as they per- -
out the word 'five' and insert 'two' form them."
In he resolution." , The morning session opened with
Baker of Maricopa was the first the reading of the minutes of the last
to object to any reduction In the two days the preparation of which
chuplaln's pay and Webb was of the cost Secretary Cole some midnight
same opinion. Winsor then said: "I sleep. A distinction was made be-
am aware that any attempt to reduce tween the minutes of the convention
the salary of any attache Is bound and the Journal.. The latter Is to be
to be unpopular but we are here veI.i)atim report of the deliberations,
Commerce which assumed the nature to pause In the midst of this storm of .
of a nubile hearing on irrigation mat-- agitation, reformat'on and unrest, CAPT BOGARDUS AGAIN HITS
ters. a considerable amount ot data take our latitude and longitude, our THE BULL'S EYE
for rehearing at the January term of being prepared for the occasion by the direction and distance from the shore, This world famous ride shot who
mnmlinra nf the water users' assocla-- ' Bnd ascertain what dangers if any UejnoidB the championship record oftho supreme court. If the rehearing
Is denied, appellees will have twenty 100 pigeons In 100 consecutive shotstion. Following an automobile trip athwart the pathway of our good ship
down the El Paso valley the visitors io( Btate in which we have hithertofor business and not charity and 1 while the minutes will be a simple re
ioners, pleading that their beloved
pastor might be returned to them, and
It Is known that the delegate is anx-
ious that their prayers be granted.
Very convincing evidence that Fath-
er Carrlgan's troubles were at an ena
was given yesterday morning when ha
was permitted to say mass in the
chapel of the Catholic university, the
magnificent institution which was
formally opened with Bolemn Bervices
on the day before.
davs In which to redeposlt tne sura,- Is living t Lincoln, 111. Recently In-
terviewed, he says: "I suffored a
long time with kidney and bladder
000. The case was reversed at the
recent session of the supreme court.
The Judges Bitting this forenoon were
bonrded the train for Las Cruces at j.idden B0 peacefully upon the waters?
noon and driving from, there to Ele- - j dcm.t Know how you feel, but for
plinnt Butte dam Bite In autos in-- on6i t tako no Btocii a chronic
the structure. , ,, wnich always becomes mis- -
sume of each day's work. The Journ-
al will probably be published each
day and eventually bound, making a
fine volume not quite so voluminous as
Gibbon's "Decline and Fall of the
Roman Empire," but quite as
tractive reading.
don't believe a minister of the goB-p-
wants hlB Bervices rated on a
dollar and cents basis." Roll call
showed four delegates In favor of re-
ducing the chaplain's pay. They wore
Winsor, Pusch, Goldwator and
The second spasm of economy
nt hA nrinHnnn ....Inn anA it
Associate Justices John R. Mcne,
Frank W. Parker, M. C, Mechem and
C. J. Roberts, while Chief Justice W.
'ohlevous; In the reformer who Is al-
H. Pope gave his assent to the order
over the telephone. The session of
trouble and used several well known
kidney medicines', all of which gave
me no relief until I started taking Fir
loy Kidney PIlli. Before I used Fo-
ley's Kidney Pill? I had severe back
aches and pains In my kidneys with
suppression and cloudy voiding. On
arising In the morning I 'would get
dull headaches. Now I have taken
three bottles of Foley's Kidney PHI?
and feel 100 per cent better. I am
Following is the list of members of
A GENEROUS AND liHsm l HLe
WISH.
"I wish all might know of the bene-
fit I received from your Foley's Kid-
ney Remedy," says L. N. Regan, Farm-
er, Mo. His kldnoya and bladder gave
ways running for ollice or In the poli-
ticians who constantly advertise their
own honesty und patriotism and who
become unduly alarmed about the wel-for- e
of the people.
I take no stock in the defamation of
FOSS GETS MAJORITY OF
ONE IN VOTE BY MAIL.
Boston, Oct. 17. Congressman Eu
convention by counties, givingwas Winaor again who moved that the
the pay of the pages be reduced to political a.mauon auu wWu,
throe dollars a day. Goldwater face- - Apache.
tiously said he wanted to hand In his Fred T. Coalter, Democrat, Cattle-
him so much pain, misery and annoy-- 1 ... , .
the court was an Informal one.
FOR MORE THAN THREE DECADES
Foley's Honey and Tar has been a
household favorite for coughs, cold's
and ailments of the throat, chest and
limsB. ContmnB no opiates. Sold by
The Capital Pharmacy.
gene N. Fobs received a majority of
one In the mall vote expressing pref-
erence of delegates of recent Deino--
ance, he could not work, nor sleop. He, our courtB or in me " "
pnw. KlHnev Romedv com. our nuoiio men. am ui uum.u.- -. never bothered with my kidneys or
pletely cured (him. Sold by The Cap- - of the evils that afflict the body poll-
- bladder and again feel like my own cratlc state convention for the nom- -
resignation as delegate and make ap- - man.
plication for a job as page there Conconlno.
was more money in It. , The eleven E. M. Doe, Republican, Lawyer. ital Pharmacy. tlo. There always win oe, so luug ,eir," Sold by The capital Pharmacy, matlon for governor.
ONE OF THE JOKERS.a session of district court. This it a was not even equalled by the ndtor- - the land.
' No ffwonjler the SundayPAGE FOUR.
The New Mexican has pointed Oiltlbarbarlc procedure which may not loua Oklahoma convention. It Is ut
touch any one until he or one of his terly absurd to argue that forty-on- ehew Hexican ReviewI
n9
wugaune says:1 ,
"If you would aslt 'your Congress-
man or Sonator who waa the most Im-
portant man In Washington, modes-'t-
might prevent him from expressing
his honest conviction, and he would
probably name the holder of a high
office. If he was particularly frank
and thoughtful, be might tell you that
the' most
.Important man In the nation
tlon, and the expenses of the election
on the ratification of the constitu-
tion. ' , : ,
"The exact coBt of eleotlon of dele-
gates Is not yet fooled up, as the
vouchors from the several counties
are not yet In hand. It is known,
however, that the total will approxl'
mate forty thousand dollars, anyhow.
The next electionthe election at
which the people are to say whether
they approve the constitution will
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING
THERE ARE OTHERS. ' V
It is difficult to convince even con-
servative statesmen at times, that a
constitution is not supposed to pro-
vide for every contingency that may
arise during the next hundred years,
Just so long as It is broad and clastic
enough to permit of future legisla-
tures to meet conditions as they arise.
It is hard to subordinate ones pet
ideas to the censorship of one who Is
sound on constitutional law, but un-
less, the Republican majority gets
awny from its promises, it will be com
family are thrown Into Jail on account delegates need the services of thirty
of the unfounded accusation of some clerks and messengers to do the work
political or other enemy. And it Is of the constitutional convention. The
also an expensive one for it keeps the Democrats are making use of the
Jails full. money, set aside by Congress to cover
Not so long ago the editor of this the cost of the elctlou of the conven-pape- r
was approached by a citizen to tion and the submission of the con-us-
his political Influence to secure stitutlon to the people, to give Jobs to
htm a place on the grand Jury. The tbelr political ward heelers while the'
petitioner did not realize the enormity convention is in session. v
of the thing he asked for and was -- i. i. altogether probable that an
before, that the initiative and referen-
dum would be a great thing for the
printers. In Oregon, each one of the
thirty-tw- acts to be submitted next
month to the voters, had to be print-
ed in pamphlet form and with it ar-
guments for and against the proposed
act. The pamphlets had to be print-
ed by the hundreds of thousands and
their cost la a heavy burden upon the
tnx payer. In Colorado, the same ob-
ject under the proposed initiative and
referendum law, is to be attained
through the advertising columns of
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
Editor and President.
FRANK P. STURGES,
t.
al capital was the Washington cor
respondent. And that would be the
right answer.
Of course, the office holder Ib think
angry because it waa refused. He and a;,Peol must be made to Congress for ing how the correspondent ran inJOHN K. STAUFFER,
Secretary-Treasure- fluence the voters of his district orhis community bad always deemed It Sliaj0nal funds to cover the cost of the newspapers, those Journals lean
a political privilege, s reward that ,ubmlttln the constitution to the state, which, is important to him, of
cost another forty thousand, making
a total of at least eighty thousand
dcllats for the two elections.
"This estimate leaves but twenty
thousand dollars for the expenses of
the constitutional convention. The
law provides that the territory must
pay any expenses In excess, of the
hundred thousand dollars appropriated
by Congress. A
"It is clear that of the total expenses
ing to the party in power to be given
the best of it The scheme is a nice
one for it will help to keep the papers
In line. Says the Democratic Denver
Entered as Second Class Matter at
Santa Fe Postofflce.
came to him and his kin for working 'people, for there Is every indication
for the right tloket.- It is true.tha,t tnat- lne delegates will consume the
the present Jury law seeks to over- - en.lre .iiiy'-day- allowed them by
course. But the real Importance or
the Washington correspondent lies
In the fact that we are dependent up'a
on him absolutely for practically all Times: .come tlila very phase of pernicious flurlne whi0h ume they are each
political activity, but it seems to be (t0 recelve four. dollars per day. Information of what goes on In Wash-ington. He is eyes and ears and un
"The initiative and referendum bill
provides that "The text of all meas-
ures to be submitted shall be pub
i "The Republican delegates are toa well recognized fact that it does
not. To be Indicted or not to be in derstanding for the whole country. He incurred the taxpayers of Arizona willdicted, seems to be not a matter of a be congratulated that they
are In no
way responsible for the extravagant
beginning which the Democratic dele
gales have made." '
' '
have to pay a considerable portion
Every dollar uselessly expended.
RATES OP SUBSCRIPTION.
Dally, per week, by carrier f .25
Dally, per month, by carrier . . .. .75
Dally, per month, by mail 66
Dally, three months, by mall ... 2.00
Dally, six months, by mall 3.60
Dally, one year, by mall 7.00
Weekly, per month 25
Weekly, per quarter 50
Weeki'y, six month, by mall . ... 1.00
Weekl.', per year t.00
must decide on what Is Interesting and
significant, and what Is not, and tell
why, In the White House, in Con-
gress, In all the departments.
pelled to 'cut out much mere legisla-
tion now propose n, almost every
clause The constitution of 1889
Is not merely a model of formbut It is also a modol of brevity andthere are several other stnte constitu-
tions that are even more brief. Idaho,
with only four lines referring to edu-
cation, has as good a public school
system as New Mexico will have with
twenty paragraphs covering the sub-ject. Similarly, on irrigation, several
of the western states have developeda system of irrigation law that is ex-
cellent and they have done it under
very brief water rights provisions in 'their constitution. New Mexico can
well trust something to its legisla-tures. The caliber of th ln m.i
reasonable amount of evidence of
wrong doing, but of other considera
therefore, is a dollar taken out of the
pockets of our own taxpayers.
" And it is worth while, to remember
tions and the grand Jury is made an
Instrument of tyranny that may be
leveled against any man no matter
how pure Ms walk in life and how
innocent of wrongdoing.
that the third eleotlon connected
NEW THOUGHTS ON TAXATION.
One taxation idea which is being
brought to the attention of the com- -
lished as constitutional amendments
are published." ,
"The constitution of the state' of
Colorado provides that all amend-
ments to the constitution shall 'be
published In full in not more than
one newspaper of general circulation
In each county for four consecutive
weeks.'
"Which 1b a very clear direction.
"And it means that the text of ev-
ery initiated and referred measure
under the proposed bill would have
to be published for four weeks in one
with statehood the election of state
and county officers, should it be our
"Suppose, although it is almost im-
possible even o Imagine such a thing,
that Washington correspondents
Shoald enter into a conspiracy to act
together. Why, their power would be
tremendous! They could unmake any
man simply by never letting his name
appear in dispatches. And It would
be Just as easy to convince the nation
that another man was truly great."
good fortune to reach that stage of
state making will be entirely at the
The Weekly New Mexican Review
Is the oldest newspaper In New Mex-
ico. It Is sent to every postofflce in
the Territory and bas a large and
growing circulation among the Intel-
ligent and progressive people of the
Southwest.
expense of the people of Arizona." in the future is apt to be as high asthat of present constitution m.i,...
Still, New Mexico is not ripe for the mittee on taxation of the constitution-mor- e
modern practice, and the New al convention, is that of taxing the
Mexican Is sorry, but it Is also glad, unearned increment on unimproved
that some day it will be and will look land holdings. It Is sort of a Henry
back with surprise upon the day when George idea to penalize those who
1 thought otherwise. jhold lands only for speculation, who
- expect the value of their lands to be
80BS FROM ARIZONA. 'enhanced by the improvements made
b and taxationThe Lamentations of Jeremi'ah are neighbors escape
cnmnnred with (he nrotests of cause iey are "Peculators and are
In fact, many members of ho .'.THE STUDY OF 8PANISH., paper in each of the sixty counties of
Colorado.THE JUDICIARY.
fhe Judicial system will be theTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1910. We took as the only practicable il
Some day New Mexico will be hon-
ored for not having put away" the
.Spanish language altogether. Oneheart of the new state. Unless It is
lustration the number ot initiated and
referred laws to be voted upon nextplaced on a satisfactory basis, the out-
look for the new state is gloomy. commonwealth after another hasIn Arizo-- ln notninS '" the improvement ofthe Republican minority over
tutional convention today will sit inthe first and following state legisla-
tures, Just as five members of the last
legislative council and half a dozen
members of the last legislative house
are in the constitutional convention
today and quiet a number more who
were In previous legislatures are now
helping to formulate the fundamentajlaw. It must not be supposed that th
month by tire people of Oregon. We
found that there were twenty-fou- r ofadopted the study of Spanish for itsna and since there ought to be com- tneir commonweaun ana yei win reap
fort and consolation in them for New rich harvest where they have not
Mexico's Democratic minority, two of Vovei r cultivated. There Is some- -
those measures. We had them scaled
carefully by the foreman of our com
public schools and now comes Ari-
zona, the territory which disfran
posing room. He calculated that their
New Mexico can afford to make mis-
takes in other directions, these can
be easily rectified, but a mistake in
inaugurating a Judicial system that
will not have the confidence of the
people, will be fatal to progress, peace
and prosperity. How difficult the
chised some of its aitlzens because
they spoke Spanish, and argues for
the instruction in Spanish in Its pub
publication once would occupy sixty-fiv- e
columns of this newspaper.
ining anunng in toe argument mai
it Is wrong to tax the man who im-
proves his land holdings and not the
neighbor whose lot is unfenced, is
THE GRAND JURY.
The grand Jury will be part of the
judicial system of the new state, but
most of those who favor It, do It mere-
ly on 'lie ground that New Mexico is
not ready Tor the change of doing with-
out it. Under the circumstances this
argument may be good, it is no doubt
expedient, but it is not sound as far
constitutional convention will be thelast and only law making body thatNew Mexico will have whose mntivo.
"One insertion of Buch matter
the sobs are reproduced with the sug-
gestion that a few changes would
make them suitable for original edi-
torials in the Albuquerque Tribune-Citizen- .
Says the Phoenix Republi-
can:
"An examination of the roster of the
lic schools. Says the Tucson Citizen:
"The value of the study of Spanish would cost 1,629. Four insertions Inovergrown with weeds, is an eyesore problem that confronts the constltu
one newspaper would cost $6,516.tional convention, and the Committee Is being tardily recognized by Ameri- Four insertions in one newspaperon Judiciary in particular, can be
are lofty, whose
'integrity is unques-tioned and whose statesmanship ranks
hig- h- Leave something for the future
and cut out all mere leirlsinHnn
in each of the sixty counties of Cologauged from the following letter ad
if not a menace to health and which
'yet increases constantly in value be-- i
cause of the improvements that are
being made 'around it, by people more
public spirited than the lund specu-
lator. 'i
rado would cost $390,960.standing committees of the constitu dressed to members of the bar by
Judge Frank W. Parker, chairman of present.And In that , we underestimated
as statesmanship is concerned. The
retention of the grand Jury will cost
the new state from $50,000 to $100,000
tional convention suggests that the
radical element, which is in full con
can educators. The Washington Star
makes a plea for its introduction into
the high schools of the District of
Columbia and points out that a knowl-
edge of the Spanish language is a val-
uable asset for any young man or
woman entering upon a business or
professional career. Remunerative
the total cost, because we only cal MAIN 80URCE8 OF DI8EA8E IN- -trol, does not propose to concede anya year, which is not an inconsiderable culated for four Insertions in each ofthe sixty newspapers, whereas the FECTION.
The question is often asked. "Wher
sum to a state that on a $60,000,000 as
the Committee on Judiciary:
"As chuirnian of the Committee on
Judicial Department of the constitu-
tional convention, I desire to bave the
benefit of your advice as to the con-
struction of the judicial system of the
Another source of revenue is an in-
heritance tax. In many otherwise
conservative Jurisdictions, a progres
constitution provides that publicationsessment wants to limit taxation to
thing to the conservative Democrats.
"The chairmanships are so distrib-
uted that President Hunt and those
who supported him in the late con
employment especially In commercialone per cent for state and one per cent sive inheritance tax is levied upon the and technical lines can be more quick
snail continue for four consecutive
weeks.
"So that the sum of $390,960 was a
moderate estimate."
for county and Judicial expenses. ly found by the American who: cantest can retain undisputed control of , theory that the heir having done noth-
ing to entitle him to the possessionBut aside from that, the grand Jury speak and understand Spanish.
- ui ui jniecuon, in sohealthful a climate as that of Santa
Fe, and in a city obtaining its waterfrom a water shed absolutely unoccu-
pied by human dwellings?" The an-
swer is easy, for medical authorities
now agree that flies, mice, rats and
the machine.
.
'
-
Just now the demand for young
state.
"I assume that all are agreed that
there Bball be, a separate supreme
court, consisting of not less than
three Judges..., Their tenure of office
""Also, there again crops up ample
evidence of the determination to men well versed in this language far
of great wealth has no greater right
to the heritage than has the state un-- :
der whose protection the fortune was
' amassed. Colorado, for Instance, adds
MAKE HASTE SLOWLY.
Thoee who would have the constitu-
tional convention create a railioad
exceeds the Bupply. Beginning with
the territorial expansion of this'throw the hooks into Maricopa.', 1
.(.a Is a matter to be considered, as wellmere are very . . ... h- - --niieetlnn
convention, and of these the active of an ,nnerltance
as the compensation which Is to be
awarded them. It is urged by some
commission with rate making powers,
should not deceive themselves with
the Idea that thus the whole problem
Is solved. The courts have held, for
lawyers irom Maricuiia wuikj jaatve. t ,
and Franklin-ra- nk with the best. The tax on mining property, will al- - that the tenure of office shall be long.
and by others that It should be com
has been and is a political instrument
of tyranny. It is argueu that to do
away with the grand Jury would give
too much power to one individual, the
district attorney. Experience has
taught that any live district attorney
can secure from grand Juries any
dtctment that he desires, and what is
worse, the responsibility therefore 's
taken from his shoulders and placed
on a body which cannot be held re-
sponsible either by press or by the
people.
It is true, also, that under the pres-
ent system, the district attorney not
only can nut does prevent Indictments
vermin are among the main carriers
of Infection and one need but look
around Santa Fe to discover hundreds
of sources. Take the many water
closets, even at churches and at other
public places, which have no flushing
arrangement. One can always hear
flies buzzing around these places. A
fly alights on the effluvia, draes Its
receive close attention.n,. i,h nkr nnr Franklin
country in 1SD8, trade development
with Spanish speaking countries has
gradually Increased and during the
lest year the campaign for closer com-
mercial relation between this country
and Central and South America has
received an Impetus that has resulted
In a call for young men who can com-
municate with those peoples In tbelr
paratively short and moderate. Instance, that no commlss'on has the
right to make a rate that is confisca-
tory. How to determine when a rate.
gets the chairmanship of the Judiciary In some quarters there is a
Instead, it goes to Cun- - tion to urge the heavy taxation of
a lawyer of extremely mod-- worked claims, on the principle that
erate talents from Cochise. the privilege of development is also an
is confiscatory is purely a , Judicial
matter but the courts are at great e
in seeking a foundation for the
arithmetical calculation by which It is
"The method of their appointment
or election is also a question to be
seriously considered. On the one
hand, it Is urged that they should be
nominated by , the executive, and by
and with the consent of the Senate
appointed, and should hold their of-
fice for a long' term, or. perhaps, dur
Neither do Baker nor Franklin get obligation to develop. The high tax, native tongues. , ,. feet through it, carries off a million ty-phoid fever germs, then alights on a
piece of bread or a cube of sugar in
any other chairmanship. it is argued, will force the owner of an "Strangely enough our educational
And Webb of Graham, who was Idle property to make way lor Bome- - Institutions do not appear to have an to be determined whether a rate 1b B0I"8 pantry or on some dining roomticipated this demand, for there IsHunt's leading opponent for the presi- - one who Is more aggressive. There is,wnicn permit the guilty to escape, confiscatory. Nor can such a commls
dency of the convention, gets no ing good behavior. On the other hand. slon make a rate that,, affefts interonly one in Jhe United, Slates inwhich the study of Spanish Is com
however, another side to this question.
One of the principal complaintschairmanship at all! Webb, by natu
while without a grand Jury he would
be held responsible and would not
dare to prevent Indictments. It is for
it is urged that they should be elected state traffic. The courts are pretty
well united on the proposition that lowhich mine owners make is that
which grows out of the problem of
taxing claims. This
ral fitness and long legislative exper-
ience, is one of the best qualified
men In the convention for a chair
pulsory. This is the United States
Military Academy at West Point and
results there have shown the wisdom
of this requirement. Our future gen
uiuie. a ueautitul case of typhoidfever results even though the family
has been careful to boil its drinking
water, has been sanitary itself and 1b
perfectly innocent of the cause which
produced so dire a result. There Is
no doubt that every well In Santa Fe
is a source of infection and will be as
long as this city has no sewerage
by the people.15
"As to the courts of general Juris-
diction, a great difference of opinion
exists. Some. urge that the Jurisdic-
tion of district courts should be ex
that reason that in Kansas and Cali-
fornia crime is more generaly punish-
ed than in Neiv Mexico. During the
past year or so, thirteen murders
manship. But there are several ob
cal and intra-stat- e rates affect inter-
state rates and that therefore a rail-
road commission cannot make intra-
state rates unless it is dearly shown
that such a rate does not directly or
problem arises In every mining com-
munity it some time, sooner or later.jections to him, in the minds of the
controlling faction. He had the te
erals are graduated today with a fair
knowledge of the language and their
tour of duty in the Philippines offers
The assessment of prospects, whetherhave been committed in New Mexico tended so as to include many matters
not now within the Jurisdiction of ourthey are working or not, often gives indirectly affect interstate rates. Itan opportunity for them to polish up system. The soli has been absolutelyrise to controversy between the prop- - their accent, permeated the past three and four
merity to be s candidate for president
of the convention, he Is 'too con- -
servative." ' '
"Winsor, on the jOther hand, getB j
two- of the most important chairman
for which no one has been punished;
in more than one county, gambling
flourishes openl and the saloons defy
every law that Is on the statute book
for their regulation! vice and immor
aistnct courts: as for Instance, the
probate Jurisdiction, On the other
hand, It is urged that there should be
established a county court with Hmlt- -
"In no part of the United States Iseity owners and the county
author!
"ties.
Unpatented mining claims, consid-
ered as real estate, are not taxable,
hundred years with the filth of human
beings. Every rain causes such filth
to seep into wells. "But the water la
the desirability of the study of Span-
ish more evident than in the south
is thus that the creation ot railroad
and corporation commissions in most
states has been found to have been
a useless but expensive Innovation
that is accomplishing no other result
except to call attention to evils, that
should be remedied or preparing the'
ality exist, simply because no one is junsaieuon, say up to onethousand dollars, together with limit western states and territories borderbecause they are the property of theresponsible for the prosecution of olear and cold and tasteless!" wellowners say, but the greatest dangered criminal Jurisdiction extending to ing on the Republic of Mexico. Manyof the people of Arizona and New
Mexico have picked up a speaking
ships: "Rules and Procedure' and 'Leg-
islative Department, Distribution of
Powers, and Apportionment.' This lat-
ter committee 1b the most important
of all. Winsor, like Webb, was a candi-
date for president of the convention
often lies In perfectly clear, tasteless
United States, and, although the claim
rights of the locator may perhaps be
considered taxable, these rights are
an misdemeanors, and Including pro-bate Jurisdiction, and, perhaps the evidence in cases for the Interstate anil enlri wnfAT walla 9m
commerce commission to pass upon. .,... appearance gives warning of
county Judges should also preside as
chairman of the board of county
crime; the blame is shifted to the
grand Jury und the grand Jury is re-
sponsible to no one. Without this
excuse of the grand Jury, more than
one district attorney would be com-
pelled to do his full duty or face re-
moval.
But there is a graver, a more cor
the deadllness of the refreshing
only assessed in rare Instances. When
a claim is patented, its value, accord-
ing to the purchase price fixed by the
but Winsor and Hunt train together. Corporations, including
railroads,
should be compelled to obey the laws,
they should be prevented from com
knowledge of the language. They
should be quick to see the advisability
of teaching It to their chiidren.
"Why should not the high schools of
Arizona follow the example of West
Point and make the study of Spanish
It is notable, also, that Elllnwood 'The provislonB In regard to the 1n- -
has no chairmanship but it may be tlces of the peace also deservo rnro- -
safely taken for granted that Mr. El ful consideration. That manv of the
bining to the detriment of the public,
but the New Mexican is of the opinion
that these objects can be obtained
much easier by legislation directly ap-
plicable to corporations than by cre
government, is only 5 an acre. Any
subsequent value which it may have
will be due to developmpent The
government recognizes this additional
value when it imposes upon the lo-
cator the obligation to exploit the
infirmities, and possibly some of the
abuses which exist In rerard to the
compulsory. Such a step would ma-
terially increase the qualifications for
business Buccess of every graduate."
draught. Then Just outside of the.'
city limits, only a mile from the plaza,,
is the open outlet of a big sewer. Flies
and bugs and vermin make it their
habitat and carry away enough infec-
tion to inoculate every person within
a radius of forty miles with typhoid
and other filth diseases. Take the out-
let of the sewer of the capitol; then
take the many manure heaps alive
rupt side to the grand Jury system.
One need not go farther than this
county. It was at the beginning of the
Grover Cleveland regime that the
administration of Justice before these
llnwood was not disappointed.
"it is also observable that certain
special interests are duly taken care
of. President Hunt 1b interested in
banking, and the committee on 'Pri
courts, may be limited is the denlre ating commissions which are merely
excuses for providing soft berths forground. The privilege of taking up
parts of the public domain may per
grand Jury worked to a finish In this
county to indict Republicans because some impecunious statesmen. Thusvate Corporations and Banks' appears
to be made up exclusively of bankers. haps possess a theoretical value In it- far, living has not become cheaper or
ot tnis committee.
"The committee feels the need of
the advice and counsel of the mem-
bers of the bar, throughout the Terri-
tory, and It will be pleased to receive
In writing any suggestions which any
THE CONSTITUTION OF 1889 WAS
DRAFTED IN THREE WEEKS.
There is no force to the argument
that' because two weeks have been
consumed by the constitutional con-
vention in organizing and getting the
committees to work that therefore It
with flies, take the dumping places for"Neither will the liquor Interests self, but this value is certainly lacking
have cause to complain. The commit-- i m deflnlteness. Assessors have fre-te- e
on 'Matters for Separate Submls- - jquently followed the policy of assess-so-
Is made up, as to the majority.' ns claims at the value
conditions more tolerable In states
that have corporation and railroad
commissions than in states which
manage to get along without them.
New, Mexico is .so new in this bUBl- -
filth In back yardB, the big sheds, the
poultry yards, the burro corralB, and
one need not wonder that the city, the
same as every other town' in New
Mexico, is never quite rid of some sort '
uieuiuer ot tne oar may see fit to
make. It Is requested that the .,,o. must take at least ninety days to finnioaH unnn them hv the owner. The
they happened not to be Democrats.
Among those Indicted was a former
editor of this paper. Some technical
transaction was taken advantage of
to indict him, to ruin him financially
through that indictment Some ten
years ago, It was thought well to put
the blame Vor some census irregular-
ity upon the son of a Spanish-America- n
family of prominence in this city.
He was Indicted on a technicality and
ish up. . Many of the committees arel.HVLU 1 -I, mnn V.n warl-- .t vol, m flf sfouuus oe suommed nromntlv with
of gentlemen who 'want no prohibi-
tion In theirs,' and two of whom, we
understand, have been interested in
a view 'that the work of the commlt- - ready to report carefully formulated ness, that it might at least abide Its
clauses and by taking the constitution time and take it leisurely in trying to
criterion nta uo uw w.
corporation stock, if the property is
owned by a stock company, or it
of contagious or infectious disease.
The only consolotlon is that otherthe liquor business. solve all the complicated governmentof 1889 as a model, there will be no
may be the price which the owner problems that the nation and other townB Bre even worBe sufferers fromThe Tucson Citizen says:
"Much was heard in the recent cam places upon his ground in negotiations typhoid and other diseases than is
need of prolonging the sessions be-
yond the beginning of November, for
after the clauses are reported from
states have taken a century and more
may oe completed within a few
days. k
"The committee will hold open ses-
sion twice each week, and win be gladto meet personally any members ofthe bar, or any citizens, who desito make suggestions."
paign from Democratic newspapers to study and have not yet found a so
lution for that will really work Incommittee there remains little to be
done that need to consume much time.
Of course, if the New Mexico conven
Santa Fe.
Physicians Inform the New Mexi-
can, that four recent typhoid fever
casee, have been traced to one case,
for they originated in the same build-
ing. Cleanliness and sanitation to
bo effective must be thorough. One
for its sale.
However, it is not for the constitu-
tional convention 'to work out these
details, but to lay the foundation
broad enough for a Just and equitable
tax system that will pravlde sufficient
revenue for a new state run on an
and spellbinders about economies in
government. The people of Arizona
were assured that should the Demo-
cratic party control the constitutional
convention they could be depended
upon to frame a constitution that
It is apparent that the third weekOUT OF
since then his case has been dragging
through the courts at enormous ex-
pense to his family and bis career po-
litically and otherwise has been
blighted.
Only recently a horde of special
agents from Washington secured in-
dictments from Santa Fe county grand
Juries that were later quashed and the
motives for which are too well known
ECONOMY 18 NEVER
PLACE.
tion, emulating the Oklahoma, prece-
dent, Intends to consider every propo-
sition to write Into the fundamental
of the constitutional convention will
pass without the adoption of anyThe Arizona Republican reads th, law every kind of statute that the ineconomical basis. clauses of the constitution. That is spot left unclean may Infect an entireconstitutional convention at Phnenixwould make for retrenchment along
many lines wherein the Republicans well as long as the committees are
CORRESPLACE OF THE
community, and one unsanitary water
closet or well may each year demand
Its toll of death.
THEwere charged with extravagance and
genulty of man has ever devised, and
Insists that every new fad and old
must be given some mention in the
document, then, ninety days will not
making progress and are getting near-
er to final report. It Is apparent,
however, that much work of trimming
actual waste of government funds. PONDENT. , -
It may seem stretching a point to
a lesson In economy that might find
an echo at Santa Fe, where every ef-fort should be made to economize by
getting through with the allotted work
In the shortest possible time. Saysthe Republican:
"We have observed the convention's
be enough. Let the convention conassert that the newspaper correspond Delegate H. If. Dougherty hit thefine itself to elemental propositionsents are helping to formulate the
constitution. But they are. What
bull's eye yesterday afternoon when
calmly but earnestly he informed his
and adhere closely to such models as
and elimination must be done on the
floor of the convention. Each of the
twenty-si- x committees will submit
propositions, which are bo complete,
that nothing need be added, but most
the constitution of the United Statesthey are reporting home has Its re-
flex Influence and sets In motion Ideas extravagance with disappointment and
"We find the constitutional conven-
tion at Phoenix, which is overwhelm-
ingly Democratic, demonstrating In
the second day of its existence the
kind of economies which they favor.
Fifty-tw- o delegates make up the con-
vention. The convention voted to
limit 'patronage' to the ten Democrat-
ic counties by way of punishing the
Democrats In those counties which
brethren of the minority that be per-
sonally would stand for no mora
or the constitution of 1889, which even
the Democratlo Tribune Citizen, theand influences which reach the dele of which are bo voluminous and con
and too well understood In this city
to need reiteration. Up to this date,
the grand Jury la being misused to
punish those who go wrong politically
and to exempt those who are politi-
cally right. It Is a grave accusation but
it was found thus In California, in
KansaB, elsewhere, and the horrible
medieval machinery was abolished
with the result that Justice Is now
unhampered and that its administra-
tion is undented.
The grand Jury waa the device of an
age when men needed protection
regret, for it Is not alone the ordi-
nances of the convention which will medicine making," that he had co .eother day called excellent, and which tain so much legislation, that heygates through various channels. Dele with the honest desire to help In thereceive scrutiny from qur critics the was formulated In Just three weeks must be trimmed and the purely legisgate T. J. Mabry writes to nis paper The members wlu then be able to go lative matters cut out. It Is over thisat Clovls, interesting weekly letters
.i., nfln hi vlowi nf thn pnnven-
spirit manifested in the convention's
procedlngs, and the ability of the
people's representatives to discharge
process that time will be consumednome In another three or four weeks
to electioneer for the approval of the and that long debates will take place,
formulation of an honest constitution
and not to filibuster or to further
mere partisan ends. It is in men of
the Dougherty type Hint the hope of a
future for the Democratic party lies,
and not in the demagogues who be-
lieve that they must play to the gal
were careless enough to elect Repub-- ; Hon nd wh,ch make medlclne for
licans as delegates. Thus of the fifty- - future campagns in Curry county,
two delegates only forty-on- e were to ;n,e,llt(, w. n Walton keens his con- -
fundamental law by the people. tor every committee will insist that
what it reported for adoption Is abso
The New Mexican urges the consti
creditably all their responsibilities,
will be among the factorB which will
have consideration at Washington.
Moreover, every taxpayer of Arizona
has a direct interest in the question
be allowed to participate in the fund j gutuency informed through the Silver
appropriated by i Republican Con- - c)ty independent. The Las Vegas Op
lutely essential as a whole, and evory
one who has an idea on the subjecttutional convention to place probate
practice within the Jurisdiction of atic and the Albuquerque Morning will seek to have it embodied. There-- , leries, who Instead of leading tbelr
party, are"' swayed by the politicalJournal have correspondents on the
gress for the holding of fhe conven-
tion. How many clerks and messeng-
ers are deemed necessary for these
fore, the final reports should not beof the convention's expenditures.
"There has been an assumption In
court of record and presided over by
a man of legal education, If not experi-
ence. Probate practice In New Mex
ground. When one watches the avid- - put off much longer but should be sub breezes no matter out of which corner
they blow.mitted so that the convention can getforty-on- delegates? Thirty, And whatity with which the delegates grasp
down to Its real work In earnest.are they to be paid? Salaries ranging these papers the moment they reacn
against the 111 will of the king, who
when in need o' money would accuse
some wealthy cluten of treason, throw
him into Jail without trial and con-
fiscate his property. But the grand
Jury did not protect the innocent
against witch trials nor against going
to the Tower when the public prosecu-
tor insisted on It. Nor does the grand
Jury today protect the innocent. It
has happened again and again In New
Mexico that some innocent, but poor
person, bas been thrown Into Jail un
here, the eagerness with which they Where does the rush of immigrants
some quarters that economy was not
neceseary, since 'Uncle Sam pays the
bill.' Even if It wsre true that Uncle
Sam had to pay the bill. It would not
be to our credit to run up a list of
The extracts from a recent address
ico tnua far has been in many In-
stances a public scandal, a scandal, if
all the details were published to the
world, that would hurt this common-
wealth more than all the derogatory
from five to six dollars a day. And
to whom are these lucrative Jobs to be
Elven? The presiding officer of the
to New Mexico come from? A solu-
tion to the question is gleaned fromof Judge B, A. Mann, printed on an
read and discuss every line, It Is to be
Impressed with the power that these
papers wield directly and Indirectly.
The Associated Press, the Denver,
the Los Angeles, the El Paso papers
convention set an example by import other page, are peculiarly applicable
at this time and should be read by
the Dully Observer at Cnmeron, Mo
which says that Its subscription booksing one of his employes from fllobe things that bave been ever printedabout it. ' '
extravagant expenditures, for we are
citizens of the nation. But It Is not
a fact that all the expenses connectedand making him secretary at a salary every thoughtful delegate
to the con-
stitutional convention, and the New
show that nearly' two hundred fami-
lies have left Clinton county. Misore all belng kept posted on the ac-
tions of the convention and these areof five dollars per day. souri, for the southwest. It aSBerts
that In the last ten years 2.066 people
der the specious and loose plea:
"Held for the grand Jury." In Tor-
rance county, for instance, It happen-
ed that a grand Jury did not meet for
Florida Is flooded by a three days'
deluge and doesn't need the moisture,
New Mexico, which needs it, had to
be satisfied with of an Inch
with our constitution making are to
be paid by the general government.
"Congress appropriated the sum of
one hundred thousand dollars, to de-
fray the expenses of the election of
heralded to Washington, to New York
and to every other place where news-
papers are read. There must be a
In Its immediate vicinity have
"When these facts become known
throughout this territory we believe
that the general verdict of the people,
regardless of political affiliation, will
Mexican believes that they are all
thoughtful and lmbue4 with the ambi-
tion to formulate not only the very
best kind of constitution, but one
that will stand the test uf a review
by the supreme court of the United
States.
"drifted away" to the south
sense of responsibility when one is of precipitation, and yet, it is written west, It blames the bad roads of rura year or more and the Innocent badto lie in Jail Until there were funds be to the effect that the convention 'aware 0f Deing watched by millions delegates to the constitutional con- tnat tne rain falls upon the Just and al MlBsouri for this heglra to other
commonwealths.sufficient and the time had arrived for has set a pace for extravagance that throughout the length and breadth of ventlon, the expenses of the conven- - unjust alike,
"Ts-"- "
L E DELEGATES WERE GOLD OUST
erythlng picturesque and the town breast of the east. Here In this y
be said to be conservative; but mo,e corner of the country the ubiqui-- j
It luis oao thing that no other town 1011,1 Kngllsh sparrow lias not yet
has. namely, a Woman's Board of fou,"l " way, although It is already
Trade, which does not merely exist ' ho"e In nearly every portion of the i
In connection with the thirteenth an-- 1
nual meeting of the academy of po
llticcl science, on November lHh und
12th, 1910: j
E. A. Cahoon, Roswell; D. T.
Las VeguB; J. B. Herndon, Al- -
buquerque.
LOSE POPULATION yin name but actually does things. It united states. lob Angeles ana soutn
has erected and furnlBhed a hand- - " California have also thus far en-
some library building. looks after se- - caPed tnl" bM Plague, but only by lEipPANY
Filed Incorporation Papers
Today With Capitaliza-
tion $100,000
Luna and Sierra, Like Roose First Fifteen Days of Sessioncuring
business chanceB for the city, contlnunl vigilance can It be kept out.
assists lu the work of the Museum, Work has been in active progress in
has put In perfect order a once dllapl- - the, Rito all summer and much has
Dr. J. A. Munk Tells of His
Trip to the Rito de loi
Frijoles
velt, Quay and Curry
Experience Decline
Have Cost Something
Like $10,000dated cemetery,
which had failed un- - "e"i accomplished In clearing the
der male management has charge of ruln r debris. The cliff houses were
STATISTICS OF THE
WOOD-PUL- INDUSTRY.
Preliminary Comparative Report for
1909 Issued by the Census Bu- -
reau 253 Mills In Operation.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 18. There'
the charitable work of the city and Is already nearly all In good condition
and only needed cleaning out and ahelpful in many other ways.
WATER PROTEST WITHDRAWNwere 253 woollpulp mills ln operation
few slight repairs to restore them to
their original state. A largo ruin of
circular form near the foot of the
cliff, and known by the native name
during the whole or part of the cal-
endar year 1909 in the United States,
ATTENDS SUMMER SCHOOL
Praises the Work of j the New
Mexico Museum at Old
' Palace.
COAL COMPANY INCORPORATES
Will Have Headquarters at Ala-- ,
mogordo But Will Operate
v Near Dawson. i '
In the vicinity of Santa Fe, and, in-
deed, all over the southwest are found
Innumerable cave, cliff and pueblo
ruins. Heretofore attention was only
Stven to the study of classical or for-
eign1 archaeology, while American
Settlers at Langston and Lacy,
of Tyuonyl, is about half uncovered. M against 2M ln 1908. The consumptio-
n-of pulp wood in these mills durEstimated by what has already been Roosevelt Counfy, Will
disclosed the ruin must contain no ing '1909 was 4,002,000 cards, asarchaeology was entirely neglected.,
against 3,347,000 lh 1908, an 'increase
Of abOIlt 1fl ooni ,r .. .
i18" until iwu uuuureu aim m y ruuuio.Dr. Hewett was tbe,flrst man to under- - Besides the debris that has fallenwork of The constitutional convention badtake the investigating our from the roof and walls, the ruinsown ruins in a systematic manner and
Territory Has Prior Right to
Water, of McFarl'and.
Canon.
" .' 'Uut: ... .'.
Governor Mlllrtodn'y appointed G.
P. McCorkle, of Hlllshoro, Sierra coun-
ty, a delegate to the
Congress. He appointed John William
Melaven, of 8anta Rosa, Guadalupe
county, a notary public.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received the following remit--
its first pay day today, fifteen days,
or one quarter of the allotted time
having elapsed. Tbe pay roll of dole- -
the School of American Archaeology have a depth of from four to five feetof rich alluvial soil. Dr. Hewett could
not account for Its presence unless it
is a deposit of dust from the atmos- -
(J. A. Munk, M. D., Lob Angeles,
California.) ,
I left Los Angeles, August 18th, for
Santa Fe, N. M., on a combined bus-
iness and pleasure trip. I went with
Dr. Charles F. Lummls, the noted
scientist and writer, wbo was due,
tbere on the 20th to attend the annual
was opened for this purpose. The
Held that was selected for beginning
,n.lr ...no In thn Tin U, l)n .1.
gates and employes amounts to about
This information appears In a pre-
liminary comparative report covering
1908, 1908 and 1907, which' was trans-
mitted today to Census Director
and Chief Statistician William
M. Steuart, under whose supervision
it was prepared by J. E. Whelchel, ex-
pert special agent of the division of
Governor Mills fnday 'appointed
Daniel Romero, of FoUom, Union
county, a notary public.
Who Pay the Taxes.
In Eddy county, the railroads pay
only ten per cent ot the taxes. Of the
1910 assessment, 34.45 per cent Is on
agricultural lands and. Improvements;
19.61 per cent on city lots and im-
provements; 10.31 cattle; 9.73, rail-
roads; 7.48 grazing lands and improve
aL-
-
phnre, blown off the top of the mesanear the ancient city of Fe. The r theby winds. If thla theory Is correct
$10,000 and Secretary Jaffa's office
was busy today preparing the payroll.
Adjutant General at Work.
Adjutant General A. S. Brookes was
at. his desk again today after an ab- -
Park Is an irregular, broken plateau
many miles in extent and covered' meeting of the board of managers ofthe Museum of New Mexico and the w(th a ,ctttterlng forest of p,ne an(1 manufactures. In withSchool of American Archaeology, Af sence of almost two weeks on account ' th, ... i,an0M: Acting Treasurer Apnie Port- -
of serious illness. He met this after-- . " 7 ? ' the (!epartmen, r. Torrance county. -$- 183.10; Oscarter the meeting we made a week's cedar. Its geological formation for600 feet deep consists of volcanic tufa,
which is a friable rock that Is soft
and there seems to be no other expla-
nation In sight, it simply means that
the ruins are very old Indeed,, as
much time would be required to bring
about such a result. Many new and
rare specimens have been found and
placed in the Museum at Santa Fe, to
be classified and catalogued at leis
camping trip with Dr. Edgar L. Hew- ments;
4.50 merchandise; 3.28 horses
and mules, 3.12 bank; 2.03 sheep and
goats; 1.43 household goods, etc.,
wagons, Implements and harness .82;
all other classes 3.C4.
ctt, director of the School of the Rito lke chlllk but ,. of a much COftrgerde Iob Frijoles, a famous site of an- - glllu Wnere ,ne pttteau eildSi or
ciem ruins, wnicn are now oeing m- - ojnyong have formed in the deposit,
cavated. treat cliffs stand exposed to the
ure. Plenty of finished glazed pottery
has been found In the ruins which
proves that such ancient ware does
LummlsNext to Bandeller Dr. weather. Weathering has hardened
noon with the committee on military, ' : ,ou"",u "-
- iLohman, Dona Ana county, $910.03;
affairs which held Its first session at1 .T'1' WbUtheu a special report re-- j0,e R. Lucero, clerk Third judicialto the wood-pul-4 o'clock. Industry. district $115.40. fees for last quarter;
Who Pays the Taxes? It Is especially noticeable that since Cleofes Romero, convict earnings, $1,- -
In Curry county it isn't the rail- - 1907 there has been a decided de--, 859.73.
roads as yet which carry mest of the! crease In the consumption of the best .. Who Pays the Taxes,
burden. The assessment percentages known and highest priced pulp wood,' The percentages of assessment for
for 1910 are as follows, as compiled namely, Bpruce, this species contrlb- - 1910, ln Guadalupe county are as fol-b- y
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Saf- - uting 68.1 per cent o fthe total In 1907, ' lows: Railroads $36.87, grazing landsford: Agricultural lands and lm- - C4.6 per cent ln 1908, and 60.5 per cent and improvements 22.48 city lots and
provements 37.94, city lots and Im- - in 1909.' There has also been a slight improvements 9.21, sheep and goatsprovements 30.82, horses and mules decrease in hemlock, whereas corre-- 7.54, merchandise' 6 07, agricultural6.28. merchandise 5.51, ' household spending increases have occurred in lands and improvements 4 C5 cattlegoods 3.57, banks 3.37, railroads 3.32, the consumption of woods heretofore 39.68, horses and mules 2 82 wagonscattle 2.37. wagons, Implements and )mle U8ed a. , materlai ,,lch ag ,mn,om..,. ,, hno , v... '
""" l" tho outside rock Out the Inside re- -
and archaeology of the southwest mnlng mtt Int0 thl8 g0,t rock thB
than any other living man. He has cU(r awenera delve(i wltij .tneP Btone
pent many yearB In exploring that mt.iotn(.t. mrvprt nut mmhirt.
exist and that glazed pottery is not
a modern art.
The School of American Archaeol- -
country and has studied the people tthl- - v...... . thomnelvoa Rnm KV Includes In its organization lts
In- -in detail by living In the homes of the conglgt o( but . g,nKle -- oon, but there able director, a staff of capable
structors in the various branches of
study that are Included In Its curricu-
lum, a score or more of students and
Iho required number of Indian labor- -
Mora Loss In Population,
Two more Democratic counties have
lost in population according to school
censuB just received: Luna county
whose school population has declined
from 1278 last year to 1207 this year,
and Sierra county, whose school popu-
lation is 13C8 against 1380 last yeiy.
San Juan county shows an increase
but only of 25, for Its school popula-
tion thla year is 1877 against 1852 last
year.
Measured Streams.
Hydrographer J. B. Stewart has re-
turned from a stream measurement
trip during which he visited all the
stations ln San Juan and Taos coun-
ties. Everywhere he found the flow
natives and becoming laminar witn are alg0 many nouBeg tbat have gev.
their language, manners and customs. eral room, o different sizes en suite.
He has more than a national reputa- - Tbey a(fora cican and corafortabie
tion. Is well known as a scientist in nllnrtoP - afv nrt .ni . harness 1.87, money .52, telegraph and
telephone .39, sheep and swine .47,
all other classes 3.57.
balsam, white ar, and several harl- - hold goods 1.31, all other classes 3.94.
woods
.including birch, beech, maple, Protest Withdrawn
gum and basswrjod. This Increase Is Attorney General Frank W. Clancy
especially marked In the case of bal- - has withdrawn for the Territory the
Beveral branches, Is a .fluent linguist fectly 1)ro,ected trom w)nd alld ran. ers to do the digging. The summerHe BenB'"n ot ,he school is held in theand maker of many good books. Tne ony disadvantage found Is their
is the organizer and secretary of the dlffl(.it accegB over Bt,ep and dang(r. in order to get in touch with theLandmarks Club, for the preservation real work. Thus the student gets0ll8 trn. whlph trlne dld not gwm
of the Mission buildings of California; t0 trouble the cliff dwellers The bo,h a ,0BoreticttI and practical
the Sequoia League, for making bet- - cMB , nlace8 are honeycombed with knowle'K ' subject, which la
ter IndlanB: the Southwest Society of dwoiiinv. a m.t hnv btter th'" learning either alone. Ev- -
- Board of Education.
The territorial board of education sam, the quantity of this species con protest to the water rights applica-
tion W. S. Day and S. W. Clay to theadjourned on Saturday after passing sumed in 1908 being more than double
upon about 80 applications for certif--1 that reported in 1908. !waterB of McFarland canon in the
Capitan mountains, Lincoln county, be- -icaiion.the Archaeological Institute of Atnerl- - cd Uvlng coIonle8 0( conelderuhle size. ery related 8"bJect 's included in the Spruce Shows a Steady Decrease,abnormally low. The board of education adopted asystematlc- - The steady decrease in the annual cause these applicants bsve agreed toIncorporation.ca and the southwest Museum; ana, Some housoB are buried ln the talllB
course of study which 1b
jointly with Dr. Hewett, founder of,but many other8 remaln much tbe ally arranged and assigned so that resolution to excuse city and townIncorporation papers were filed tothe School of American Archaeology. gttme ag wnen theT were made and ex. each student gets a shore ot work and
study every day. In the evening ev-- day In the office ot Territorial Secre.me existence ana success 01 inese tnd hif -,- RV .. th(, nna ... tary Nathan Jaffa by the Vermejo Coal
consumption of spruce has been ac-- Permit the National Guard to use such
companied by a substantial Increase water as It needs during its encamp-I-
the" average cost per cord of this ments on the territorial military reser
species. As Indicated by the figures, vation in that canon. The application
this was $8.90 in 1907, $9.33 in 1908,' i pending In the office of Territorial
and $S.96 In 1909. Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan.
hisrarious enterprises are due to ery Der80n ln ,ne camD ls invited tothecavern feet above and Coke .Company of Alomogordo,meet iu uie assenmiy lent ana iisieninitiative ana energy ana would isn- - ! nti . .. b.. . i.
teachers from attendance at county
Institutes providing that the city orj
town superintendent gives at least
one-ha- of his time to BupervUionj
and holds at least one general and
one grade teachers' meeting per j
month. The following were granted
certificates: Life J. E. Walker of
Otero county, which will operate In
Colfax county. The capitalization isguish
If they failed to receive his foB- - m0Bt perfect state of preservation
l lecture evorea by a member
terlng care. of ,he ,acu 17 on Bome Dortion of tnethat was once used for ceremonial nur- - The tendency to use the woods less incorporation.Santa Fe Is one of the three oldest and Ig calcd tne Ceremonial Incorporation pap-r- e were Died toi,u,n uiai id Luru uciiih uuiiu. II. IBwonderful to see the Interest and en-
thusiasm which is manifested, every
$25,000 divided Into 250 shares and
the paid up capital 2,000. The in-
corporators and directors are: F. C.
Searle, 1 shore; Jbhn Franklin, 1
cities in tne unitea states ana a place Cave. jt Inaccessible frpm every
of great historic Interest. It was a rtlrontlnn whnn fnnnd hut la nn
highly considered in pulp making be-
comes more marked as the cost ot
spruce increases and the syllable sup-
ply is reduced. When fir, which is
Santa Rito; Mrs. Lena Brent of Gal-
lup; Luclle Holt of Deming. Five
years' professional Mrs. Ida W.share; Vance Stewart, 1 share, all of
Booth of Metcalf, Arizona; Principal separately shown for the first timeEl Paso; W. A.' Hawkins. 11 shares,
of Three Rivers, and O. M. Hanson.
16 shares, of Dawson.
W. B. McFarland of Sliver City; Mrs.
.pueblo when the Spaniards first found reached by a made trail of successive I,ar"clPan,t vleing with each other toit nearly four hundred years ago and Btone gtairB ana wooden iadders, exce11 ln the 1uantl'y and quality ofhas been an Important center of pop- - work done-WDlcb in some places Is bo steep that
ulntlon and traffic ever since. Long f geenis to lean outward and even yet Tne "fe 'n tne valley Is primitivebefore gold was discovered in Callfor- - makes a dizzy and difficult climb that ani simple, but 1b all the more inter
nia It was the trading post for trap- ' starts shivers of fear ln the unlnltlat- - 8""g hi enjoyable on that account,
pers and Indians and a stopping place f'd. Many ruins of communal houses Some sleep ln the open air, others infor travelers and settlers who had the"are found far from the clIfTs on top teI,,B ani "ot a few prefer the ancient
courage and daring to venture that far 0f the plnteaa as well as ln the valley houses in the cliffs. Here the writer
day In the office of Territorial Secre
tary Nathan Jana by the Gold Dust
Mines Company, of Silver City, Grant
county. Theodore W. Carter is nam-
ed statutory agent. The capitalisation
is $1H0,000 divided into 1,000 shares
The company begins business with
The incorporators and directors
are: Theodore W. Carter, 10 shares:
R. P. BarneB, 5 shares, C. C. Royall,
5 shares; John L. Burnside and Thom-
as L. Love, all of Silver City.
ln 1909, is one of the woods of good
quality for pulp which has been utillz-- I
ed only during recent years. It is very
common In the national forests, and
at present has a rather low value, due
j both to the lack of knowledge of its
j pulp value and to the lack of other
uses for It. The development of the
use of this wood for pulp will mean
COLORADO GOLD DREDGING
PAYS LARGE PROFITS.
Dredges Take Out $1,000 a Day in
Mary McGinn of East Las Vegas, and
Mary E. Haskett of Wagon Mound.
County First Grade Fred H. Bailey.
Clovle; R. C. Bonney, Springer; May
Buell, Mcsllla; Nancy Crossland, Ros-
well; T. N. Russell, Estancla; Lewis
R. Halght, Cuervo; Mrs. Iva Hall, Eli-da- ;
Mabel Henrlchson, Malaga; Mar-
vin Holland, Reserve; Grace Jeffrey,
mio me men unexpiorea wilderness below They have a recorded history looK UP nlB temporary domicile ana
of the far west. Considerable com- - 0t four hundred years, and how much selected a convenient house near the
merce was thus developed between older they are it is even impossible to 'raJ' as n'B auoie. It proved to bethe "states" and Mexico which was guess; but It is the mission of the tlle house of a Cacique of the Bnake
very remunerative and marked Santa School of American Archaeology to c'an, as waB evidence by the drawing
, much for the national forests 'man- - ARIZONA CONVENTION IS
PUTTING ON STEAM.nicumcan; Mary Relley, Deming; IeDt-
-
,or 11 w'" "Gertrude Koots, Deming; Mrs. Hattle makf PM'blf
of muchnv Hontnn. T.nhin. anH.i, . ulspose which
of a serpent and other InBlgnia of thatre as a commercial center, ror ail solve the riddle,
Gold While Expenses Are Only
$100 Feasible In New Mexico.
Gold dredging, whlcli Is turning out
so much of the yellow metal as to
nmke an immense increase in the gold
product of the world, Is doing extreme-
ly well ln Colorado. ,A late number
of the Denver Post has the following
ln regard to tbe dredges at
order upon the wall. It was a single there has hitherto been little demand. , Republicans Help Defeat PropositionWlllard; Myra Seymour. Deming;,' Work was begun last year at Pu-Y-The town of Santa Fe is beau ifully extenslye on Qf mpg room that was quite large, airy and
clean. It caused a strange sensation
to feel, that here on the vory spot
Mrs. Edith Sparling, Tucumcarl; O.
B. Staples, Portales: Matilda Thomp7""' ,us"' "" where many valuable discoveriessame name, stands at an elevation WBP mar, M n. .,orf The advancing cost of pulp wood of , t0 ePor' Deliberations Wordall species Is clearly brought out in 'or Word,the report. The total consumption In , Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 19.-- The
though exceeding that of 1907 by Publican delegates participated in a
son, Farmlngton; Bismarck Turner.of 7,000 feet above the level and otherssea again occupied, lived, ate anded ln the canyon de ,og Frljol(jg Knowles; VIrgle Rice Worrell Easthas charming scenery and climate. slept long ages ago. Any one of an(Little River of the Beans). This is debate today for the first time sinceLas Vegns; Edith Martin. Gallup; C.I less than 40,000 cords, cost over $2The three gold placer dredging comThe Governor's Palace, built ln 1590,
.t. .,.-,- .' Imaginative mind could easily picture the convention convened, 10 daysI. a 4t,ln1r.,nTTflJ nf.H 1... m,b,UiS lnll'u"D the life that panies operating ln Summit county P. Miller, Carthage; Elizabeth Wailes, . 000,000 more.once existed from the
riovinn. u. wix.it. t.... r.i.. I -- , ... ... , aco. the issue beine another attempt. . u. ln the entire B0UthweBt and lg the are each operating one boat this yearhas been the home of governors for scene of Bnndeller's wonderful Btory I.,. , mD ,.,,., i.ai . lne quanniy oi siaos ana omer - - -County First Grade satisfactory',,, 'or report of theupon waBte consumed as pulp material Pyllln yroaI Aand are making evory satisfactoryouu ,L.ni,n o. co..Mf ,.The DeiiBht Makers," which is
environment and the few data at hand
and speculate on the peculiarities of
his antecedents, who they were and
what was their fate. The adjoining
proceedings' of convention.cleanings. The No. 2 Bucyrus boat of statement or institute attendance wa8 substantially the same ln 1909
Mrs.,.T. H. Mowrer, Naravisa;. Idaij in 1Qns .hmlt 5nnnn cnrd inT !v description ot cliff dwelling life. ItStates. The building faces the Plaza . w ,n,00. h , the Colorado Gold Dredging Companyhas worked upstream for about half a
mile further ln Swanvalley, this sea
on the north and Is practically the house contained a mummy which waspon(cu,ar wa,is ot rork whose aly
motion to that effect was defeated 23
to 27, A most Interesting constitutional
proposal advanced today was that no
law adopted by the initiative and re-
ferendum should be declared
each year, which, however, was a ma-
terial Increase ln the consumption of
this character of material over 1907.
when 193,000 cords of It were reported
as used.
.... c,VCu. i ua, means of entrance or exit is by a Bteep " V Z T .1
recently been repaired and dedicated foot trttlI over wnlch everything taken wa8 B 8pooky affalr to be 8ure' but itBto science. It affords a suitable and elther in l"'esence dld Bot 8eem t0 materializeor out has to be carried by
son. vnifjjr
The Reliance boat is reported as
being in good pay gravel.
The Reilllng boat of the French
siilrltB nor provoke any bad dreams,
May Rudd, Sprlngervllle, Arizona:
Katherlne Rudd, Sprlngervllle, Ari-
zona: Caroline Bell, Hudson; Anna
Stratton, Warrensburg, Mo.; J. C.
Johnson, Monument; Ola Ensley, Ken-
ton, Oklahoma.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed to-
day by the Farmers' Irrigation Com-
pany of Langton, Roosevelt county.
r, Iur ",,ur'ra, hand. It has a brook of running wa- -Society and Museum of New Mexico ter. a variety of Taking observations of the room
and the School of American Archeolo- - tatim, and muchT wilJfLT nZ whlIe reclining on a rule couch I no- - Gulch Gold Mining Company Is doing0v, ..j. , tlced t,hat business at the rate of producing.a nest of yellow wasps had The reported total production
of air-dr-
pulp in 1909 was 2,4991,406 tons,
as against 2,118,947 tons in 1908 and
2,547,879 tons in 1907.
JOHN D. GIVES NEARLY
$4,000,000 FOR RESEARCH.
New Yora, Oct 17. It was an-
nounced today that John D. Rockefe-
ller would this afternoon Hive to the
taken possession of r. hole in the cell
6,. . a...,uu. uu juuwuiu .r, garden floweri the galllardia, heretendered a reception by the citizens on wlld andgr0WB mingIeB ln abmit equa,Thp 9llrh which wna Inrpolv aftenilfift ... ing and were busy building their lit;" proportion wun a small native spe--An annual appropriation is made by cle8 0f sunflower, both plants at the tle co,ony- liar,y every mornln8 alittle canyon wren paid the placeme legislature tor its support ana, ai- - time of onr vUlt heln In fn hlm
$1,000 worth of gold per twenty-fou- r
hours, and, as President H. J. Reilllng
stated to the sixty-od- studentB ot tbe
Colorado School of Mines, who visit-
ed the boat one day last week as Mr.
Reilling's guests, the boat Is now
driving through old ground that has
already been washed and drifted. In
The capitalization Is $250,000 divided
Into 20,833 shares of $12 each. The
directors and Incorporators are:
Charles N. Joyner of Lacy, president;
W. A. Sllter of Langston, vice presi
visit, new in and out and ran over
Moved His Flocka-- H. n. Bursum Rockefeller Institute for medical s
moved ten thousand of his sheep search an additional $3,820,000 bring-t-
a new range near Quemado, west- - ing his donations to this institution
era Socorro county. up to aggregate $9,000,000.
the walls and ceiling trilling its
dent; S. W. Miller of Langston, secre
though not as far advanced perhaps, !AU o( the open gpaces ln the mte Ta,.ln civilization as some of the older iey wel.e coverea wlth mmionB of
states, New Mexico has set them a these yellow flowers which formed a
worthy example to follow In similar brlgUt controBt t0 the rlch g,, 0fworl their arboreal surroundlngB. Some
My only previous visit to Santa Fe familiar birds were also seen and
was ln 1886, when I went there with both the flicker and robin seemed to
a few weeks, when the boat turns up-- ' tary; L. M. Tinker, of Lacy, treasurer;
Pearl Pay ton of Lacy; P. J. Ketter of
musical notes and peering curiously
Into every nook and corner. After an
Inspection of some minutes It gave a
few parting chirps and swiftly flew
away.
Every day that we were in the can- -
stream again and follows the rich pay
streak through virgin ground, some Langston; J. W. Lemon of Melrose
really big cleanups are expected,an excursion party from Topeka, Kan,, have their home ln this delightful
over the Santa Fe railroad. Then, as spot; but the song of the robin here " pleasanc snrpnse, put tneclimax of a week of intense interest
R. A. Tinker of Lacy; Mrs. U M. Tin-
ker of Lack, each 80 shares.
Notary Publle Appointed.
Governor Mills today appointed W.
R. McGlll of La Lande, Rooosevelt
county, a notary public. ' " '
Tho BufTalo Gold Placer Mining
and Milling Company, has its steam-shov-
at work in Salt Llek gulch,
about eloven miles north of Brecken-ridg- e
and a mile and a quarter from
now, It attracted attention by Its char- - Is not aB rich nor Is Its color as
acterlstlcs and qualntneas, nearly ev- - bright as they are In the robin red- - was reached ln the Illumination ot
Delegates to I Conthe town of Dillon. The shovel
runs on a standard gauge track and gress,
Whereas, the 21st annual session ofdigs and elevates about three cubic
yards per minute of actual running
the cliff B on Saturday night. Soon
after , dark bonfires were started at
MntervalB along the clllT for fully a
holt mile and burning candles were
placed ln many of the cliff houses,
lighting up the whole face of the cliff,
It gave the appearance of a mammoth
stage sotting with the footlights and
scenery all complete and ready for
the play to begin. The stage was the
;open court ot the resurrected city of
Tyuonyl, Just In front of the llluml- -
the Commercial
Congress, will convene In the city of
San Antonio, Texas, November 22d,
1910:
Now, therefore, I, William J. Mills,
Governor of the Territory of New
Mexico, by virtue of the authority in
me vested, do hereby appoint as dele-
gates to said congress the following
named residents- of New Mexico:
George Curry, Tularosa; L. Brad-
ford Prince, Santa Se; H. J. Hnger-man- ;
Roswell; Thomas D. Burns, Tier-r- a
Amarrllla; Jose Ortiz y Pino. Gal-1s- t
eo; Joshua S. Raynolds, Albuquer
hated cliff, which had the added light
A HA j i
mini ill. HI 1 in imliiitt.
or an immense nonnre to intensify the
general effect and tbe play began.
Fifteen Pueblo Indiana employed ln
the excavating work gave several In-
dian dances ln a thrilling manner to
an audience of about fifty white folks,
visitors and school attaches, who
found Beats on the broken walls of
tfme. The present machine Is exca-
vating a pit to the bedrock. Next sea-Bo- n
a 120-to- machine, having a ca-
pacity for handling six cubic yards
per minute, Is to be Installed in the
bedrock pit that is being opened by
the machine now on the ground. With
the" big machine, washing screens,
grizzlies, etc., added to the present
plant, all of the excavated material
will be thoroughly washed before
reaching the dump through the t
long flume in which the gold Is
saved by the use of Kingsbury vibra-
tory,' angle-bar-, steel
riffles. A system of carB
with track, will take care of the coarse
rock and boulderB. Col. L. Kingsbury
the president of the company, and
Superintendent of Construction Oscar
H. Brlggs, of Providence, R. I., ex-
press themselves as being well pleas-
ed with the valuea contained in the
2,137 acres of good placer ground own-
ed by the company,' Both ot them
are daily at the property, pushing Its
development. ,
que; George L. Brooks, Albuquerque;W) ' ' HON. WILLIAMDelegate From Torrance County, and One of the Leading Sheep Men o'the Territory.the ruin. The scene waa weirdlystrange and impressive and differentfrom anything that had ever happen-ed. The performance was highly en-
tertaining and received frequent and
hearty applause. It waa the event of
a lifetime and an experience never to
be forgotten.
Jesus Romero, Albuquerque: John
Becker, Belen; Perfccto Armljo, Albu-
querque; J. H. Crist, Monero; E. A.
Drake, Socorro; J. S. MacTavlsh,
A. S. Harris, Kingston; C. J.
Loughron, Deming; Ralph C. Ely,
Deming; J. W. Fleming, Sliver City:
H. H. Betta, Silver City; J. Rouault,
Jr., Las Cruces; Albert Fountain, Las
Cruc.es; R. J. Tnupert, Las Vegaa; R.
S. Connell, Tularosa; Manuel Arngon.
Lincoln; A. S. Pratt, Carlsbad; Tito
Melendez, Mora; Margarlto Romero,
DR. M. P, bixEN
Delegate to the Convention From Eddy County and a Well Known Physician
:' "
Hon. William Mcintosh, delegate to
the constitutional convention from
Torrance county, and known as one
of the greatest sheep men and base-
ball fans of New Mexico, once enjoyed
tbe distinction of being monarch of all
he surveyed. That was when he was
the largest sheep owner ln New Mex
now is president of the Mcintosh
Hardware Company of Albuquerque.
While im the Duke City he did not
let business cares take up his entire
attention but plunged into the nation-
al sport and soon the Mcintosh
Browns became a noted baseball ag-
gregation. Mr. Mcintosh also became
,. EXPERT EVIDENCE AT
THE CRIPPEN TRIAL.
In 1908 Dr. Skeen decided to move
to New Mexico and located ln Artesla,
ico and Baw his flocks graze for miles
and miles ln the Estancla valley.
Mr. Mcintosh was born in Scotland
in 1S53 and came to America when 18
years of age. He first located in Phil-
adelphia but after two years of large
city life, the "western fever" seized
him and he took Greeley's advice.
Mr. Mcintosh first located In Colo-
rado and went Into mining ln Black
Hawk, Coio. But after four yearB he
moved to New Mexico, locating in the
Las Vegns; Cicero Stewart, Carlsbad;
M. S. Murray, Roswell; Isaac Davis,
1js VegaB; Robert Martin. Cuchlllo;
Luther George, Clayton; A. L. Hobbs,
Raton; A. C. Voorhees. Raton; M. B.
Goldenburg, Tucumcarl; Jay Turley,
Aztec; Donald Stewart, Tucumcarl;
Will Robinson, Roswell; H. W. Craw-
ford, Clovls; Gregory Page, Gallup;
E. A. Mlera, Cuba; Don H. Kedzte,
Lordsburg.
Dr. M. P. Skeen, who is a delegate
from Eddy county ln the constitution-
al convention, is a native of Nortb
Carolina where he waa born In 1871.
Tie studied in the schools ln Randolph
county and waa graduated from the
Mount Gllead high school in Mon-
tgomery county.
He then attended a medical college,
the first year In Baltimore and the
other two years ln Richmond, Va
where he was graduated of the Med-
ical College of Virginia.
In 1897 Dr. Skeen decided to come
west and located ln Wapanucka, In-
dian Territory, where he practiced
medicine for ten years. He was elect-
ed mayor of the town, and held other
offices.
where he has been practicing medl-- London, Oct. 19. The prosecution
cine evef since. Dr. Skeen has taken continued In the case today against
an active interest In the1 affairs of his D.r' ?rllT Cnh"gelW"h th murderwife, Augustustown where he was appointed presl-- , pepp0n, the pathologist who examln-den- t
of the school board. ed the dismembered parts of the Vic- -
Dr. Skeen has devoted his life to tlm found in the cellar of the Crlppen
the practice of his choson profession, home, was on the wllnesB tand. He
He has, however, taken a keen Inter- - Bald he has been unable to determine
est In political affairs as every man anatomnttlcnlly but la satisfied that
ought to do, and It waa that jugged the parts were human and that they
honesty and stralghtfordward man- - were severed by a hand skilled ln
ner peculiarly characteristic of North surgery. The organs are healthy and
Carolinians, that doubtless brought Indicated tbat the person was of mld-hl-
the honor of being one of the hun- - die life. They had been burned not
died men who will write the const! lu- - less than four and not more than
tion for a new state. eight months.
interested ln the benevolent work of
the Elks and Is one of the first llfo
members ot an Elks lodge.
In politics he was also active and
was the first treasurer of the new
county of Torrance. HIb home Is ln
Mcintosh, named after him and ho
has been active ln Its local affairs
Mr. MclntoBh, although a wealthy
man, Is of liberal disposition and
when he gives to a worthy cause he
gives with a prodigal hand. He is
well known throughout the territory
and he has friends everywhere, for he
Is the kind of a man who not only
makes friends but he has a genius
for retaining thorn.
FALLING LEAVES CAUSED
TROLLEY CAR TO 8LIP.
Eight Injured, Three Fatally In Colli-
sion it Kltterlng, Massachu-
setts,
Kltterlng, Mass., Oct. 19. Eight
employes of the Portsmouth navy
yard on their way to work today were
injured, three possibly fatally, ln a
collision of heavy loaded trolley cars.
Falling leaves had made the-tra-
Bllppery and one our in mounting a
hill failed to respond to the brakes
and run back down a hill Into another
' 'car.
Delegates to Monetary Conference. Estancla valley,nnvnrnni. Mill. Ihl. mnrnlnr lueieuo wnsvrac- -
the the tlcally aU alone and waa monarch ofpointed following men to Na- -
tlonal Conference on the Monetary a"he surveyed. He Invested ln sheep
situation in the United 8tates which and waB exceedingly successful,
will be held ln the city of New York, La'er he engaged ln business and
Santa Fe arrived In Socorro last SatHERE IS A REMEDY THATTHURSDAY, OCTOBER 20, 1910.VaOE SIX friends who thoroughly enjoyed the
affair. The music was furnished by
Morrison's orchestra.
Dr. Edgar L, Hewett, of the School
of American Archaeology, returned ,
Paten and Dr. 3. M. Cunningham of
Las Vegas. In the other were Mrs.
I,. Bradford Prince, Dr. E. McQueen
Gray of Albuquerque, Dr. and Mrs.
Smart, also of the Duke City, Mrs.
BLOOD TROUBLES
CONSTITUTIONAL INFEtTlOH
urday and are guests In the home ot
Mrs. Fornoff'i mottaor, Mrs. Proebe
Howell, on ' California street. The
captain Is recovering quite rapidly
from the effects of his recent Illness."
Socorro Chieftain. Captain Fornoff
expects to return to Santa Fe to re-
sume his official duties, on Tuesday
or Wednesday.
R, E. MorrlBon, the well known at-
torney and Republican leader ot Ari-
zona, writes his father, Judge A, L.
Morrison, of this city, that the plan
of the Republican minority of the Art- - , llroat ulcerate, skin eruptions break
zona constitutional convention Is to
,mti 8ores aml ulcers appear on theformulate a safe and sane constitution the glands in the groin swell,
without Initiative, referendum or oth- - Bni sometimes the. hair comes out.
er Socialistic expedients, submit it to Mineral medicines cannot cure Con-th- e
convention and upon Its being vot-- 6titutional Blood Poison; they only
ed on, to submit it to President! shut the disease up in the system to
Taft and Congress who have the right
'
smoulder and await an opportunity ot
afresh. The only pos- -
Constitutional Blood Poison Is the
most insidious of all diseases. It
begins in an insiirnificnnt manner,
usually the appearance of a tiny sore
beinj the only outward evidence of its
presence. But down in the blood the
treacherous infection is at work, and
. i,nrt time its chain of symptoms).;,, ... rr,. 0,.t. The mouth and
. - -
.
Bible way to cure uic uisoiac
REMOVE tne germs iroiu uie uiuuu.
S. S. S. goes into the blood, and while
removing the infection makes the
blood pure, freuh and heulthy. This
causes a gcuciui
upbuilding of the
entire system,
and when S. S. S.
lias wade a curesss there i;; no returnof the hideous
s y in p t o m s .
S. S. S. i mnde
entirely of vege
table matter, continuing not the least
' r.urtirlenf mineral in any fonu
,
it isr - ..,;- -
a perfectly safe medicine
cure for blood poison. We nave a
Home treatment book wnicn we win
be glad to send free to all who write
and request, it, also any medical
advice without charge.
THE swiri SPECIFIC CO. Atlmta, Os.
MRS. PHILLIP HARROUN'S
UNCLE 18 DEAD.
Warren Q. Purdy, Former President
of Rock Island, Was Great Rail-
road Builder of Central West.
Mrs. Harroun has received the news
ot the death of Warren G. Purdy, for-
merly president of the Chicago, Rock
Island aud Pacific railroad, In Chica-
go on Thursday, October 13. Mr. Pur-
dy was the uncle of Mrs. Prlltp Har-
roun, well known In Santa Fe which
she has often visited and who is a
daughter-in-la- of Mrs. Harroun.
Mr. Purdy was called the great rail-
road builder of the central west and
he might have lived to see great-
er accomplishments had it not been
for a cyclone be was In some years
ago, wrecking his private train and
injuring his back. The accident un-
dermined his nervous system and he
was compelled to give up work, finally
succumbing to the effects of the dis-
ease.!
CERTAIN RESULTS
Many s Santa Fe Citizen Knows How
Sura They Are.
Nothing uncertain about the woTk
of Doan's Kidney Pills In Santa Fe: .
There Is plenty of positive proof ot
lu agiinuvo ii nu ,una w.w .
ganlc law for the new state.
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 18, 1910
Judge H. L, Waldo has returned
from Las Vegas.
Miss Richie Sellgman Is confined to
her home with Illness.
John Franklin, an attorney from El
Paso, Is at the Palace.
Miss Mabel Roberts is confined to
her home with Illness.
District Attorney John E. Griffith la
a visitor In the capital.
Dr. J. H. Sloan and party returned
this noon from a hunting trip.
MIbb Anita Baca who has been ill,
IB ICIKJI icu lu uo UlUUI lllll'luvcu.
.-
. t . t
ueiegaie j. j. Araguu, oi xiuuuiu
county. Is registered at the Claire.
Dr. Thomas McCarthy, inspector for
the U. S. bureau of animal Industry, Is
In Denver.
W. M. Mathlaon, a dry goods sales-
man of New York City,, Is calling on
the trade.
S. Neustadt, the Los Lunas, Valen
cia county merchant. Is a visitor In
the capital
Mrs. Arthur Sellgman will not be
at home during the remainder of Oc
tober and In November.
Miss Madeline Mills, daughter of
Governor and Mrs. Mills, Is seriously
ill at the executive mansion.
Former Territorial Treasurer Sam-
uel Eldodt and delegate from Rio Ar
riba county, is at the Palace,
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Grimshaw and
MIbb Josie Grimshaw have gone to
Salt Lake City to visit friends.
National Committeeman Solomon
Luna Is today receiving felicitations
upon his birthday anniversary.
Rev. Father Plantard, parUh priest
at Cbaperito, Is in Santa Fe, to spend
several days on church business,
Sheriff Sllvlano Rolbal, of Rio Ar-
riba county, arrived yesterday from
Chamlta and is registered at the
Claire.
W. O. Haydon, member of the terri
torial board of education, was here
from Las VegaB and registered at the
Palace,
Superintendent of Public Instruc,
tlon Clark has gone to Las Vegas
on a hunting expedition with R. R.
Larkln.
Assistant Superintendent of Insur-
ance Peter A. M. Llenau has gone to
the hills east of Santa Fe on a week's
hunting trip.
Modesto C. Ortiz, an attorney of
Albuquerque, Is in the city to attend
the meeting of the New Mexico Bar
Association today.
Delegate C. R. Brice went to Lamy
today to meet his wife and daughter
who came up from Carlsbad for the
constitutional convention.
Mrs. Max Nordhaus left Las Vegas
for Albuquerque, where she will be
the guest of her sister, Mrs. Louis
Ilfeld, for several weeks.
"J. E. Clark, territorial superintend
ent of public instruction, spent Sunday
In Las Vegas, as the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. R. R. Larkln." Las Vegas Optic.
William H. Andrews, delegate in
Congress from New Mexico, left
today for his home in Albuquerque af-
ter spending a few days here vistlng
friends. ' s
Weather Observer C. E. LInney will
leave tomorrow for Chicago where he
will take a vacation of fifteen days.
He will be marled in the Windy City
on Saturday.
"Francis C. Wilson, of Santa Fe, at
torney for the Pueblo Indians, is
spending a few dayB In the New Mex
ico metropolis." Albuquerque Morn
ing Journal.
, Mrs. L. Bradford Prince left' yester-
day morning for Denver where she
will select stone markers for the San-
ta Fe Trail. She left here at 9:40 a.
m. to take train No. 10. I
Dr. Frederick M, Bishop, of Varen-na- ,
Italy, and who traveled extensive'
ly in Egypt with Branson Cutting, ar-
rived yesterday to spend some time
here as Mr. Cutting's guest.
W, A. HawklnB, solicitor for the El
Paso and Southwestern railroad, and
former member ot the legislature, ar-
rived In the city yesterday and is stop-
ping at the Palace, His home is at
Alamogordo.
"Senator Elklns, of West Virginia,
Is the most fluent Spanish scholar In
the Senate. In his younger days he
was a United States district attorney
In New Mexico, and at that time Span--
,flh wa8 the offlclai iangUage of the
courts." Philadelphia Record.
A RELIABLE MEDICINE NOT A '
NARCOTIC.
WILL CURE ECZEMA
"WE PROVE IT."
Why waste time and money experi-
menting with greasy salves and lo-
tions, trying to drive the ecsema germ
from underneath the skin when the
Capital Pharmacy guarantees ZEMO,
a clean liquid preparation for external
use to rid the akin of the germ lite
that causes the trouble.
In over 2,000 towns and cities In
America, the leading druggist has the
agency tor ZEMO and he will tell you
of the marvelous oures made by this
clean, Blmple treatment. ZEMO Is
recognized as the cleanest and most
popular v treatment for eczema,
pimples, dandruff and a'.l other forms
of skin or scalp affections whether on
Infant or grown person. Will you try
a bottle on our recommendation?
The Capital Pharmacy.
sweet music with all the "orchestra
Invisible" effect
The Puye room where refreshments
were served was decorated with cos-
mos And nasturtiums. In the front
rooms of the Palace, blazed huge log
fires and their soft glow lent e
charm to the scene.
The guests were well taken care ot
when luncheon was served by mem-
bers of the museum committee as-
sisted by the following young ladles,
Misses Anita Bergere, Ruth Laughltn,
May Spitz, Lucy Grygla, Virginia
Bean and Miss Kaune.
Mrs. Thomas and Mrs. Wood poured
coffee.
The committees in charge were:
Decorations: Mrs. Jaffa, Mrs. Falen,
Mrs. Laughlln, Mrs. Hughes, ' Mrs.
Mills, Mrs. Arthur Sellgman and Mrs.
Bergere. Music: Mrs. Palen and
Mrs. Laughlln. Refreshments: Mrs.
James Sellgman, Mrs. Weltmer, Mrs.
Thomas, Miss Hassle, Mra. Wilson,
Mrs. Wood, Mrs. McFle, Mrs. Walter
and Mrs. Rapp.
MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1910.
D. C. Howell is a visitor from Estan-
cia.
Attorney O. A. Larrazolo Is over
from Las Vegas.
H. M. Russell, of Woodriver, Neb-- is
here buying sheep.
C. G. Buchert, a typewriter sales-
man of El Paso, is in the city.
W. C. Strickland, a paper salesman
of St. Louis, is calling on the trade.
R. E. Curry, a hardware salesman
from Denver, is calling on the trade
here.
Delegate Alejandro Sandoval of
Sandoval county, spent yesterday at
Albuquerque.
Dr. D. E. Furnall of Duran, Tor-
rance county, was In the city today on
a business trip. .
Delegate J. J. Aragon of Lincoln,
Lincoln county, was a visitor yester
day In the Duke City.
Delegate Emmett Patton was com,
pelled to leave for bis home at Kenna,
Chaves county, by an attack of heart
trouble.
William Cahall arrived this fore
noon from Racine, Wisconsin, to Join
his wife who resides on East Palace
avenue.
Perfecto Esqulbel, delegate from
Rio Arriba county, arrived yesterday
from Tlerra Amarllla and Is at the Co-
ronado hotel.
Miss Pirkey, the temporary sten
ographer, for past two months for the
Pecos national forest, returned to
Santa Fe Friday evening.
Delegate G. R. Moffett has returned
from asjbuslness trip to Oro Grande.
The report that he was ill with ty-
phoid fever is unfounded.
"C. C. Murray of Pittsburg, Pa., re-
ceiver for the New Mexico Central
railroad, was in the city yesterday
from Santa Fe." Albuquerque Jour-
nal.
Mrs. Solomon Luna has arrived from'
the coast and has Joined her husband,
National Committeeman Solomon
Luna who has apartments at the Pal-
ace.
Miss Nellie Brewer, secretary of the
New Mexico Bar Association, was a
visitor on the floor of the constitu-
tional convention this afternoon.
Mrs. Teresa M. Glldersleeve, ot
East Palace avenue, left Saturday
evening for Los Angeles, where she
will Join her daughter, who Is attend-
ing school there.
The Most Rev. Archbishop J. B.
Pltaval has returned from a trip
through the territory, after adminis-
tering confirmation to many mem-
bers of the Catholic church.
Hon. 'William H. Andrews, delegate
In Congress from New Mexico, arriv-
ed In the city yesterday from Albu-
querque and is at the Palace. He will
spend a couple of days In the capital.
"Miss Barbarita ChaveB, daughter oi
Mr. and Mra. David Chavez, leaves to-
morrow for Santa Fe, where she will
become a student at the Loretto acad
emy." Albuquerque Morning Journal.
Dr. T. P. Martin, M. Divine and B.
O. Randall, all of Taos, arrived in
the city Saturday and are registered
at Gregg's hotel. They are on their
way to Roswell to attend the Masonic
giand lodge.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero Is
today receiving congratulations upon
his fifty-fir- birthday anniversary.
The governor does not look his yearB
but nevertheless has had an import
ant hand for many years In shaping
the destinies of the commonwealth.
Mrs. A. M. Bergere, who underwent
a serious surgical operation at the
Mayo Brothers' hospital In Rochester,
Minnesota, is rapidly convalescing
and Is expected back in Santa Fe
Thursday. Former DtBtrlct Clerk A.
M. Bergore, her husband, Is with her.
Among the delegates at Albuquer-
que yesterday were JameB G. Fitch of
Socorro, W. D. Murray of Albuquer-
que, who was accompanied by Mrs.
Murray, and NeBtor Montoya, who in
an Interview Bald that the convention
will complete Its labors In seven
weeks,
"Captaln and Mrs. Fred Fornoff of
Cures Biliousness, Sick
Headache, Sour Stom-
ach, Torpid Liver and
Chronic Constipation.
PUasant to tH
fope or Denver, miss rain oi n.u..
uty. oyivanus u. Money aim u.uau-
me Frost of this city. ' The theater
was filled with a fashionably dressed
audience and the affair was really one
of the social events of the season.
E. M, Swayre, a business man from
Colorado Springs, Is at the Claire.
Mr. and Mrs. William G. May are
visitors here from the Duke City.
"Upon the occasion of his visit to
Las Vegas to attend the dedication
of Casa de Ramona, the New Mex-
ico Normal University, Governor Wll
liam J. Mills will be guest of lioaoi
at a tag dinner, to be given by Dr.
Prank H. II, Roberts, president of the
institution. Other notables who will
be seated about-th- board will be Su
perintendent of Public Instruction .1.
E. Clark, Dr. Winifred E. Garrison,
president of the New Mexico Agri-
cultural and Mechanical Arts College,
Meslla Park; Dr. E. McQueen Gray,
president of the New Mexico Terri-
torial University, Albuquerque, and
the regents. The dinner is to be serv-
ed in the refectory of Casa de Ra-
mona." Las Vegas Optic.
The Prince Reception.
To those who have been residents
of Santa Fe for some years, the re-
ception given by Mrs. Prince to the
delegates of-- the constitutional con-
vention and their families on Wednes-
day evening, recalled many delightful
occasions at which and
Mrs. Prince were host and hostess In
the past, and to those who were here
during the time when they presided
over the Palace of the Governors as
the chief executive and first lady of
the commonwealth, there came mem-
ories of the brilliant social days of
that regime, when the army post was
still located here and when the fame
of the monthly salon at the Palace
spread Santa Fe's social fame far and
wide. The reception on Wednesday
evening was an unqualified success,
for Mrs. Prince understands tie art
of entertaining to tho fullest extent.
Over 200 guests were present during
the evening. Governor and Mrs. Mills,
and Mrs. Thornton and
the Rev. Mr. Mythen, the newly ar-
rived rector of the Church of the Holy
Faith, together with Mrs. Prince form-
ed the receiving line. The spacious
and hospitable residence was ablaze
with many electric lights and aglow
with autumn flowers and vines that
were arranged most artistically. In
the dining room, the Insignia of the
Daughters of the American Revolution
was suspended over the table, a
spinning wheel in the colore of the
order, red, white and blue, the thir-
teen electric bulbs and the thirteen
spokes ot the spinning wheel emblem-
atic of the thirteen colonies. The
flax on the distaff, one strand bleach-
ed, the other unbleached, had been
spun by a daughter of General Yale.
The appointments of the table were
in keeping with the brilliancy and
character of the occasion and the
viands served were characteristically
Spanish, giving another touch of piqu-
ancy to the entertainment of the
evening. The many articles of his
toric Interest and vertu and heirlooms
of the Prince residence, Interested
the guests greatly, especially a ballot
of the first statehood election in ew
Mexico, probably the only one that has
been preserved. A ring owned by
Dnlpeate J. H. Crist of Monero, In
which a lock of the hair of George
Washington, Father of His Country,
was enclosed In a beautiful setting
was also passed from hand to hand
and much admired. The authenticity
of the relic la vouched for by the
Centennial Exposition Board and by
exnerts. The ring was on exhibition
at the Centennial at Philadelphia and
h a prioress relic. The beautiful
gowns of the ladles present, the many
distinguished guests, the warm hospi
tality of the hostess, made it an even
ing such as Is never forgotten oy
those who had the good fortune to be
present and which explains why an
invitation to a social affair at the
Prince residence is always highly
prized by residents as well as visit
ors.
Reception to Delegates.
Brilliant indeed was the reception
tendered the delegates to the consti-
tutional convention Tuesday night by
the ladies museum committee at the
Palace of the Governors.
The reception was in every way, a
great success, for by its means men
of prominence from all over the terri-
tory had an opportunity of viewing the
extraordinary work that had been
done to make the old Palace, already
a treasure house ot memories, still
more interesting. The 'big men of the
territory the men who as leaders
will have in their power to help fur-
ther the good work of tho museum,
were at the reception and viewed the
Puye and Rlto de los Frljoles rooms
with their treasures of art and relics.
Governor Mills, National Commi-
tteeman Solomon Luna, Chairman H.
O. Bursum of the Republican Central
Committee, Charles A. Spiess, presl'
dent of the convention, Judge A. B.
Fall, Charles Sprlngor, brother of the
scientist, who Is a delegate to the
convention, were among thoBe who not
only attended the reception but evin
ced a keen Interest In the work that
Is being carried on in the Palace.
They viewed the paintings of Carl Lo-
tave and expressed tholr appreciation
of these maBterpleces, wrought in
such a remarkably short time.
The reception was open to the pub
lic and hundreds of people attended it.
In the receiving line were Governor
and Mrs. Mills, Secretary and Mrs.
Jaffa, and Director Edgar L. Hewett of
the School of American Archaeology.
Paul A. F, Walter, secretary of the
Archaeological Society, Introduced the
visitors to those In the receiving line.
The reception hall was beautifully
decorated, the novelty of fruit grow-
ing on trees being carried out by
branches of apple trees with the lus-
cious fruit. Autumn foliage every-
where met the gaze and chrysanthe-
mums and dahlias made the hall a ver
itable garden. At the end of the hall
was a screen of foliage and behind It
sat a stringed orchestra discoursing
Personal
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1910.
A. 8. Hill, cigar salesman of Al-
buquerque, U at the Claire.
Mr, aud Mrs. J. W. uauey, sightseers
from Denver, are In the city.
Harry C. Klnsell, formerly sheriff
of Santa Fe county Is here from
Stanley.
Attorney General and Mrs. Frank
W. Clancy returned last evening from
Albuquerque.
Attorney C. R! Easley of Estancla
Is visiting his parents, General and
Mrs. Charles F. Easley.
Delegate and Mrs. T. J. Mabry have
taken rooms at the Glldersleeve house
on East Palace avenue.
Judge M. C. Mechera of Socorro, ar-
rived In the city yesterday and regis-
tered at the Palace hotel.
Mrs. Paddock and Mrs. Shoup ex-
pect to leave on Saturday for their
home at Racine, Wisconsin.
L. A. Bond, the merchant whose
big store at Estancia recently burned
down, arrived la the city yesterday.
Attorney O. A. Larraiolo the well
known Democratic leader, arrived In
the city yesterday. He is st the Claire.
W. F. Thompson and Edward John
son, prominent sheep owners of
Wood River, Neb., are at the Palace.
Captain Fred Fornoff who went to
Socorro, to recover from an attack
of illness is reported to be much bet-
ter.
D. C. Winters, prominent business
man of Las Vegas and former mem-
ber of the legislature, Is at Gregg's
hotel.
1. Y. Csvanaugh, one of the tile set-
ters at the new Banitarium, is very ill
in the hospital with ptomaine poison-
ing.
B. G. Wilson, the well known pub-
lishing house representative, is at the
Palace, having returned from Albu-
querque.
Delegate A. A. Sedlllo will next
week take rooms at the Astler room-
ing bouse, corner of Palace and Grant
avenues.
Judge Jesse Northcutt of Trinidad,
Colorado, former law partner of Judge
C. J. Roberts of Raton, Is a visitor
in Santa Fe.
M. C. Be Baca, formerly superin-
tendent of public Instruction and a
prominent attorney, is here from the
Meadow City.
E. J. Richards of Milwaukee. Wis-
consin, Is in Santa Fe to organise
this territory Into four districts for
Insurance agencies.
Mrs. Luckenbach, Mrs. Zane and
Miss Zane, expect to leave on Satur-
day for Philadelphia. They will re
turn to Santa Fe next year.
Census Enumerator Roman Atencio
of Dixon, Rio Arriba county, accom-
panied by Benjamin Atencio, also of
Dixon, la at the Coronado hotel
Edgar L. Street and Frank Owen of
the Santa Fe Water and Light Com'
pany have returned from a trip to the
mining camp of Golden, southern San-
ta Fe county.
"Supervisor Ross McMillan, of the
Carson national forest, returned to
that forest last night after a confer
ence with the district authorities
here yesterday." Albuquerque Morn-
ing Journal.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Joseph of OJo
Callente, Taos county, are the proud
parents of a nine pound baby girl
both baby and mother are doing nice
ly. Dr, W. W. McConnack of Albu
querque, was in attendance.
Fred Mackle who has been serious
ly 111 at the sanitarium was reported
better today and it Is said that the
crisis is passed. Alarming rumors
about bis condition were spread this
morning but they were unfounded.
J. H. O'Reilly, president of the
New Mexico Fair Association, of the
Occidental Life Insurance Company
and prominent business man of Albu-
querque, arrived in the city yesterday.
He Is registered at the Palace.
"Nicholas T. Armijo, Jr., son of
Mrs. N. .1. Armijo, has returned from
a stay of three years in New York
City slid will remain here several
weeks visiting his mother and other
relatives." Albuquerque Morning
Journal.
Thomas W. Conway, superintendent
of schools at Raton and member of
the territorial board of education, ar
rived yesterday to attend a meeting
of the board with a committee on edu
ration of the constitutional conven
tion. Mr. Conway will also attend the
regular board meeting tomorrow.
Guy V. Johnson, editor of the Por-tale- s
Times, recently elected presi-
dent of the Pecos Valley Press Asso-
ciation, Is on his first visit to Santa
Fe being on his way home from
where he attended the grand
lodge of Odd Fellows, He is much
Impressed with the attractiveness of
the capital and its scenic surround-
ings.
"J. Felipe Hubbell, a well known
fruit raiser of Pajarito, was taken to
the St. Joheph's hospital last night
suffering from a recurrence of an Ill-
ness which attacked him some two
years ago. Mr. Hubell's condlbtlon
Is considered quite serious." Albu-
querque Morning Journal.
W. D. Shea, traveling freight and
passenger agent for the Denver and
Rio Grande railroad, was at Albuquer-
que yesterday.
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 14, 1910.
Mies Lulu Fiske, of Morlarty, is at
the Sanitarium Bick .
Delegate Eugenlo Romero has re
turned from a business trip to Estan-
cla.
George V. Hanlon, of Mountalnnlr,
Torrance county, is at the Claire
hotel,
Herman C. Ilfeld, the well known
merchant of Las Vegas, is at Gregg's
hotel,
Reymundo Romero of Estancla, the
new county treasurer of Torrance
county, is a visitor In the capital.
Captain Fred Fornoff, of the mount
ed police, expectB to return for duty
from Socorro the middle of next week.
The Very Rev. C, Seux, of Cbamlta,
left this morning for his home after a
Mention
short visit with the clergy of the Ca-
thedral.
Attorney W. G. Haydon, of East Las
Vegas, a member of the territorial
board of education, arrived yesterday
and Is at the Palace.
Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Mackle, of Chi-
cago, parents of Fred Mackle, who Is
seriously 111 at St. Vincent's, are rep
Istered at the Sanitarium,
"T. C. McConnell, of Santa Fe. was
here on business yesterday. Mr. Mc-
Connell is a United States revenue
officer." Las Vegas Optic.
Mrs. J. F. Cavanaugh, of Denver,
whose husband Is 111 at St Vincent's,
arrived in Santa Fe last evening and
is staying at the Sanltaruim,
E. E. Van Horn, inspector for the
cattle sanitary board, has returned
from Buckman Guadalupe county,
where he inspected a car of cattle.
Dr. and Mrs. Robert Smart and Mrs.
J. W. Pope, of Albuquerque, arrived
in the city yesterday afternoon and at-
tended a box party at the Elks' theatre
last night.
C. M. Light, of Sliver City, ana
member of the board of education ar-
rived in tha cltv yesterday. He Is
president of the New Mexico Normal
school at Silver City.
Mr. Smythe had a cow and also a
calf for sale advertised in the new
Mexican last evening. This morning
he telephoned that the ad did the bus-
iness and he had sold them. Moral- -It
pays to advertise.
Dr E. McQueen Gray, president of
the University of New Mexico, mem-
ber of the territorial board of educa-
tion, arrived in the city yesterday
from Albuquerque and la the guest of
Former Governor and Mrs, Prince.
J. Frank Curns went to springer
vesterday, where he has a land case.
This is the first .time Mr. Curns has
ever appeared against the government
in a ease. For many years he was ac
tively engaged in working for tne
government in land cases. ' W agon
Mound Pantograph. Mr. curns was
formerly stationed at Santa Fe.
John Joerns of Raton, recently ap
pointed clerk of the court for the
fourth Judicial district by Judge C.
Roberts, was in town today, it is
understood Mr. Joerns will quauiy
and begin his new duties November
A number of candidates for Mr.
Joerns' present position, as assistant
territory traveling auditor, nave
been mentioned. Mr. Joerns will re-
move his family to Las Vegas when
he begins his duties. It Is pretty gen-
erally believed that William B. Stapp,
tho present deputy clerk, will continue
under Mr. Joerns." Las Vegas Optic.
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N. H. Thorpe of Palma is visiting
friends in the city.
Mrs. Cartwright win not be at home
to callers Monday.
Frank Bond, the Eapanola mer
chant. Is In the city.
Rev F. D. Petershagen of St. Jos
eph. Mo., Interested In prison retorm
wnrk. is a visitor In Santa Fe.
Delegates Spiess, Kelly ana uavis
left for their homes at Las Vegas.
Delerata Malaaulas Martlnei left
for his home at Taos this forenoon,
D L. Wiliama. of Glorleta, southern
Santa Fe county, is at the Coronado
hotel
A. Mennett, Sr., the salesman from
the Meadow City, is In Santa Fe for a
few days.
H. M. Russell, a well known sheep
man from Nebraska, Is registered at
the Palace.
Marearito Romero, the delegate
from Las Vegas, San Mfguel county,
Is at the Palace hotel.
The Saturday Card Club Is meeting
today at the home of Mrs. J. G. Bcnu- -
mann on Lincoln avenue.
The Girls Club did not meet tnis
wool- - nut win meet Monday at the
home of Miss Lucy Grygla.
R. H. Whlttler of the land commis-
sioner's office will leave this evening
for Roswell on land office business.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L. Sul-
livan, who has been 111 with typhoid
fever, expects to be up in a few days.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, who has been
a house guest of Mrs. Prince for the
laBt few days returned to Albuquerque
this afternoon.
The members of the Wallace Club
are meeting this afternoon at the
home of Mrs. W. O. Turley on Buena
Vista Heights.
C. M. Foraker, of Albuquerque, u. a.
marshal for New Mexico, accompanied
by Frank Foraker and B. Foraker, of
New York, is at Gregg's hotel.
nrrat Bnulre Hartt. Jr., went to
Raton to superintendent a shipment of
his sheep to Kansas. He will go to
Kansas City to market the sheep.
Wilson Mills, son of Governor ana
mm Mills, has been aammea u,
D. K. E. fraternity at Ann Arbor and
is much pleased with college life
there.
. ,,
Some of the boys and gins ot me
high school will give a dance in the
assembly room at the public library
on Friday evening. Mrs. A. J. FlBcher
will ha ehaoeron.
Miss Pope, who was here a lew
weeks visiting the family oi ner
brother, Judge Wm. H. Pope, left this
morning for her home in Charleston,
S. C." Roswell Record.
CamlUo Padllla. printer and puD- -
llsher at El Paso, Texas, but former-
ly with the Now Mexican, Is In the
city for a few days to watch consti-
tutional convention doings.
Harry O. Clunn, private secretary
to Judge A. B. Fall, expected to leave
for his home at El Paso, Texas, tnis
evening. During his brief stay in tne
capital he has made many friends.
A. W. Gunn, a graduate pharmacist
ot Chicago, has arrived to take a po-
sition with the A. J. Fischer Drug
Company. Mr, Gunn conies well recom-
mended and intends to make Santa Fe
his home. of
Mrs. H, II. Dorman gave a dance
last night In Library Hall and It was
attended by a large number of her
this week from the Mesa Verde Na- -
finni rk In Colorado, where he has
been directing excavating and restor
ation work at the Balcony House.
Mrs. C. W. Dudrow, who has been
very 111 for several weeks is much
better and was able to sit up for a
few minutes yesterday. Mrs. F. Star
bird arrived from Denver last week
to be with Mrs. Dudrow until she re-
covers.
City Attorney H. M. Dow and At-
torney IT. S. Bateman who were in
Stanta Fe this week from Roswell to
argue before Judge Frank W. Parker,
the validity of the Roswell city sprink-
ling ordinance, have returned to their
home at Roswell. '
L. Bradford Prince will
leave Cincinnati, 0., early next week
for New York and will return in time
to go to San Antonio to attend the
Congress of which
he has always been one of the leaders.
Mrs. Prince who will accompany him
there expects to leave early next week
for Denver to select markers for the
Santa Fe trail in New Mexico.
Mrs. H. C. Luckenbach, her sister,
Mrs. Zane, and Miss Zane, left this
afternoon on Santa Fe train No. 2, for
Philadelphia, Pa., Mrs. Zane's home
where Mrs. Luckenbach will visit dur-
ing the winter. They all expect to
return to Santa Fe In the spring.
,The Woman's Board of Trade held
a very interesting meeting Monday af-
ternoon when 'Miss Saxe of Albuquer-
que lectured on the Young Woman's
Christian Association work. She was
earnest in her presentation of a plea
for for this good move
ment which has met with signal suc-
cess in the Duke City.
Following the presentation of the
play "Why Smith Left Home" Thurs
day night, a supper was given by the
director Rev. James Grattan Mythen,
to the members of the company and
those who assisted In Its management.
The Bupper was served on a long table
placed on the stage and was greatly
enjoyed by the actors and actresses.
A Bupper was served Friday night at
the Methodist Episcopal church and It
was enjoyed by many who expressed
admiration for the way It was served.
The viands were choice and there was
an air of hospitality that made the
meal more than a mere hunger sat-
isfies The ladies who had the af
fair In charge were congratulated on
their success.
Dr. E. McQueen Gray, who has been
a house guest at the Prince residence
this week, left this evening for his
home, at Albuquerque. He was here
in attendance at the meetings of the
territorial boa,rd of education of
which he Is a member by virtue of his
being president of the University of
New Mexico.
Branson Cutting of New York City
has become a resident of Santa Fe and
has had ground broken on land pur
chased from Judge John H. Knaebel
on Buena Vista Heights for the erec-
tion of a residence which will be In
SpanlBh style and contain a patio or
placlta. Thomas MacLaren the noted
architect from London and now liv
ing in Colorado Springs, has drawn
plans for the house, which will be
built as soon as possible.
Mrs. James Worden Pope, wife of
Colonel Pope, of the United States
Army, has been a guest for several
days at the Palace hotel. She, and Dr.
and Mrs. Smart, of Albuquerque, as
well as Dr. McQueen Gray, president
of the University of New Mexico at Al-
buquerque, were guests ot Mrs, Prince
at a box party on Thursday evening,
at the Elks' theatre. After the play
Mrs. Prince entertained them at sup
per.
J. G. Albright, former editor of the
Santa Fe Evening Star and later man
ager of tne AlDuquerque aioriiiiig
Journal, also assessor of Bernalillo
county for several years, and repre-
sentative of a number of eastern pa-
pers including the New York Times,
is In town in the Interests of the Oc
cidental Insurance Company and will
remain a week or more. He is renew
ing old acquaintances of the day when
he published a rival dally to the New
Mexican.
. .Ferdinand Bergdorf, called "the des
ert artist" has arrived here from San
Francisco where he has held a very
successful art exhibit lately. Mr.
Bergdorf brought letters to H. H. Dor- -
man and other well known Santa
Feans and Is a very Interesting young
man. He is delighted with New Mex-
ico skies and landscape and was an
enthuBlastlo visitor to the Old Palace
where he spent some time in admiring
the paintings of Carl Lotave, the emi
nent portrait and landscape artist.
William R. Griffiths, a lawyer or
New York City, who will be pleasantly
remembered as having spent some
time as a gueBt of Governor and Mra.
L Bradford Prince, two years ago,
will, doubtlessly, return to Santa Fe
ere lone. He Is contemplating com
ing to New Mexico to reside. As he is
a man of the highest Intellect and
charming personality and his interest
in civic work, and In arboreal ana Hor-
ticultural knowledge, is great, he will
certainly prove an addition to any
community in which he may reside.
The Fifteen Club held the first
meeting of this season yesterday at
the home of Mrs. Thomas. Mrs. Jana
presided and a fine program was
given. The roll call was answered by
greetings to the club many of which
were original. A paper was read by
Mrs. J. E. Wood entitled "Kearny's
March to New Mexico," and it was a
very interstlng one. Mrs. L. Bradford
Prince read for Mrs. Harroun a speech
of an Indian warrior at Bernalillo. It
was a masterly oration and was listen-
ed to with the greatest of Interest.
Current events closed the program of
the first meeting which proved very
enjoyable and iB good augury of the
club's success during the year.
Two box parties were given Thurs
day night at the Elks where 'Why
Smith T.eft Home." was presemeu us
amateurs for the benefit ot the choir
the Church of the Holy Faith. In
one box sat Governor and Mrs. Mills
Miss Madeline Mills, Mrs. Mennett of
jjR, Vegas, Mrs. Rapp, Major and Mrs,
this in the testimony ot citizens. Such I
evidence should convince the most I
skeptical doubter. Read the following I
statement: (
Mrs. Desederia J. de Quintans, Col-- J
lege St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Sev-er-
years ago I used Doan's Kidney
Pills and I was cured of a had attack
ot kidney complaint, At that time a
statement appeared In the local pa-
pers, telling of my experience and I
now take pleasure In confirming all
that was then aald in favor ot Doan's
Kidney Pills. I had pains In my back
that made it difficult for me to stoop
and there were othe.- - troubles which
plainly showed that my kidneys were
at fault Soon after I began taking
Doan's Kidney Pills, improvement
was noticeable and tho contents of
two boxes restored my kidneys to
their normal condition and removed
the pain from my back. I am glad to
say that during the time that has
since passed, my cure has been per-
manent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents (or the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other,
WIRELESS HAS LOST TRACK
OF "COLUMBUS" WELLMAN.
Airship America Probably Struck,.
Heavy Storm Last Night, Re-
ports Steamship Finland.
Slasconsett, Oct. 17. Wireless sta-
tion here has spoken all trans-Atlanti- c
steamers within the radius ot the
wireless, but none has seen anything
of Wellman's airship America. The
steamship Finland reports a heavy
storm early Sunday evening but the
weather soon cleared.
Your cough annoys you. Keep on
hacking and tearing the delicate mem--
branes of your throat if you want to
be annoyed. But If you want relief, ,
want to be cured, take Chamberlain's
.'Cough Remedy. Sold by all druggists.
REHEARING IN DENVER
RATE CA8E DENIED.
Washington, D. C Oct. 17. Re
hearing In the Denverd rate
freight rates from Chicago and St.
Louis to Denver, to go into effect,
TURKISH CABINET
FACE3 FINANCIAL CRI8I8.
.
Constantinople, Oct. 17. The Turk- -
lsh government Is facing a financial
crisis. Three members of the cabinet
resigned today because of compllca- -
Hons over the army budget.
Cleanses the system
thoroughly and clean
allow complexions of
pimples and blotches.
It Is rumrantaad
Get the genuine Foley's Honey and oases was refused today by the su-T-
in the yellow packages. It la preme court of the United States,
safe and effective. Contains no opt This will allow an order of the Iter-
ates. Refuse substitutes. Sold by The state commerce commlssin reducing
Capital Pharmacy,
"Otto J. Eyles and wife, of Santa
Fe, were arrivals on Tuesday night's
train. Mr. EyleB, we understand, is,
here to dispose of a carload ot pianos
which he shipped In. Mrs. Eyles was
formerly Miss Mae Fulcher of this
Dlace and will enjoy a number of visits
with old friends and acquaintances
while here." Farmlngton Enterprise.
QHIHD
Laxative Fruit Syrup
.THE CAPITAL PHARMACY,
ountain country which exceed north
MAKING GREAT ern New Mexico ln attractiveness forthe borne builder. In Colfax county
are great coal neias, producing mil
lions of tons annually, heavy forestsSTIEMRD of commercial timber and mines of SCHOOLgold, copper, lead and silver. It Is a
locality of great possibilities a fu-
tureIncrease in Irri-- empire, one of the great states Exclusive Settle-o- fOnly NegroImportant of the Rocky mountain region. It will
gated Acreage in New be pictured in the Duquesne Garden merit in TerritoryLand Show, from October 17 to 29,Mexico Is Significant tinder the auspices of the Chronicle New Mexico
Telegraph and Gazette Times.
m
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MANY GOOD CROPS ARE GROWN PLAN TO 8PEND A SIX THOUSAND FOR MILEAGE
MILLION DOLLARS.
Markets and Transportation Tuberculosis Association Shows How Appropriation in Enabling Act
' Facilities Are All That Could Money From Red Cross Christ-
mas
Will Not Pay allSeals Would ProvideBe Desired Needed Hospitals. Expenses.
The territorial board of education 1
'
Wx
met this afternoon and discussed
recommendations for constitutional
(Pittsburg Chronicle.)
New Mexico la making great strides
In Internal Improvements. The en-
hancing value of her land and the im
HON. JOHN H. CANNING
Delegate From Lincoln County and a Successful Business Man,
HON. JOSE AMADO LUCERO
Delegate From Rio Arriba County and Formerly Probate Judge of Santa Fs
County,
ning was engaged In the mercantile
bus.nes. in White Oaks, Lincoln
ft
of two years. Ten years later he was
elected county commissioner ot Santa
Fe county ln which Mr. Lucero had
become a resident by reason of the in-
corporation of the Espanola' precinct
to the county of Santa Fe in the year
1889. The same precinct ot Espanola
was to the county of Rio
Arriba ln j901.
Mr. Lucero also served as probate
Judge In this courty and ln this Im-
portant position won the respect and
admiration ot the public.
Another honor was given Mr. Lu-
cero for ln 1904 he was elected from
the county of Rio Arriba as a repre-
sentative to the territorial legislature.
His record ln the legislature, as
probate Judge and as county commit'
sloler has been such as to entitle him
to the commendation and respect ot
every one.
Mr. Lucero is a staunch Republican
and his record shows that at all times
he is ready to sacrifice his personal
county, Carrlzozo and Nogaiano is at
present treasurer of the Carrlzoo
Trading Company doing a general
merchandise business at Carrlzozo.
Mr. Canning has always been an
active member of the Republican par--
ty showing a keen Interest In its sue--
cess. In 1896 he was a candidate for
i the office of county commissioner of
Lincoln county and was elected treas- -
urer and collector In 1902.
Mr Canninz 1b a tyDe of the man
who has found New Mexico a good
place to live and who has been a
.booster for the Sunshine state ever
since he felt Its buoyant climate ana
breathed its exhiliratlne air.
.ho in.r ,hi,.b I. nn nf the
best features of the exposition. These
lecturers will include Prof. Fabian
Garcia, of the Agricultural College,
who will also be in attendance at
th ..hihit ihrn.rhn.it the two weens
j .,. .j. . .ii.
What "A Million for Tuberculosis
from Red Cross Seals" will do ln the
checking of consumption, is explain-
ed in a bulletin issued today by the
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis.
Counting every available bed for
consumptives in the United States,
even those In almshouses, penal insti-
tutions, and hospitals for the Insane,
there are at the present time accom-
modations for hardly 30,000 tubercu-
losis patients. This is Just about one
bed for every ten indigent consump-
tive, and if all tuberculous persons
In the country are counted, both rich
and poor, hardly one for every twenty-f-
ive or thirty. If sufficient hospital
accommodations are provided only for
those who are too poor to pay the fun
price for their treatment, fully 275,-00-
more beds in special Institutions
for tuberculosis would be needed at
once. The Immense outlay necessary
to provide and maintain so many beds
in hospitals, makes It Imperative, the
National Association for the Study
and Prevention of Tuberculosis de-
clares, that such Institutions be erect-
ed from public money, either munici-
pal, county or state. In order to get
appropriations for public hospitals for
tuberculosis, agitation is necessary,
and in order to create a campaign of
agitation, organization Is demanded.
But ln order that an organization may
carry on an effective campaign, funds
are needed.
These funds) it is proposed to se-
cure In as many communities as pos-
sible from the sale of Red Cross Seals.
The National Association cites one
illustration of the way in which a
small sum spent in education has se-
cured large appropriations. The
New York State Charities Aid Asso-
ciation ln the three years, 1908, 1909
and 1910 has spent In the e por-
tion of New York about $55,000 in
arousing the people to the dangers of
tuberculosis. As a direct result of
the public sentiment produced by this
outlay, the state, county and munici
tural and horticultural conditions will which may be made available for
e
him of great Bervice. In add!- - Bion purposes, through storage is
' PrIy appreciated even in thetion to these practically every district
portant Increase In her Irrigated acre-a-
will be exhibited at the Duqueane
ow In all her his- -f 2 PTne
eary adral8on ot the ter.
' oo . fn t land hun.
. -- ,t.',h
...pm. nravalent
, th. mMMK and matern states, the
Kn0wledge that in New Mexico there
... thousands of acres of land which
may De up under the home- -
,ta a iwa of the nation, and the
great publicity given to the possiblll-
ties there for the homeseekor and
homemaker in the west and south- -
west, have nrovoked an enormous
Inquiry from all parts of the country.
New Mexico 1b looking forward to a
great era of prosperity. Locally the
suujeci jusi upik "
minds of the people is the making of
a constitution for the new state, and
for the next 12 months there will be
about, as much politics as Is ordinar-
Plotted to citizens of the great
and growing southwest. Even In the
west there seems to be a greai laca
of information as to the prospects of
the coming new state along agrlcul- -
rural lines. The amount of water
territory hsbii,
Scattered over a vast scope of coun-
nearer the sources of streams, are
tain and foothill area drained by the
streams which unite to form tne La-
nadlan river is about 3,000 square
miles. There are remains of ancient
irrigating ditches In Taos county used
probably many hundr d years before
' ' ruK"' " "
which Preceded them In Colfax coun--
iyt wine ii whs iui uiei iy mo umuo auu
favorite hunting ground of the Utes
li i i n a en
years. The noted Bcout and Indian
will have its representative in the ex- -
position. The exhibits this year have!
been carefully selected, the effort try as well as In the higher levels of
throughout having been to reduce the the mountains and foothills, are
I depressions and lakes, which, atand advance the quality. New
'""H expense, can be utilized as res-th-Mexicans who are In the east during
latter Dart of November should ervolrs, while In the upper levels,
Hon. John H. Canning, delegate to
the constitutional convention from
Carrlzozo, Lincoln county, la a suc-
cessful business man and one who
has shown his sound Judgment in be- -
ing identified with the Republican
party ever since he came to the Sun
shine state.
Mr. Canning was born In St. John's,
N P.. In 1863. He was educated In
that educational center of Canada,
Montreal and at the age of 21 years
came to the United States. Three
years later he moved to New Mexico
Himlnc dirert from New York to Fort
Stanton, Lincoln county, where he en- -
tered the employ of De Laney and
Terrell, post traders.
For the past twenty years Mr. Can
NEW MEXICO EXHIBIT AT
CHICAGO NOW READY.
Prepared By Bureau of Immigration
and is Best Ever Sent From
This Territory.
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 13. The
most carefully selected agricultural
exhibit that has ever been sent out
of New Mexico is now practically
ready for the dUplay at the United
States Land and Irrigation Exposition
which opens in Chicago November 19,
next to continue until December 4.
The Bureau of Immigration began
working on the exhibit early In the
present summer and has secured the
active of practically ev-
ery district In New Mexico. Among
the districts which will be represent-
ed both with exhibits and printed mat-
ter, and which will have their per
sonal representatives on the ground
are Colfa county, Las Vegas, Albu-
querque, Deming, Silver City, Las
Cruces and the Mesilla valley, Fort
Sumner, Clovis, Portales, Roswell,
Carlsbad and Artesla. Several other
districts are making every effort to
enter the exhibit. The New Mexico
space in the Coliseum, where the ex-
position is to be held is well located
right adjoining the Santa Fe rail-
road's exhibit which this year will
consist of Mokl and Navajo Indians.
The Indian exhibit draws the crowd
directly to the New Mexico exhibit.
A little more than double the space
used last year will be used this year
by New Mexico. Last year 300,000
people paid GO cents a piece to see
this exposition. They were the very
best class of prospective land buyers
from the farming states surrounding
Chicago. Representatives of Exposi-
tion Company and of the railroads
who have been in Albuquerque during
the past few years estimate that the
attendance this year will be more
than half a million and that it will be
even a better class than that last
year. New Mexico will have three
general representatives and four lec-
turers who will deliver daily lectures
illustrated by stereoptlcon views in'
. .. .
..j h .,, t
' A substantial business man and a
former official of Santa Fe county
Hon, Jose Amado Lucero is an able
representative of Rio Arriba county in
the constitutional convention.
Mr. Lucero was born M years ago
in the city of Albuquerque and receiv-
ed his early education in the public
and private schools of the Duke City.
In the year 1869 he started in busi-
ness as a merchant and stuck dili-
gently to that line endeavor, for even
today he is found ln the same occupa-
tion ln the town of Espanola where he
is recognized as a business man ot
sound Judgment, tried experience and
always alive to the interests of the
community.
Mr. Lucero has held a number of
public offices and in every position
tendered him, he has served his con-
stituents with the same careful con-
sideration that has distinguished him
in his business affairs.
In the year 1886 Mr. Lucero was
elected superintendent of schools of
the country of Rio Arriba for the term
GEM CITY HAS A
GREAT FUTURE.
Its Need is Railroad to Mogollon and
a Smelter at Home Odd Fellows
Home at Roswell.
Albuquerque, X. M., Oct 14. "With
a railroad through the Mogollon min-
ing district and the old smelter at
Socorro again In operation, we shall
be in shape to beat the world," said
Captain M. Cooney of Socorro In this
city yesterday. Captain Cooney who
Is one of the original old settlers .in
Socorro county and who has been for
years largely Interested in mining
and stock raising, was ln the city en
route home from Tucumcari where
he attended the meeting of the Grand
Lodge ot Odd Fellows.
"I am much interested ln the re-
newed rumor that the old smelter is
to be taken over by now parties and
overhauled and put in operation,"
said Captain Cooney. "It is the one
thing that wil put Socorro on the
map in red letters. There is ne rea-
son that I can see why with the ln
creasing big output of the mines In
the Magdaleua-Kell- district, that the
old plant should not be remodeled and
used for a zinc Bmelter. If it were
started even on a small scale and
gradually enlarged as to capacity, it
would be an economical proposition
for the operators who now ship their
ore a considerable distance. The min-
ing industry around Kelly and a
and especially ln the Mogollon
country Is making great strides and
you have no idea of the proportions
It is assuming. All we need at Mogol-
lon is that north and south line of the
Southern Pacific to Gallup. It will
open up a virgin country and enable
the Mogollon district to become the
greatest mining field in the south-
west. Even now the properties there
are being developed on a big scale in
spite not only of the transportation
difficulties, ninety miles over a rough
road to Silver City, but ln spite of the
difficulty and Expense ot procuring
tuel wood, now carried over the moun
favorable sites where largeis an instructive lesson in what the nany
of the states are doing to adver- - e reservoirs can be constructed
' reasonable cost. There a manyUse their resources and advantages.
old lake beds in the greater altitudes
whose ancient waters slowly crowdedGRAND LODGE OF ODD !away the d)keg that nature p,acedFELLOWS AT TUCUMCARI.
acroB8 ther outlots The gap8 ,
'these natural barriers have only to
Tucumcari, N. M., Oct. 13. Next be repaired by modern methods, and
year the Odd Fellows will meet In by better materials than nature used,
Roswell on the second Monday In Oc- - when these lakes will be restored to
tober. The newly elected officers of their former grandeur and filled with
the Grand Lodge of Odd Fellows, In-- water for Irrigating the waiting fields,
stalled are as follows: Grand master, gardens and orchards below.
Frank Halmage, Jr., Hagerman; depu-- ! In Colfax county alone the moun- -
nrovlslons. Tomorrow it will meet
with the committee on education and
will also take up applications for
about seventy-fiv- e certificates.
Terrltbrlal Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
today received the following funds'
From Territorial Auditor W. G. Bar
gent, $2,200, dining car licenses of the
El Paso and Southwestern railway;
James A. Baird, Otero codnty, $294.91;
James Sutherland, Chaves county,
Gregory Page, McKlnley coun-
ty 124.36: from Game Warden Thom
as P. Gable, $27.50; interest on terri
torial deposits, $1,152.01.
Who Pays the Taxes?
In Dona Ana county, according to
Traveling Auditor Charles V. Satford,
the railroad assessment is 42,80 per
cent of the whole. The other per-
centages are: Agricultural lands .31,
city lots and improvements 10.6, graz
ing lands 4.2. merchandise 3 4, cattle
1.9, horses 1.6, wagons, Implements
and harness 1.4, household goods 1.,
mineral lands .3 and all other cases
1.8.
School Census.
Superintendent of Public Instruc
tion James E. Clark reports that the
school census for 1910 gives Berna
lillo county 7,321 persons of school
age, 3.716 being boys and 3.606 girls.
Exclusive Negro Settlement
Snnerintendent ot Public Instruc
tion James E. Clark today had a let-
ter from Blackdom, twenty miles
south of Roswell and near Dexter,
Chaves county, asking for advice as to
hnnl curriculum. The letter states
that Blackdom Is the only exclusive
negro settlement in New Mexico, that
the colored people have taken up
acres in homesteads and will in
stall a pumping plant. The community
has built a commodins school house
oni) nnw Bka for sssistance In arrang
ing for the curriculum and a teacher.
Six Thousand for Mileage.
Th miienire to be naid the dele
gates to the constitutional convention
totals $0,095, or oi tne
entire appropriation of $100,000 and
$1,000 more than had been estimated.
It is as yet impossible to tell what
the election cost but the figures may
run up to $30,000.
Getting Pointers.
The office of the territorial super-
intendent of nubile instruction ln re
ply to queries is receiving from city
and town school superintendents
many valuable suggestions as to the
curriculum and other features of
school management.
Civil Service Examinations.
Th TTnlted States civil service com
mission announces that on February
4, 1911, a first grade or clerical
will be held at Santa Fe.'
N. M., and at various other places
throughout the twelfth civil service
district for the purpose of creating
lists of ellglbles from which ail vacan-
cies in clerical and similar positions
In the twelfth civil service district, in
the following branches of the service
and offices, will be filled:
rtiintnma service: Internal revenue
service (clerk, deputy collector, and
tnrpkeeiiBr eauger) : subtreasury
anrvloe- - mint and assay service; cus
todian service of public buildings; im
migration service: ateamDoat inspec
tion service, marine hospital service,
Indian service; lighthouse service;
navy yard service; pension agency;
hiimAii nf animal Industry offices;
weather bureau offices; engineer de
partment at large; ordnance Depart-
ment at large; quartormnster's depart.
ment at large.
Applications and further informa-
tion mav be obtained from the local
secretary, board of civil service ex
aminers at Santa Fe, N. M., or rrom
the secretary of the twelfth civil serv-
ice district, San Francisco, California.
The pleasant purgative effect exper
ienced by all who use Chamberlains
stomach and Liver Tablets, and the
healthy condition ot the body and
mind which they create, makes ono
feel Joyful. Sold by all druggists.
CHAPLAIN OF OLDEST
CHURCH HAS RESIGNED.
.ine nev. juies ojciui.iiv, v
best known priests oi tne arcnaiocese
a learned theologian and for many
years an eloquent preacher, has ten-
dered his resignation as chaplain of
St., Michael's chapel, known through-
out the land as "the oldest church of
America." a post that he has held
for a quarter of a century.
Father Deraches's health has not
been good for a year or more and his
hearing has bothered him consider
ably. He haB been appointed chap-
lain of the Sisters of Charity at the
sanitarium where he is living.
Father DeracheB's last, public ap-
pearance was October 3 when, as the
representative of Ills draco, the
Archbishop, he opened the constltu
lional convention with prayer, Invok-
ing the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost
on the legislators, a prayer that was
declared one of the most beautiful
ever heard on such an occasion,
Past 71 years of age, Father
has already lived the alloted
span of life mentioned In the Bible,
but he is still much Interested ln
life and Is an earnest worker. He has
a keen sense of humor, and his cheer
fill disposition makes him seem a
much younger man.
ngnter Klt CarBon, had a ranch on
(ne p,,,, near climirron an(i con.
,tnlcted one of the first irrigating In
ln Colfax county, Black
the
The ,prgated farmB and the ,ftrge River
s)one flour mI at clmarron owned JuryhT ,.,...,, B Maxwell . suonlied the
Interest or convenience for the good
of the Republican party.
tains by burros and which costs $7
a cord. The building of that railroad
which we believe is bound to come
sooner or later will be the greatest
thing that ever happened to Socorro
county."
Captain Cooney says that as result
of the September rains and the fine
weather which has since prevailed
with no dry windB or frosts, the grass
on the Socorro county ranges has shot
up amazingly snd the winter grazing
will be splendid. Captain Cooney
speaking ot the Odd Fellows' grand
lodge at Tucumcari, said (that one of
the most Interesting features of the
very successful meeting was the re-
port as to the status of the Orphans'
Home at Roswell, to be conducted un-
der the auspices of the fraternal or
ider.
"The institution is virtually paid
for," Bald one member of the local
lodge yesterday, "the grounds have
been beautified,' fruit trees planted
laud other extensive improvements
made and it will not be long until the
Institution is ready for business."
It Is understood that the proposi-
tion costs the Odd Fellows about
$7,500 as a starter and that when
ready for inmates it will be one of
the best equipped institutions ot the
kind in the southwest.
DEATH OF MRS. S. S.
SUTHERLAND AT DULCE.
Had Been a Patient at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium for Several
Months. ,
Word has been received In this city
of the doath of Mrs. S. S. Sutherland
at Dulce on the Jtcarilla Apache res-
ervation. Rio Arriba county. She died
on October 5 of cancer from which
she had been a great sufferer the
past few months of her life. Mrs.
Sutherland was at St. Vincent's hos-
pital for several months, her daugh-
ters being with her and made many
friends in this city. She came west
from Cleveland, Ohio, and was in the
prime of life. Interment was made
at Antonito, Colorado.
riuch In
having the respect and confidence of
all ot the people ot every clasB. He
Is a member of the law firm of
& Saxon. Mr. Saxon has been
active In the work of the Presbyteri-
an church, of which he Is an elder,
and he' was one of the most active
members of the congregation here in
the work of building the beautiful
Presbyterian church.
Mr. Saxon's parents are still living
In the state of Arkansas, and to thorn
13 children were born, of which E. F.
Saxon was the fourth.
Mr. Saxon waB elected as one of the
delegates from Quay county to the
constitutional convention which met
in Santa Fe October 3d. The voters
of Quay county who elected him as
delegate believe they have ln Mr.'
Saxon a representative who would
scorn to do wrong and will always
dare do right. '
ty grand master, W. M. Twiggs, Por- -
tales; granu warden, L. E. Sherwood,
Tucumcait; grand secretary, N. E.
Steven. Alhuniierniie: erand treasur--
r nvin T. n.illep Santa Fe? arand
representative and Instructor, Wil-- ,
Ham J. Howell, Raton; grand chap--
lain, W. Arthur JoneB, Amlstad;
grand marshal, T. M. Elwood, Las
Vegas: grand Conductor, R. G. Ed
wards. Deming: grand guardian, F.
Ross, Carlsbad; grand herald, R. A.
Eaton, Artesia. 'ine newiy eieciea oi- -
fleers of the Rebekahs, installed are:
President, Mrs. Mary L. Werti, Las
Vegas; Mrs. Anna
mett, Roswell; warden, Mrs. Cora
Wheeler, Tucumcari; secretary, Mrs.
Louisa B. Sherwood. Tucumcari;
treasurer, Mrs. Laura B. TJatrlck, Ar--
testa.
ever, to return to Missouri and he
located at Clinton. He was made the
city attorney and prosecuting attor-
ney of Henry county, Missouri, serv-
ing two terms.
Mr. Hinkle was honored by Govern-
or Joseph W. Folk who appointed him
Judge advocate and paymaster of the
National Guard of Missouri with the
rank of major, which position
held four yoarB, But Mr. Hinkle was
V'f X
pal authorities have already appro
priated for tuberculosis work $1,500,
000 and appropriations for hundreds
of thousands of dollars are pending.
Hundreds of hospital beds have been
provided, and the Association already
alms for "No Uncared for Tubercu
losis In 1915." '
' Thus, the National Association says
if a million dollars Is realized from
the sale of Red Cross Seals, millions
more will be added to it from the
public treasuries. Last year 25,000,
000 stamps were sold. It Is aimed this
year to sell four times as many.
DAMAGE FOR PROSPECTIVE
TIMBER GROWTH.
Forest Service Wins Significant Vic-
tory in Action for Fire Trespass
on Black Hills Reserve.
an action for fire trespass on the
Hills national forest brought by
United States against the Missouri
and Northwestern Railroad, the
has awarded damages to the gov-
ernment not only for the loss of mer-
chantable timber but also for the de-
struction of unmerchantable young
growth.
This is regarded by government off-
icials as establishing a very important
precedent. So far as Is known at
the U. S. department of agriculture,
it Is the first" time that any court has
recognized what foresters call the "ex-
pectation value" of young growth as
furnishing a basis for the award of
damages. The difficulty ln the way
of such an award ln the past has been
that there was no way to prove to
the satisfaction of the courts the
money value of the loss suffered.
The award In the South Dakota case
followed the presentation of evidence
as to the cost ot work ln reforesting
which the government is actually do
ing ln the Black Hills.
The amount claimed for the young
growth burned was $12 an acre, and
the claim under this item was allowed
in full by the Jury. The total amount
of damages claimed was $3,728. ao, of
which $2,634.45 was for merchantable
timber destroyed or Injured by the
fire.
It Is recognized by foresters thai
the cost of artificial reforestation will
not always furnish a fair basis for es-
timating the damage to forest repro
duction. Where new growth can be
expected by natural sowing from seed
trees on the ground within a short
time, artificial planting or sowing Is
an unnecessarily expensive method.
To meet such cases what are known
as "yield tables" are being prepared.
By the use of these the loss can be
shown ln terms of the final crop and
the time necessary to produce it.
Thus, If it Is known that ten thou
sand feet of timber per acre can be
cut once lri seventy years, It Is easy
to calculate the value of the crop
when it Is ten years old by discount-
ing from its value when mature. In
European countries where forestry
has been long practiced this method
ts regularly applied ln selling, con-
demning, or estimating damages on
forest property. It Is also used
abroad in Insurance, which would be
Impracticable If there were not both
an accepted basis for determining the
loss suffered and a reasonably accur
ate knowledge of the hazard Involved.
Good results always follow the aie
of Foley Kidney Pills. They contain
just tne lngitooiicnM necessary to
tone, strengthen and regulate the
kidneys and bladder, and to cure
backache. Sold by The Capital Phar- -
nvicy.
HON. JOHN I. HINKLE. v
Delegate From Hagerman, Chaves County and a Prominent
Democrat
ottlerB and united states army posts
with flour in the early '60s. Here B.
F. Eaton, pioneer of the great Greeley
Irrigation district, afterward govern- -
or of Colorado, learned to farm by
near Cimarron. But the inethods of
Irrigation, seeding and cultivation
were crude and wasteful compared to
modern methods now in use, and un-
til recently no efforts have been made
to store and utilize the vast quanti-
ties of flood water.
It Is only within a few years that
the great Irrigation possibilities along
this watershed have been given any
attention. The reaBon for this Is that
the greater part of the land ln these
counties was Included ln land grants
owned by a few Individuals and com-
panies, and used for grazing purposes.
The owners did not want to divide the
land Into small tracts for settlers. In
fact, settlers were Just what they did
not desire. But the settler has come
within the last few. years, and has
taken up about all the government
land surrounding the grants, so re-
stricting the range' that even now
about all the large cattle ranches are
numbered among the things that were.
The erstwhile cattle kings, the grant
boards and the large land holders
turned irrlgatlonlBts. This means
that there will soon be a cultivated
farm on about every area of ground
formerly required for the maintenance
of a single steer.
The crops grown under irrigation
In fhtn dffltrint Are phlnflv Alfalfa.
bean(( pe&B comi timothy and or.
chard grass. Kentucky biuegrass and
all kinds of garden vegetables, In-
cluding melons. It Is a fine fruit
country, particularly for high-price-
apples and pears. The apples are thin
skinned, criBp and Juicy, of finest
flavor and keeping qualities. There
are a few good orchards that have
been bearing for 35 to BO years, with
very few failures during that time.
But irrigation here, under modern
method, depends upon storage
for reserve supply and is in
its lnclplency. Several large enter
prises are projected, and some have
progressed sufflclenty to begin
my
HON. EDWARD F. SAXON.
Delegate rrom Quay County snd a Lawyer Who Has Bee..
Publio Life.he,.,.... wheat. oatB. barley.
Hon. John I. Hlnkle, delegate from
Chaves county to the constitutional
convention, Is one of the most promi-
nent Democrats in the convention.
Mr. Hinkle was born July 18, 1871,
on a farm near Washington, Franklin
county, Missouri. His grandparents
were John Hinkle and Mary Parsons
Hinkle who moved to Missouri In
1829 from Virginia. His father, Miles
Parsons Hinkle was born In Virginia
In 1824, and his mother was Sarah
Margaret Sapplngton, whose parents
came from Kentucky to Missouri at
an early day. Mr. Hlnkle's ancestors
were prominent in the revolutionary
war and he Is a prominent member of
the Now Mexico Society of Sons or
the American Revolution.
Young Hinkle attended the public
Bchools In the county of Franklin,
Missouri, and later the Washington
high school. He also took an academ-
ic course at Fayette, .Mo. '
In 1802 he was graduated from the
University of Missouri with the de-
gree of L. L. B., and in the same year
he moved to Roswell, N. M.,,and prac-
ticed law at which he at once made
his mark.
Mr Hinkle has been prominently
identined with UoBweh and its affairs
for be was the first city clerk of that
city and the first secretary
ot the
Dnawnll Clllb.
He decided after three years, how-
-
destined to return to New Mexico and
In October, 1906, he accepted the
cashlership of the First National
Bank at Hagerman where he now
holds that responsible position.
Mr. Hinkle has been identified with
a number of enterprises. He Is the
secretary and treasurer of the Hager--,
man Irrigation Company sines its or- - j
ganlzatlon ln 1907,
He Is a member of a number of so-
cieties and organizations, Including
the New Mexico Sons of the Ameri-
can Revolution; Blue Lodge, Chapter
and Knights Templar of the Masons;
a member of Ararat Temple, A. A. O.
N. M. 8 Kansas City, Mo.; of the B.
P. O. E, and others.
Mr. Hinkle Is recognized as a man
of tried business ability and a
who will hold his own and ably rep--!
resent Chaves county with the 99 oth-
er delegates from all over the Terri-
tory. He Is an eloquent and convlnc- -
ing speaker,
Hon. Edward F. Saxon, delegate
from Tucumcari, Quay county, Is a
lawyor who has had considerable ex
perience ln publio life and therefore
understands the needs of the people
at large.
Edward F. Saxon was born ln Union
county, Arkansas, in 1S63. He was
educated ln the schools of Arkansas
and took a two years course ln the
UniverBity. In 1893 he was married
to Miss Laura Lindsay of Athens, Ala-
bama. He has always been a Demo-
crat, and wob elected to the offices
of county surveyor, county and pro-
bate Judge, of Union county on the
Democratic ticket. He came to New
Mexico In 1903 and located in Tucum
cari. He has been engaged in the
practice of law since 1903. Since lo
cating ln Tucumcurl he has built up
a good law practice, and Is one of the
cltlsenB ot Tucumcari who enjoys
Adding greatly to the value of the
farming lands are the transporta-ma- n
tion facilities, the markets afforded
by the mining and timber towns and
camps, the abundance and cheapness
ot fuel and building material, and the
fine climate and scenic attractions.
There are few places ln the Rooky
It Is In time of sudden mishap or ao-- for the claim in Seo. 19, T. 20 N., R. 1
W.. N. M. P. M, & B.Mfct EIGHT .1. , THUR8DAY, OCTOBER 20, 1910.
NILE PIRATES
as sunshine is desirable in treating
lung trouble and oertainly from all
accounts Santa Fe has been liberally
blessed with both."
A
oident that Chamberlain's Liniment
can be rolled upon to take the place
of the family doctor, who oaunot al-
ways be found at the moment. ' Then
it Is that Chamberlain's Liniment Is
never found wanting. In cases of
sprains, cuts, wounds and bruises
Chamberlain's Liniment takes out the
soreness and drives away the pain.
Sold by all druggists.
PROVISIONS FOR LEGISLATURE.
(Continued From Pag One.)
ARE INDIANS
AFTERJURQUOISE?
Sheriff Closson't Aid la Ask-
ed by Manager of Tif-
fany's Mines
Wayside Jottings. All They Want Is Sugar and
Then More Sugar, Says
Gieat Traveler
Ho name, the following witnesses
to prove hi. actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey of the
township, viz.:
Celso Sandoval, J. J. Salazar, Lu-
ciano Gonzales, Atanaclo Jaramillo,
all of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulations ot
the Interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to
the witnesses of said claim-
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
E AND ALTITUDEBY
plle driver head, broke, permitting
the bainmdr to fall in such a way as
to Bnap off the steel upright lead,
which also fell, striking Mr. Reed
and breaking hla right shoulder, left
thigh and causing some injury to the
small of his back.
Delegate 8hlps Sheep "A. B. Mc-
Donald shipped 14 cars and Manuel
Gomes shipped 11 cars of sheep Satur
to pay the interest and a sinking fund.
No appropriation sball be made for
charituble, educational or other bene-
ficial purposes not under the absolute
control of the state except for charit-
able Institutions and hospitals that re-
ceived appropriations from the terri-
torial legislative assembly In 1909.
No donation shall be made to jinj
railroad or for any private enterprise
by the state or any county or any
municipality therein. ,
No person shall be exempt from
prosecution or punishment for any of-
fense of the subsequent repeal of .a
law. No suit or criminal action which
Indians Have Declared Pale
Faces Stole Their Posses-
sions. '' '
Dr. F. M. Bishop Tells of Their
Advantages In Discussing
Climate Cures.
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 13, 1910.
Married at Albuquerque John W.
Freeman and Miss Nettle Foster
were married last night at the A. M.
E. church, at Albuquerque, Rev, J. H.
Rodgers, officiating.
Suit to Foreclose Mortgage A ault
to foreclose a mortgage for (1,400,
was filed In the district court at Al-
buquerque yesterday afternoon by
Louis Rosenbach and Simon SchlosB,
trustee.
Big Shipment of Apples Twelve
cars of Missouri Pippins, 600 boxes
to the car, picked from 1005 trees on
seventeen acres of land, were ship-
ped from the Hagerman orchard near
Roswell this week.
Contreras Confesses David Con-trera-s
has confessed to purse Bnatch-ln-
at Albuquerque and has tmplicat- -
day, to the Imperial valley where they
:That the Nile river pirates, so glow.
Ingly described in magazine stories,
Notice for Publication.
(013785)
Coal Land.
Small Holding Claim No. 1244 and
3241.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 8, W10.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol-
lowing named claimant has filed no-
tice of his 'Intention to make final
proof In support of bis claim under
sections 10 and 17 of the act of March
3. 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1803, (27
Stats,, 470), and that said proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
8. Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M on No-
vember 23, 1910, viz.: Meregllda G.
Miera, transferee of A. Duran and J.
H. Matthews, Cuba, N. M for the
claim in Sees. 28 and 32, T. 21 N., R.
1 W., N. M. P. M. & B.
has been commenced In any court
J. P. McNulty, manager of the Tif-
fany turquoise mines 20 miles south
of Santa Fe, has appealed to Sheriff
Closson to keep a watch on the mines
which he believes are being entered
at night by Cochitl and Santo Domin
are wintering them. Messrs, C. W.
Brown and J. W. Hambrick, of ,
and J. P. Dunlavy and C. L. Burt,
of Mountairalr, accompanied the ship-
ment." Wlllard Record.
. Prairie Fire There was a lively
prairie fire on the hill Just south of
Rleland's, Mora county, but prompt
work oq the part of the neighbors,
now are a myth; that the baggage of jaha be affe,te(1 by any ,ubsequent
travelers today in Egypt Is ransacked HOt of the legislature,
only for sugar, the Egyptians craving Bribery subjects any member of the
legislature to disfranchisement andthe sweets almost as much as did Dr.
go Indians tor the purpose of remov
disqualification from holding public
office.
It shall be unlawful tor any mem- -
Cook's Esquimos those "gum
drops," and that even in Egypt there
is no ideal climate, were interestingwho? turned" out to fight the Are, pre- -
, ed a boy named Anaya. Contreras is ventee! any loss except to the good
ing turquoise very necessary In their
ceremonial dances and estuta ritual.
This Is not the first time in the past
statements made today by Dr. Freder-'Jbe- r to use a pass or to accept a redue.
lck M. Bishop, tourist, explorer, wrlt-itjo- in fare not given the general pub-er-
and now student of America and lie. . ,
Americans, who is the guest of Bron-- i TruBts, monopolies and comblna
few years that Mr. McNulty has
of these
rerl'ng the TUaSi on Cerr.llo.lt.on. in restraint of trade are to be
Notice for Publication.
(013774)
Coal Land.
Small holding Claim No. 4314.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given thnt the fol-
lowing claimant has filed notice of
his Intention to make final proof in
support ot his claim under sections
16 and 17 of the. act of March 3. 1891
(26 Stat.., 854) as amended by the
act of February 21, 1893, (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M.. on November
23, 1910, viz.: Epimenlo. A. Miera,
transferee of Pedro Montoya, Cuba,
N. M. for the claim in Sees. 29 and 31,
T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M, & B.
He names the following witnesses
to prove hi. actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty year, next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, viz.:
Atanaclo Jaramillo, J, J. Salazar,
Celso Sandoval, Reyes Lucero, all of
Cuba, N. M.
tuau, -
Dr. Bishop Is an Englishman but he Any person may be compelled to
has been residing at Varenna, Italy, a testify in any bribery investigation
the son of well-to-d- parents at Los grass that was burned. The fire cover
Durunes, and has been in similar ed about 10 acres before it was
before. j ped by the fire furrow on one side and
Bridge Burned Out "Bridge 63 up the road on the other,
near Kennedy on the New Mexico j Killed by Blast Descending from a
Central burned Monday night and an ' nny height, where it had been
extra had to be sent out from here to thrown by blasting operations, a piece
transfer the passengers and mall so,o T0cl, truck Francl8c0 Romero a
that they could be brought south." ,Hborer employed on the Agua PuraEstancia Daily Herald. company new dam In the Las Vegas
Weddings at Las Vegas At Las Ve--1 Hot Springs canon, as he sat at his
gas last evening, Miss Anna Louise lunch at noon yesterday. The man
Ward and Edward Benton Holt, of died a short time later. Romero and
health and fashionable resort, visited even though be thereby incriminate
making off with the turquoise which
has made Tiffany famous.
Give War Dance.
Sheriff Closson has been informed
that a number of Indians have made
life disagreeable for the McNulties by
encircling their house whooping and
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous ad-
verse possession of said tract for
twenty years next preceding the sur-
vey of the township, vis.:
Luciano Gonzales, Celso Sandoval,
Atanaclo Jaramillo, J. J. Salnzar, all
of Cuba, N, M.
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the laws and regulation.
by many foreigners including mem- - himself.
bers of the English nobility.' With a
party composed of Mr. Cutting, Joseph GRUESOME FIND BY BOY8
NEAR FARMINGTON.
yelling, and doing the war ounce. Sltb-- ' "?
artist. Gordon Gardner, the militarythreatening death to the guardian of
expert and several European celebri-- ! Decomposed Remains of Henry ParrDallas, Texas, took place, Rev. J. 8. his fellow workmen had been engaged the turquoise mines if they were in-terfered with. It Is said that the In-- ties. Dr. Bishop traveled extensively or Pagosa springs, Colorado, of the Interior Department why suchjj , .... In Eevnt. aolne as far as the second Found at Foot of Cliff. proof should not be allowed will beMoore, of the Protestant episcopal during the morning in drilling and
church, officiating. A reception at the charging holes preparatory to Mas-hom-e
of the bride's mother, Mrs. J. H. Ung ja their custom, they lighted
given an opportunity at the above-
mentioned time and place to cross-e-
amine the witnesses of said claim
ant, and to offer evidence In rebuttal
ward, followed me weaaing. Anionia the fuses at noon and retired to what
Crespln, aged 16, and Silberlo Santll- - wa believed to be a safe distance,
lanes, aged 22, of San Geronimo, were t0 mt their lunch
married at the Church of Our Lady of j Utrri.at Uctnt0A marrlllge u.
descended cataract on the Nile, which but for Farm.ngton. Oct. ondayold
than looleet de Ton tv " interruptions, is navigable nlng about sundown some bos drlv- -
"wh xteen of their number '01" " ' m m'le8' i'?f Bh,e? 'T ? V?
armed to smart They Love Sugar.
entrlnce
of The rtaft Asked if he did not have the thrill- - the body of a dead man. They
notl-Xr.f- r
ClossTand the little 'Depu y Sheriff experience of seeing noroVnd"
Baca hid in an arroyo near the mine. " w" " heW "P b p'r.ate UL"""fti ?0 L
an1 the 8'""et Fay' ,n comPan5'to ' havlnB t0 Pa8sV!lVll Z.ri .to,E! these fierce fighters who will do any- - with J. S. Skaggs went over late that
of thnt submitted by clnlmsnt.
Rovlow.
MANUEL R. OTERO,"l cen8e wa ' ' Albuquerque tornim t A DCU U lain Registerrn,L,,,uv . Joe Salvador Walthers and IsidoreMarriage Licensee A marriage U-- j
... .,. loJ Alhii. caca-
Any person who desire, to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the law. and regulation, of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the
time and place to e
the witnesses of said claim-
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
of that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Rat" Man Vlctlme-Am- ongA"""8aho.. nf nir-la- o.
night to look at the body and takethinB 'r Bllmmer ot old- - Dr.;evidently have been "tipped off" for tep. for its disposal. They ound itBishop declared these stories aretheir war dance was not repested for
the sheriff. mythological tales. "The only thing; In a bad state of decomposition, the
Notice for Publication,
(014137.)
Coal Land.
Small Holding Claim No. 6105.i.1-- t0 De robDe1 01 travel-- "8The mines are practically within w a I, .
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
. Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
sight of Santa Fe and are very valu- - ln? " 18 u8ar- - lue 1V" ViT.
able, for in one year 180.000 worth eler- - "Certain it is that no gum drop evidence, concluded it was thethan body of Henry Parr of Pagosa Springsof turquoise was mined. The stone t0 n Esquimo is more delicious
is used today for rings, pins, brooches 8 suKar lumP t0 an EgyPaa- - This
'who came here several weeks ago to
alcohol is not to be buy sheep. .and necklaces, and has doubtless been mar be because
a1 Mr Parr was in Farming on on the
employed for had and ""W takes the place ofages by Indians for va- -
rlous purposes The mines show ""mulant. So if you go down the Am day of the fair and then wen
traces of prehistoric workings and it Nile, put your chocolate In your in- -
out to Simpson s trading post He left
Is believed that the prehistoric cliff "Iue Pet. ;., !T.? the.aftf aoon of hf 26'h
k d..IO'8 victims of the Starkrville coal
na?eCCC TZViST ITT" MM.rri.g. License to.." F From , cnffUwrence Porter
,riage license was issued at Roswell gon of p Fo Unlon
to A. E. Macy president of the Dex-- fee, from a near
ter bank, and Bessie B. Smith, a young bu( esnpei wlth a broken am anwoman of Dexter. ' contueIons.
Killed In Barber Shop-- H. H. Har- - j Ded on 0verand TrpB. H- - Mo.gis, former agent at the Southwestern AdamB an xlbuquerque bealthseeker,
depot at Vaughn, Guadalupe county. died on a wagon trip to JemM orty
was shot and killed yesterday in mc, wegt of ganta Fe He wa, agedMoore's barber shop by parties as yet Tearg
unknown. Albuquerque Man Among Victims
College Men Victors In Cane Rush Rmi,h..n n.iv... . ii.mui, . .
lowing claimant ha. filed notice of his
Intention to make final proof in sup-
port of his claim under sections 16 and
17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (28
Stats., 854), as amended by the act ofdwellers got their turquoise which has ur- - B18nP wa a8Kea 10 1811 nisj-- "- " 7 77 7 7 "been found in their caves by " 01 Anlen lrum wnal nB o February 21, 1893 (27 Stat.., 470), andthat said proof will be made beforeseea. as was is uis nrst visu 10 our "Daeologist8 at these same mlnfts.
The Indians of Santo Domingo andicountry- 'blind after dark. On the 27th somehe said, "of course I am Indians reported to Mrs. Eldrcdge
Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct. Comr., at
Cuba, N. M., on November 23, 1910,Cochiti have been informal rAnentAri. Well,
--The Agricultural College team de-- burb of AIbuquerq wa8 a thefeated the, preparatory department Qf mme d8a8t(jr at
team in a cane rush at Mesilla Par gm. - . nli AlA nnf m olio (to trrtfll hV
viz: Atanacia Trujillo. of Cuba. N.
M., for the Lots 3 and 4, and S.
ly that they no longer are permitted amazed 8t the va8,ness of thl land, that they had seen a white man. ponyhal t0 "e visited to be realized. which was later identified as Mr.to walk into the Tiffany mines to What gnlnnt distances from New Parr s, near the spot where the bodymove turquoise but the red men have
not understood just how the pale'01" here.' I must say that I was later found. The bridle was hang- -like your long coaches better than our 'n8 over the horse s head.
NE. 4 Sec. 3. T. 20 N.. R. 1 W.. N.Saloonkeeper Is Missing The Albu-
querque Tribune Citizen says that E, M. P. M.
B. Oaks, an Albuquerque saloonkeep She names the following witnesseser recently Indicted for keeping his thpir .ncionf nr.i ,,.,, ' European cab like compartments At the point where the body was to prove her actual continuous adsaloon open on election day, has dis wherein you have to stare at one or found the cliff is probably 40 feetthat these mines are their ancient verse possession of Bald tract for
Notice For Publication.
(013847.)
Coal Land.
Small Holding Claim No. 5375.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
' Notice is hereby given that the follo-
wing-named claimant has filed no-
tice ot his intention to make final
tlroof in Bupport of hla claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended by
the act ot February 21, 1893 (27 Stats.,
470), and that said proof will be made
before Juan C. Sandoval, U. S. Ct
Comr., at Cuba, N. M., on November
23, 1910, viz: Pedro Segura, of Seno-rit-
N. M, for the W. NW. and
E. 2 NE. Sec. 22, T. 20 N., R. 1
W., N. VM. P. M.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of said tract for twenty
years next preceding the survey ot the
township, viz:
' Lroniclo Lucero, Flavlo De la O,
Jose de Jesus Archlbeque, Benardo
Archlbeque, all of Senorito, N. M.
f Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
horttoA r,A h ti,o ,.,iwo races most oi ine trip or Close !"'S"- - ' " uimuuu ui r ouu
several yards but. quit on the oppon-
ent', territory.,
Home Wedding at Albuquerque At
'the home of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Hay-de-
last evening, at Albuquerque,
their daughter, Miss Winifred B.
Hayden, was married to John F.
Wolking by Rev. Hugh A. Cooper of
the Presbyterian church.
Killed .a
.Big .Grizzly Pablo
Samora, who lives on the Guadalupita
twenty years next preceding the sur
vey of the township, viz:
Atanaclo Jaramillo, Ramon Casados,
appeared.
Skull Fractured A stranger named
Augustine Nedeles had his skull frac-
tured near Cerrillos, southern Santa
Fe county, being struck by west-boun-
Santa Fe train No. 1. He was taken
to Albuquerque for treatment
Reyes Jaramillo, Iuclano Gonzales, all
continue to get their turquoi.e there. your eTe' 1 IIk th8 ,reedom o( these Skaggs that Mr. Parr, having wan-i-
speaking of the matter Superln-- long tralns thouh 1 mu8t admlt your toed off the trail late at night, got
tendent Clinton J. Crandall of thePuUman8 are a 'Revelation to me. off and led his horse while he was
nothern Pueblo Indian,, with Santo1, "What-- a tra1ner" of contortion-- ; looking for the road and unwittinglyasked' ; "the " Ug ",lst8?
WM
"f6Domingo and Cochiti ndlans under ' Wa,khe1
his Jurisdiction said today ' Not e3act,y fllat' thouBh 11 18 0,her" are of th belief that
"I have not been informed of any,fcleDtIy dIfflcu,t t0 undre ln them' .Parr W"h i,""1 PIaT' cla'mln(!
trouble at the Tiffany mines again lost a" my Ioose change ,rom mv:that IndlanB 8aw tho nor8e
of Cuba, N. M.
Any person who desires to protest
ngalnst the allowance of said proof,Ranchman Loses Home The home
of Milton Phillips on hla ranch north
mesa, was in Wagon Mound, Mora
county, with a big grizzly bear, which
he shipped to Raton. The bear weigh-
ed 1,700 pounds, and had done consid
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the law. and regulations ofeast of. Alamogordo was totally de- - but I know there whs nm rnmni.in. trousers pocKet ana 1 suppose tne' w.u iu UUu, w.
strayed by Are. The house was valued a few years ago. I have warned the l,orter found the mattresses riveted under the cliff nearby. A thoroughwill be made and Iferable damage to stock on the mesa
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will bejat 2,000. and the loss was covered by Indians to keep away from those with silver quarters and half dollars, Investigation mur-Bu- t
they are very good contrivances ' der was committed steps will be tak- -before it was killed. given an opportunity at the above- -
. .. . ' . . t . . .....Mining In Quay County The Hop-- ! insurance through the Monger agenoy mines but it does not seem to be an
.". o, 11.600. mentioned time and place to cross-e-xkins mining camp, at the cap rock easy matter to get them to grasp the
r
,f '8l'0ng ?,", a"i "Jlt. He. Tha bodv helne in a bad stateTo Breed Pheasants Here "Thewill be handled by a stock company amine the witness ot said claimant,
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of
reason wny tney have no right to ' '.
- -- -. -
-
--- -
mine turouoise today a. of yore." ment8' "".I7" , lX..VJt. fluidAmerican Game Association hasr Mi.nA.nnii.. Minn The comoany given Another Myth. or who knows of any substantial reahas taken over 84 claims and will Mra- B- - R- Buffham, the deputy game Sheriff Closson and Deputy Sheriff
erect suitable machinery to develop warden, a pair of r)ng neck pheasants Baca have made several trips to the
that submitted by claimant
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
Dr. ' Bishop, hailing from England, and eovered over until a son of the de-th-e
land of a hearty dlet,'wa asked ceased arrived from Pagosa Spring..
If he did not starve in this country He had the remain, .hipped to hisThe capital stock is one
Ior oreeaing purposes. 1 neir progney mmo. mm weea ana n is tnougnt
son under the laws and regulations of
the Interior Department why .uch
proof should not be allowed will be
the mine. they are on the lookout to see If In- -
dlan. nr. a,iiiv mini ... iat breakfast time. "I must say tbatlhome ln Pagosa. given an opportunity at the above- -ot nivhi .1 , these Harvey houses give one as lux- -
mentioned time and place to cross-e-
will be turned loose in the mountains
west. The shipment will be here ln a
few days from W. F. Kendrlcks, from
the hatchery at Denver." Roswell
Dally Recrod.
Grand Jury at Las Cruces The ter
ily increasing, and furnl.hinT m..tv urlou8 and a varying a menu as any-- EDNA L0FTU3 THE ACTRE8SCOMES TO GRIEF.power" for such opera- -of "candle
tions.
million dollars.
Charged With Assault With Intent
to Kill Tranqullino Lucero and wife
Toreslta Lente de Lucero, Pueblo In-
dians at Isleta, Bernalillo county,
have been arrested under an indict-
ment charging them with assault with
intent to kill, upon Candelarlo Ortiz,
a Pueblo of Santa Domingo, who bare
San Francisco, Oct. 17. Edna Lot- -
amine the witnesses of Bald claimant,
and to offer evidence ln rebuttal of
that submitted by claimant.
with a smile. "I do not believe that
Notice for Publication.
(013768.) ,
Coal Land.
Small Holding Claim No. 3247.
Department of the Interior,
United State. Land Office,
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 8, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that the fol
For some time the mines have beenritorial grand Jury at Las Curces has 1J J ,u c ... MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.completed It. labors and made its
" ",lu
,lur' v a"a
final report to the court. During the M,cNulty aB the only Per8n8
Englishmen eat more than Americans 1', the actress who married Harry
and the fourth meal or 6 o'clock tea Rhlnstone, Bon ot the millionaire
so much about In this country clnnatl brewer, was arrested here to-
ll really only a cup of tea, at least! day over 'trouble with a chauffeur,
for English business man." Rhlnstone recently ran amuck in Oak- -
Dr. Bishop 1. much Interested In land, where he was arrested on the
mines and mining and expects to find charge of Insanity. He Is now ln a
a..Ia. i.a Jrv h.. rAtnrnAn iuo "M""n mey nave lowlng-name- claimant has filed no NOTICE of reestahllHhment of theboun- -ly escaped wun 01s me.Suit Filed Suit was yesterday 23 true bill, and 14 no bill., and it ZISZt'j' JSllL? ta ow tice of his intention to make final darlcsoftha Lincoln Ind OlHtrlct InthflTerr toryof New Mexico. Nolle Is nerelu- -proof in support of his claim under
plenty to Btudy in that line in New sanitarium
filed at Albuquerque against the Es-- 1 leaves the doclret cleaned up, no case
tancla Mercantile Company, a part-- ; going over for the consideration of the
nershlp concern, of which I. A. Dye, next Jury. The panel was discharged
George Kaseman and Milton Dow, by juage Wright with tho thanks of
Mexico.
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
the United States. There is nothing
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 21, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that said proof will
fflven that the Prenldent lias, by Executive
ordrof Hepteinber 2,1910, rescinded e
order of ugilHt 4, 1910, reestablish-
ing the iHnindarlcN of the Lincoln land dis-
trict In the Territory of New Mexico on cer-
tain therein described lines of publlo sur-
vey, and directed the reestnbllshment of
the boundaries of said district as follows:
Beginning on the boundary line hotwoa
tho state of Texas and the Territory of New
-- IT BEATS ALL."
This is quoted from a letter of M.
Stockwell, Hannibal, Mo. "I recently
uUUv.wu " ..o itaicu ttuu utn:auHe
Tiffany, the noted Jewelers of New
York, are said to have laid ln a bup-pl-
that will last them several yearB
and they do not wish to cheapen the
stone.
Turquoise.
Turquoise, also known as Caljalte,
Is a precious stone which has a fine
sky blue color, but very frequently Is
greenish and then is of less value.
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
No "Ideal Climate."
Asked about the climate of Egypt,
as being Ideal, 'especially for lung
troubles, the physician .aid: "I have
yet to find a really and truly 'Ideal'
climate. It may exist but I have not
discovered It. Cairo, which draws so
many tourists, is by no means an
Mexico, where the llrst standard DftrallelS, Ct. Comr., at Cuba, N. M on No
the court, .
Yankee Mines Wholesaling Output
Yankee mines near Raton are
now wholesaling their entire output.
During the past three weeks the ton-
nage ot coal mined has been on the
increase. The camp pay roll now
with J. H. English and J. S. Kelly are
the partners, for the sum of $180.10
alleged to be due on account with In-
terest and costs ot suit.
' Hillsboro Home Destroyed Bf Fire
The residence and all the contents
belonging to D. C. Taylor at Hillsboro,
Sierra county, were destroyed totally
used Foley' Honey and Tar for the
first time. To say I am pleased doe.
not half express my feelings. It beats
all the remedies I ever used. I con-
tracted a bad cold and was threat
south lnterscots the same ; thence west along
said PBrallel to tbe range line between rang-
es fifteen and sixteen east: thence north
vember 23, 1910, viz: Jose Benabides,
transferee ot Montoya E. Montoya,
Cuba, N. M., for the claim ln Sees. 20
onff said rnnflte line, a lowlnff for nrnnerDark blue stones also occur, but most oirsetson the bsftc line, to the township line
ened with pneumonia. The first dosnumbers SO men and new men are be oetwrcn townsnips two una tnree north;thenee west along said townnhlp line to theof them are said to bo artificially healthy cltT' PartB of aredry '"deed, drier than here, andored. The mineral often turns white !v(!ry 'ange line netween ranges eignt and ninees gave great relief and one bottle
completely cured me." Contain, no
ln6 ea every few days. The new
everyZy on theXe waT-I-S.-W which is being installed by the on weathering, and may also lose itsT' "ulu VIBUeu Amencans a. wen opiates. Sold by The Capital Phorm
acy.
as Europeans. But many medical
men believe today that altitude as wellTh9 loss was complete, even to the
eiist; thenee south along said range line,
allowing for proper onsets on the base line
and the llrst standard panillel south, to the
second standard parallel south; thence east
along said standard parallel to the north-
west corner of township eleven south, range
ten east: thence south to the southwest
company, will be in operation within
the next few weeks.
A Booster Who Boosts the Boosters
and 29, T. 20 N., R. 1 W., N. M. P. M.
& B.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession of Bald tract for twenty
year, next preceding the survey ot the
township, viz: ,
Juan Montoya, J. J. Salazar, Jose
Benabides, Celso Sandoval, all of
clothe, worn by the family. They
were awakened by the falling In of
color by exposure to light. It is
opaque or translucent and never oc-
curs crystallized. In Persia, Turkey,
Arabia and the Levant, also Russia
and India, It has long been in very
high favor. The principal mines are
"If you want to grow a pair of corner of snld township; thence east to thethe roof and barely escaped death boundary llueoftne Mescalero Apache In- -R.inh Kin..u M.rri.rf "Jllnh irin. 1"M like a blacksmith bellows; if nan Hcservation tnence soutn. eust and
south, following the loilndary line of saidsell, ot Stanley, and Miss Nina Hoi- - you nt an aPPetltf like an alllga: Indian Keservailou. to tne southwest cor
Ion. of Mountalnair. were united in u" 'V ,u " .7,sound and loud that you will raise tbeZZlilTLT. "Llri'Oors; if you love good we.l wa-- Iter so that you want to drink and
drink and drink until you swell upRev. Randolph Carver, Presbyterian
Cuba, N. M. -
Any person who desires to protest
against the allowance of said proof,
or who knows of any substantial rea-
son under the law. and regulations of
the Interior Department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
given an opportunity at the adove;
mentioned time and place to cross-e-
pastor, performed the ceremony.
at Nlshapur ln northern Persia. It Is
also found in New Mexico, Arizona,
California, Nevada and Mexico, and
at one time the mines near Santa Fe
were the most famous in tbls country,for the turquoise found there was
equal ln beauty to that of Persia and
did not lose Its color by exposure to
light. It also took a most beautiful
polish and for this reason was much
praised, by connoisseur..
like a goat skin water bag, such asThey will reside on their ranch east they used ln bible time, come to Mc- -
Mexlco." Mcintoshoum.e,. mu.m.L, i,...8. jntogh NewRalph is a former Santa Fe boy, son Homeland,
of and Mrs. H. C, Klnsell,
WHEN GOING
!EAST 0R WEST
II use the ' ; M
I Qnn.iA.' I n fl
amine the witnesses of said claimant,and Mr. Ortiz was former Plaza g,ate 0 Onl0i CUy of Toiedo,
ner thereof : thence, east, along the south
boundary of said Indian Reservation, to
t ile range line betweon ranges eleven and
twelve oast; thence south along said rangeline to the third standard parallel south;thenee east along saldstandai'd parallel tothe range line between ranges thirteen andfourteen east: thence south along tin rangeline iH'tween ranges thirteen anil fourteen
east, for propir onsets on thefourth and fifth standard parallel south,to the boundary line belween the Htate ofTexas and tho Territory of New Mexico;
thence east Blong said boundary lino tothe southeast corner of the Territory otNew Mexico; thence north along the bound-
ary line between the Htate of Texas and
the Territory of New Mexico to the place
of beginning, Kxecutlve order of August
4, 1911 establishing tho boundary lines of
said Lincoln land district Is heroby resclnd-ed- .Tho reestahtlshment of the Iwundarles
of the Lincoln land district above Indicated
will take olToct on Novontltor 1. 1910, and
the Register and Receivers of the land
olllces at Las (Jrucos and Santa Fo, Now
Mexico, will transact no business pertainingto the lands within the
boundaries after October 81, 1910, Notice
No i'.nl, dated August 18, 1910, issued ln
pursuance of Kxerutivo order of August 4,
merchant in this city, Lucas County. ss. and
to offer evidence ln rebuttal oi
that submitted by claimant,
MANUEL R. OTEKO,
Register.
MORE POPULATION v
FIGURES GIVEN OUT.
Washington, Oct. 15. Population
statistics were made public by tbe
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
he Is senior partner of the firm of
F. J. Cheney & Co., doing business
In the City of Toledo, County and
State aforesaid, and that said firm Notice for Publication,
census bureau for the following cities:
Colo. Springs and Pueblo I)Wilmington, N. C, 25,748, an increaseof 4,772, or 22.7 per cent over 20,976in 1900; Hamilton, Ohio, 35,279, an
(013770)
Coal Land1.
Small Holding Clnlm No. 4357.
Department of the Interior,
United States Land Office.
Santa Fe, N. M Oct. 8, 1910.
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
increase of 11,305, or 47.6 per cent. W ' TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT MM .
..Tried to Escape Edgar Richard-
son, a colored truBty at the Grant
county Jail, attempted to make his es-
cape and succeeded in getting some
miles above Central, when Deputy
Sheriff A. C. Buckner captured him,
returning him to Jail at Sliver City.
Suit on Note Suit was filed ln the
district court at Albuquerque for John
M. Moore, plaintiff, versus Thomas
Perea and Gablna G. Perea, defend-
ants, asking Judgment In the sura of
$423.07, alleged to be due on a prom
Usory note dated August 3, 19(17.
Bridge Man Badly Injured Charles
L. Reed, one of the members of the
Raton Santa Fe bridge crew, was ser-
iously injured while at work with
tbe pile driver on the main line near
Dillon, three mile, below Raton. Tbe
over 23,914 in 1900; Lorain, Ohio, 2
1110, Is hnreby rescinded. Ulvon under my
hand at the Olty of Washington, in theiJIslrlet of Columbia, this eighth day of
A, I). 1910, KKKI) IHflNN KTT, Com-
missioner of the (lonornl Landolllee,883, an Increase of 12,855, or 80.2 per
.... ir;:r lowing named claimant has filed nocent, over 16,028 ln 1900; Madison,
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
DOLLARS for each and every case of
Catarrh that cannot be cured by the
use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
FRANK J. CHENEY,
Sworn to before mt and subscribed
in my presence, this 6th day of De-
cember, A. D., 1880.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal) Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Intern-
ally, and acts directly on the blood
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all druggists, 75c.
tice of his Intention to make finalWis., 25,531, an increase ot 6,367, or
33.2 per cent, over 19,164 ln 1900.
Hamilton, Ohio, 35,279; Increase, V II j." or II i11,3ns, or 47.5 per cent. li 11 .. . .
proof ln support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of the act of March
3, 1891 (26 Stats., 854), as amended
by the act of February 2J, 1893, (27
Stats., 470), and that Bald proof will
be made before Juan C. Sandoval, U.
8. Ct. Comr., nt Cuba, N. M on No
I N ON hP . IIWilmington, N. C, 25,748; increase,
FOR OVER FIFTY YEARS
MRS, WINBLLOW'S SOOTHING SYRUP
Has boon used for over fifty years byMILLIONS of MOTH HI RH for their
OIIILDltlON WHILB TBHTHINO. withPKHKKUT STNKIKHH. It HOOTU KB tin(1HILI), SOFTKN8 the GUMS, ALLAYS
all I'AIN; tlUKKH WIND OOLIU and laMehest remedy for IHAHKOKA. Mold by
Druggists in every part of the world. B
sure and ask for Mrs. Wlnslow's Soothln
lyruD." aud take no other kind, as
4,772, or 22.7 per cent. 11 n :
Madison, W1b., 25,531; increase, 6,--
large cog wheel on the engine plat- -
307, or 33.2 per cent.
Lorain, Ohio, 28,883; increase,
or 80.2 per cent.
Take Hall's Family Pills for const!- - vember 23, 1910, viz.: Ellsea Montoya,
transferee ot Juan Blea, Cuba, N. Mform controlling the hoisting of the pation. holtte'
